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there's no access to devices three, four and five.

‘Q. Okay. And so if we go back to the colorized version of

exhibit 552, which computer screen shot were we looking at

then?

A. We were looking at the left computer the one shown in

blue.

Q. Now, should we look at the right one?

A. Yes.

Q. And now I'm showing, again, a screen shot from exhibit

110, your Honor, showing right G 06, windows explore er with

ones three four and five enabled for right system and what is

this showing?

A. This is the windows ex er showing what the right system

can see for storage devices and three external devices labeled

blue, purple and orange.

Q. It's a few pages later and it's also on the graphic

exhibit in you want to look at them.

MR. BAHLER: What graphic exhibit?

A. The blue, purple and yellow are —- blue, purple and orange

are devices three, four and five.

MR . ALCOCK:

Q. Okay. And so now let's go back to exhibit 564. What is

exhibit 564 showing?

A. This is a composite of the three slides we've showed for

access control-‘ The Pathlight.sun director, the_left computer
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and the right computer.

Q. So what is this showing us, then?

A. Showing the correspondence between the checkmarks on the

Pathlight SAN director and the devices that are available to

the particular computers.

Q. Now, how does this show access controls?

A. It shows that we have allowed access to certain devices to

a particular computer and not to -- and that computer does

clot have access to other devices.

Q. Okay. So by operating the management station, you can

control the access of the left and the right computer to the

various remote storage devices?

A. Yes, that's true.

Q. And in effect, here it shows that those computers can't

even see those storage devices on their computer screen; is

that right?

A. That's correct.

Q. How would they get access to them?

A. I was unable to do that. I tried doing that by running

SCSI —- a SCSI commands director to the particular addresses

and simply said the device was not recognized.

Q. Lastly, let me show you exhibit 611. What is exhibit 611?

A. This is an excerpt from the Pathlight from one of the

manuals. It's gateway, I believe. And it shows the use of

the SAN director and the privileges that one might have in
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terms of using the Pathlight SAN director. There are --

Q. Now, hold on one second. Let's just step back for the a

moment T SAN director is what?

MR. BAHLER: Counsel, I don't have 611 in the book.

MR. ALCOCK: I apologize. It was left out. You were

given a copy of all the graphics earlier, counsel, every

single one of them.

MR. ALCOCK:

‘Q. Continue.

A. Would you repeat the question?

Q. What is exhibit 611 showing?

A. It's showing the —— how one uses the SAN director. And in

particular, it says that there are two different privilege

modes that one might have in using the SAN director. One is a

user privilege which simply allows you to look at things that

is —- you could look at the access control and the

administrator mode which allows you to actually change access

control.

Both of those actually require a pass word for access

before you can do anything. Here is a administrator's pass

word screen shot here when you log on to the Pathlight SAN

director, it asks you who you are and your pass word.

Q. Okay. So does the products that you've tested have the

element of the claim including the access control limitation?

A. Yes, it does.
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Q. Okay. Now, finally we'll move to exhibit 565 and what is

that showing, sir?

A. This is showing the final element of claim 1 in which we

talk about the native low level block protocol, and the text

down there comes from a computer screen where I was actually

operating the devices with SCSI commands addressing a

particular device.

Q. So the bottom is another one of those screen shots from

your computer?

A. Yes, it is.

Ql And what does that show?

A. It shows that I have addressed this device with a

particular bus, target and LUN which is the SCSI addressing

mechanism that I was actually was able to find that device and

I actually execute commands against it.

Q. Okay. Now, let me take us back to exhibit 559. A word

that we didn't talk about is virtual local storage. Is that

an element_of this claim and some of the other claims?

A. Yes, it is.

And do these devices have that?

Can you explain?

Q.

A. Yes, they do.

Q.

A.
Virtual local storage is what you get —- is defined as --

I've got blank. I'm sorry. Storage that has the appearance

and characteristics of local storage. It's what you get when
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you combine mapping, virtual -— native low level block

protocol and access control.

Q. Okay. Let me put before you an exhibit, a number of which

I'll give you a in a second and can you explain what that is?

A. This is a summary of claim 1.

Q. It's exhibit 572 for the record, your Honor.

A. A summary of claim 1, a summary of the graphics that you‘

saw as we went through the claimed elements so that you can

see that each one of these looks exactly as you saw on the

graphics.

Q. Okay. Now I'm going to put before you claim 7. ‘There

were three independent claims in the patent, sir?

A. Yes, that's right.

Q. And is this the next independent claim?

A. This is the next one.

Q. And how does is this different from the other claim that

we just looked at?

A. The first claim that we looked at was the claim that

described the storage router. This one starts off describing

a storage network, Pathlight product. It's not a network,

it's a router.

Q. Okay. But does it go in a network?

Yes, it does.A

Q. Does it have any use other than being in a network?

A
Nothing substantial.
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Q. Okay. And so does the products have all the elements of

claim 7?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. I've put before you exhibit 575. Does that help

you explain this quickly?

A. Yes, it does. But we have a storage network which has

such characteristics which show a photograph of the device of

the Pathlight SAN gateway. The block diagram, again. We have

a fiber channel transport medium emphasized in red here. We

have the SCSI bus transport medium emphasized in blue. We

have Fibre Channel transport medium is just the light pipe.

The SCSI bus transform medium is the SCSI came.

Work stations, shows work stations and there are

references all through the documentation to work stations.

Plurality of SCSI storage devices connected to the SCSI bus,

connected to the fiber channel. So it has all the elements of

claim 7. It has all the elements of claim 7, and the storage

router itself is in the middle of this network, and it has

exactly the same characteristics that are described in claim

1.

Q. Can you check those off?

A. Yes. Mapping, access controls, native low level block

protocol.

Q. Okay. Now, claim 11 is the last independent claim.

What's the basic difference between that and the other claims?
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A. The other claims claim specific hardware. This claims a

method of doing something which looks remarkably familiar to

you by now.

Q. And just quickly showing you exhibit 578. Does it heat

the elements of the method claim 11?

A. Yes, it does. We have, again, we have a means describe --

that's described by looking at the product itself and at the

block diagram. We have a means of connecting to the Fibre

Channel, means of connect together the SCSI bus.

Q. Can you check the boxes for us?

A. Uh—huh. We have another graphic on the rest of that?

Q. Exhibit 579?

A. Yes, means of maintaining a configuration. We've got

through that. Access controls, means of allowing access in

accordance with configuration using native low level block

protocol. So we've covered all those things before.

Q. Now, very quickly Dr. Hodges because we are running out of

_ our allotted time here, exhibit -- I'm going to ask you very

briefly about the dependent claims. Right now we've covered

three independent claims. What's a dependent claim?

A. A dependent claim is one that incorporates all of the

elements of the independent claim plus something else.

Q. Okay. Let's go through claims 2, 8 and 14 and I've shown

you exhibit 580. Did they infringe those claims?

A. Yes,'they do. ’Claim 2, 8 and l4 are all similar and they.
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require that one have only one computer that has access to a

particular device and the access control that I defined in

previously was -- covers that.

Q. Okay. I'm showing you exhibit 581 and I'll ask your

opinion with respect to claims 3 and 13.

A. Claims 3 and 13 indicate that the Fibre Channel devices

could have —— could be work stations. Work stations are

mentioned in a lot of different places in the manuals and the

web site and various diagrams.

Q. Okay. Now, exhibit 582 showing claims 4, 9 and 14. To

they infringe those claims?

A. Yes, the SCSI storage devices, the hard disk drives, they

show pictures and discussion of that throughout the

documentation.

Q. And lastly, claims 5 and 6. Do they infringe those, sir?

A. Claims 5 and 6, you have a graphic on that?

Q. Exhibit 569 and I'm going to focus you on the bottom two

claims.

A. This way I don't leave anything out. Claim 5 describes

the router as in claim 1, but further defines the Fibre

Channel controller that has a fiber channel protocol unit,

first in, first out cue, direct memory access, technical terms

all of which are contained in the Fibre Channel controller

found by looking at the data sheets and manuals for the

control that is used.
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The same thing is true on claim 6. The elements are

all there looking at the manuals and data sheets for the SCSI

controller that's used in the device.

Q. Okay. Have a seat, sir. while you're doing that, I'm

going to put up a page of exhibit 153. It's page 109 of

exhibit 153. It's a page from if Pathlight web site. So far,

Dr. Hodges, have all the tests that you've done, the screen

shots that we've shown have been used with this VPS software?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, earlier you mentioned you tested it with another kind

of software. What was that?

A. That's called channel zoning.

Q. Okay. And showing exhibit 109 and I'm putting a portion

of it, Pathlight SAN gateway solve these type of problems with

two levels of access control. The first method offered by SAN

gateway is channel access control or zoning. Is that the

other kind that question haven't talked about yet?

A. Yesf

MR. BAHLER: Counselor, you just mentioned 109. Are

you within Plaintiff's Exhibit 153?

MR. ALCOCK: Exhibit 153 point 109 and at the end of

your book are a handful of pages and in it is this included.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you.

MR. ALCOCK:

Q} Let me take a look at page 110. Panels Pathlight's
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channel access control inhibits devices from knowing that the

storage channel exists, making it inaccessible. Do you agree

with that statement?

A. Yes.

Q. And what test did you perform the confirm that in fact is

the case?

A. I reconfigured my test setup so that each of the computers

was on a separate fiber channel port and I reconfigured the

disk drives to have some of them on two different SCSI ports.

Q. Okay. Let me show you exhibit 607. What is exhibit 607?

A. This is a screen shot for the Pathlight SAN director

again, channel zoning control, and the color is added.

Q. And what are you doing here?

A. What I'm doing here is setting up the access control for

the channel zoning.

Q. Okay. Let me show you exhibit 606. What does that show,

sir?

A. This shows a picture of how things are connected. This is

again the Pathlight SAN director. They have an information

screen that will show you this kind of thing. You can see

that the —— in the upper section, the SCSI devices, there are

three devices connected to SCSI channel one and two connected

to SCSI channel two and that the two computers are connected

to two different Fibre Channels.

‘Q. And what is the right-hand of this thing show ——'I mean
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the left-hand side of it show?

A. That's what I was just talking about.

Q. Oh, I'm sorry. So which are connected to which fiber a

channel?

A. The checkmarks in the previous graphic show that Fibre

Channel one was connected to SCSI channel one and not to SCSI

channel two. So you'll see the Fibre Channel one outlined in

red here connected to SCSI channel one should be able to see

only devices one, three and five which are connected to the

SCSI for that channel. And the same —— similarly for fiber

channel two.

Q. Okay. So let me show you exhibit 608. What is that a

screen shot of?

A. Screen shot of the windows explore er showing what is

available to the left computer. The left computer, you'll

recall, was on fiber channel 1 and was allowed access to SCSI

kennel 1 which contained devices one, three and five, that is

the red, blue and orange devices.

Q; Okay. And let me show you exhibit 609. What is that

depict?

A. That is the right computer, windows explore er showing

what's accessible to the right computer. Again, it was on --

it was on fiber channel two with access to SCSI channel two

and we see that SCSI channel two had devices two and four,

purple and green.
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Q. So is this channel zoning access controls?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Does it perform the same function as the access controls

in the claims?

A. ‘Yes, it does.

Does it do it in a substantially the same way?

Yes, it does.

Does it achieve the same result?

Yes, it does.

Q. With respect to all the claim elements of all the claims,

do they perform the same function as the claims -— with

respect to all the functions we've talked about with the

devices, are they performing the same function as in the

claims?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. And do they do it in substantially the same way?

A. Substantially the same way.

Q. And does it achieve substantially the same result with

respect to every claim element?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. And so do you determine every element of every claim being

present in those devices?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Then I think you better check that last box.

A. which one did I leave off? Oh.
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Q. Pass the witness, your Honor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Dr. Hodges, I'd like to talk to you for just a second,

‘first of all, about this concept of access controls. It's a

word that although you weren't here, Mr. Alcock wrote in big

letters on a board that's right over there. And what is --

does access control require any form of security in your

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. What security's required?

A. Similar to locally attached storage.

Q. Okay. What does the security of -- or the security of

locally attached storage means for example, at least in your

opinion, that no other hosts can access that storage, right?

A. Not exactly.

Q. What is your idea of security with respect to local

storage?

A. No unauthorized host can have access to the storage. The

security should be similar to what you would if you had

something attached the a local compute.

Q. So in your mind access control does not prohibit access to

-storage devices by hosts that are prohibited from -- or that

are —— that the access control intends to exclude?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Vague and

ambiguous.
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MR. BAHLER: I'll withdraw it.

Q. There your opinion, access control is not —— does not

prohibit other hosts from getting access?

A. It does not prohibit unauthorized -- excuse me. It does

not prohibit authorized hosts from getting access.

Q. But does it prohibit unauthorized hosts from getting

access? I

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Prohibit --

A. To the degree that it would prohibit it with local

storage.

Q. I'd like to show you what's on the board as exhibit --

this is Defendant's Exhibit 1. This is figure 3. Now, the

thing in the Pathlight or I'm sorry, the Crossroads patent

that governs access control is this thing called the

management station, correct?

A. No, sir.

Q.- Well, the management station is required to —— well, the

storage router ultimately accomplishes the function of access

control, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And the settings in the storage router that

accomplish that function are done by the management station,

correct?

A. Yes..
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Q. All right. And the work stations don't make those

settings, right?

A. Work stations that do not have management capability or do

not do that.

Q. Right. Well, take a look at —— column 4 of the patent,

right around line 33fl Do you see that, sir?

A. I see what are you referring to?

Q. Well, it talks about the management station 76 and that's

the one that we were just looking at in figure 3, right?

A. Yes.

Q. It says the management station 76 can be connected

directly to storage router 56 via connection, direct

connection or can interface with the storage router 56 through

either Fibre Channel 52 or SCSI bus 54. Do you see that?

A. Can I read the rest of that paragraph, sir?

Sure.‘ Do you have a copy-of the patent?

Yes, I do. This is which column?

Column 4, line 33..

Column 4?

Q. Column 4, line 33.

A. I'm sorry. My copy is not very good. I was looking at

line 23. Yes, sir.

Q. All right. Just after that, it says in the latter case,

and that is when the management station is connected to the,

for example, Fibre Channel bus, the management-station can be
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a work station. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Referring back to figure —— to your 3, that

means this management station right here on figure 3 doesn't

have to be connected right here, it doesn't have to be

connected right here, but it can be connected directly to the

SCSI bus, right?

A. That's allowed --

Q.' Right there, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And in that case; according to that section of column 4,

it could be a work station, right? Just like all the other

hosts on there, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. How is it different?

A. »It's a management station that has special rights.

Q. All right, sir. Could that management station be within

one of the work stations that already exists?

A. I don't know what that means.

Q. Well, I've got a management station here that according to

the patent can be a work station, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And then, I've got a whole bunch of work stations over

here, too, right?

A. Yeah.
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Q. Well wouldn't it make sense rather than have a management

station dedicated to or work station dedicated to the

management station wouldn't it just make sense to put the

management station, combine it with one of those work

stations?

A. You could do that.

Q. You could actually put it in more than one work station,

right?

A. One could do that.

You could put it in all work stations, right?v

And in that case, all hosts could get access, right?

Q.

A. If you wanted to do that.

Q.

A. All hosts could -- would have the capability -- all hosts

would be management stations.

Q. Right.

A. You would have the capability of changing access.

Q. In that case -- all right. Now, if all hosts can get

access to storage at any time, what kind of access control is

it?

A. It's controlled by the management station which has

special rights. The management station itself has pass word

protection for the administration so that only the authorized

people can make the changes.

Q. Well, --

A. ItKs no different from having dedicated management
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station.

Q. Well, the hypothetical I've posed for you, Dr. Hodges, was

that each and every work station, A, B, C, D and E has

management functions. That means that each one of those work

stations can adjust access control, right?

A. Given the appropriate pass word by the administrator.

Q. Is that a yes?

A. The administrator could control access from any work

stations.

Q. Right. Okay.

A. It does not mean that any work station will willy—nilly

change it.

Q. Well, if any work station can change access control and,

therefore, permit that work station to gain access to the

storage, then there is, in fact, no access control?

A. I'm sorry. The work stations -- the control software in

the work station can —— is what can change the access control

and one can_choose to -— one can expect to have minimum --

have special rights for an administrator. So an administrator

can use any work station to change.

Q. Well, I've just given you a hypothetical with the

management function is in all work stations and so they all

have special rights. That's a possibility, right?

A. One could con figure it that way if one desired.

Q. All right. "And-in that case, any work station can get
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access to any storage at any time, right?

A. If one chose not to provide the protection that is

inherent in the patent, yes.

Q. Well, the patent says that the management station can be

connected to the Fibre Channel, right?

A. One could choose not to provide any management —- any

protection at all in one wanted to.

Q. And that would be access control that would be covered by

the patent in your opinion?

A. The access control is provided by the device. That's if

it's available.

Q. Is the way that device —— by the device, you mean the

storage router?

A. Access control is provided by the storage router, the

administration is available as desired by the administrator,

and the function is there.

Q. But —— okay. Let me make sure I have this right. The

:management station just serves to set the configuration that's

maintained by the router which ultimately accomplishes access

control, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And there's nothing in the claims directed to the

management station, is there? You didn't check any boxes

anywhere that said management station, right?

A. That's true.
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Management station isn't in that claim, is it?

There's no —- those words are not used in the claim.

Q. What is used in the claim is —— this is claim 1.

A Yes.

Q. It says to maintain a configuration for SCSI storage

diseases connected to the SCSI bus transport medium, right?

A. Yes.

Q. So it's the maintenance of that configuration, that's

what's required, right?

A. That's what is required.

Q. And that has nothing to do with how those -- that

configuration is set by the management station, right?

A. That's not addressed in the claim. And the function --

what is addressed by the claims is the function that's

provided by the router.

Q. And, in fact, the claims don't say anything about how that

configuration is set, right?

A.f They do not.

Q. Could be set by the SCSI reserve command, right?

No.

Why not?

The SCSI reserve command being implemented according to

SCSI specification is not sufficient access control.

Why not?

Because it does not provide the kind of access control
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that is available for local storage. You do not have virtual

local storage from that.

Q. We'll get to that in just a second. I'm talking about

access control right now, all right?

A. Access control is illuminated by the virtual local

storage. It tells you what kind of access control is

required.

Q. Well, actually virtual local storage in claim 1 appears up

here at the top, right? Providing virtual local storage,

right? And access controls's down here, right? Those are the

same in your opinion?

A. They're not the same, no, sir.

Q. Well, so in your opinion, a device that's configured like

that shown in figure 3 that uses the SCSI reserve command to

set that configuration, that performs access control in your"

opinion, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. Okay. Why not?

A. It does not meet the requirements for virtual local

storage.

Q. No, no, no. It doesn't meet the requirements for access

control?

A. No, sir.

Q. So they're the same, the requirements are the same or are

they different, Dr. Hodges?
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A. Which requirement?

Q. Requirement for virtual local storage on the one hand and

access control on the other hand?

A. Virtual local storage describes what is expected of the

storage device and illuminates what kinds ever access control

is require.

Q. All right. One of the reasons is because any host

connected to the storage router when the configuration has

been set up using this reserve command, any of those hosts can

change access at any time, right?

A. That's true.

Q. Dr. Hodges, I just posed for you a hypothetical a second

ago where all of the work stations have management capability,

all of them can set access, and you said that that was access

controls still?

A. The access control function in previous case was present

in the router. That's what the patent is about, what is

present in the router.

Q. Right. Reserve and release do not provide within the

router the capability for doing the same kind of access

control. Reserve and release. Well, let's forget about

release, let's talk about reserve, reserve makes settings in

that router, correct?

A. Its could.

Q. It changes modifiable set information the router, within
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the router, right?

A. Its could.

Q. It could, it does, that's the way its works, right?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Beyond the scope

of redirect. Reserve release is part of their invalidity

case.

THE COURT: The objection's overruled.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Do you need the question again, sir?

A. I'm not aware there was a question. Please repeat it.

Q. Let me withdraw it in case there is one. Dr. Hodges, the

claim requires this maintaining a configuration as we said,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. Doesn't require it be set by anything, and indeed, a SCSI

reserve command will make -— will change that configuration in

a storage router, correct? Can be used that way, right?

A. It could.

Q. Could. And when it makes that change, requests by

subsequent -- by other work stations will be prohibited from

accessing storage that is reserved, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. Well, is one of the reasons because those other work

stations can issue a reset?

A. According to the SCSI command, according to the SCSI
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standard, any of those work stations could revoke the reserve

at any time. Therefore, the capability for prohibiting access

does not exist within the router if you use SCSI reserve.

Q. If the capability exists to override, then there is no

access control. Is that what you just said?

A. If the capability -- if the access control inherently has

the capability to be overridden by any work station without

any further authority, that is not access control.

Q. All right. So if any work station can override the access

controls, then there is no access control?

A. That's not what I said.

Q. All right. I couldn't understand completely and I

apologize. Maybe I'm thick this morning.

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, move to strike. That's not

Vappropriate.

THE COURT: Counsel, let's just calm down.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Could you explain that again, please?

A. What would you like for me to explain?

Q. The part about where any -- well, let me just start down

the same track, only differently. These work stations shown

in figure 3 could be configured to issue reserve commands,

right? Any one?

A. SCSI reserve commands?

Q. Yes, sir.

A. Yes, they could.
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Q. And if the router were so programmed, work station A could

reserve for itself storage A and storage B and work station B

could reserve storage B, et cetera. In other words, this

exact configuration shown in figure 3 could be established

using the SCSI reserve commands, correct?

A. The configuration as described in the patent would not be

the same.

Q. Well, work station A could issue a reserve command and it

would be stored in the storage router and it would reserve for

work station A, work station A storage on storage device 62,

right?

A. That is not access control.

Q. Well, let's say that no other hosts issue a reset or do

anything unusual, all right?

A. I'm willing to do that because that's part of the SCSI

standard.

Q. Well, let's say that none of them have done it yet.

A. If none of them have done it yet, then nothing has

happened.

Q. All right. Well, let's say none of them have issued a

reset and that setting is sitting there in the storage router,

the setting that was made by work station A, all right?

A. Whatever setting that was.

Q. All right. Now, if work station B tries to get access to

the storage of work station A, it will be rejected by that’
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storage router, correct?

A. No, sir.

Q. Why not?

A. This is no different from encountering a locked door that

you have a key to it. Doesn't keep you from getting it, it

only delays you.

Q. Isn't that the same as a pass word?

A. The same as pass word?

Q. Yeah, before we talked about the management station

according to the patent could be actually exist on all of

those work stations.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. All those could have management functions, right? That's

what you said before, right?

A. In this case, everybody has a key. By definition in the

case of reserve release. There's no capability in the storage

router to prevent any work station regardless of how it's

programmed as long as issues a command according to the SCSI

protocol to prevent another work station from getting to that

storage.

Q. All right. So in a —— if -— well, the SCSI reserve every

work station has a key, right, in your opinion?

A. By definition.

Q. All right. And in the management, every -- in the

management station, where the management function distributed.
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across all those work stations, everybody would have a pass

word, wouldn't they?

A. The capability is there in the latter case for the storage

router to create whatever access control is desired by the

person who sets this up. The capability is just there for

access control with reserve the capability is not there.

Q. All right. Now, this management function that's performed

by the —— that you say is performed by the SAN gateway and SAN

router products, Pathlight products, that's done by this SAN

director?

A. I'm sorry. Would you repeat that?

Q. The management function that you have concluded exists in

the SAN gateway and SAN router products, is that done by the

SAN director software?

A. That's one way of doing it.

Q. Are there any other ways of doing it?

A. Yes, one can connect by the service port and use a

different protocol for doing the same functions.

Q. That would still be using the SAN director, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. How would that be?

A. It's using hyper terminal that's built into the windows

system. It does not use the SAN director at all.

Q. All right. And would that be access control?v

A» That gives the same-function.
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Q. Okay. Now, --

A. As the SAN director.

Q. In that situation, don't all hosts have that capability

in the latter situation?

A. It gives the same function as the SAN director. All hosts

vwho are physically connected to the storage router actually

only one could be connected in the case of a serial port.

,Q. Are you sure-about that?

A. I've never seen anything that allowed more than one to

connect to a serial port.

Q. How about Ethernet connection?

A. This is not Ethernet.

Q. All right. Now, in fact, there are Ethernet connections

in the SAN gateway and SAN router product, also, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, you didn't show those in your drawing, did you?

Yes, I did.

Now, this is the setup that you made?

Yes.

And here it says Ethernet serial.

Yes.

That's actually connected to the work station, right?

Connected to the left work station which was being used as

management station.

And the right work station, right?‘
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A. Not necessarily. It could have been.

Q. Could be, right? If it is, then there's management

function there, too, right?

A. There is an Ethernet connection there.

Q. Well, I'm talking about this Ethernet connection that you

just mentioned. Now, is this management station, let me make

sure I'm clear about this. Is this management station the

same as that one?

A. The left work station is being used as a management

station, as well.

Q. Why did you draw it like this?

A. For clarity, sir.

Q. For clarity or to make its look like figure 3, sir?

A. For clarity.

Q. All right. So in fact, there's only —- this isn't even

there, right?

A. What isn't there? Yes, it is. It's the left work

station.

Q. All right. Well, that's already there, right?

A. It's a different -- yes.

Q. So in your configuration, one of the work stations had

management capability right off the bat, right?

A. It had the management software installed in it and I had

management capability when I used that proper pass word.

Q. All right. Did you use this Ethernet connection at all,
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sir?

A. Yes.

Okay. Did you use it from the right work station?

I sometimes used it from the right work station.

Did you use it from the right and the left work station?

I'm not sure what you mean.

Q. Well, you use it —— okay. You use the Ethernet connection

was permitted, modification of the settings and if router from

the left work station, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And you used the Ethernet connection to make the

modifications to the settings from the right work station,

right?

A. In a very small number of tests I did that, most tests the

right work station had only user capability.

Q. All right, sir. And in that situation —— and neither or

one of those use the SAN director, correct?

A. Both of those use the SAN director.

‘Q. I'm talking about the one you said didn't require the SAN

director?

A. No, you're not.

Q. Okay. So the SAN director requires Ethernet, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. All right. At least we got that. And in the situation

_ where you had the left-work station and the right work station
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with the SAN director —— that means the SAN director software

you had it on both the left work station and right work

station?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. That means the left work station could modify the access

control to permit itself access to the storage that was

supposed to be dedicated to the right work station, correct?

A. Given that I logged on to the SAN director with

administrative capability.

Q. All right.

A. Using the administrative password.

Q. All right. And likewise, the right work station could

modify the set information the storage router and gain access

to the storage that was previously dedicated to the left work

station, correct?

A. Given that I logged on to the SAN director with

administrative capability using the administrator's password.

Q. So in the Pathlight product, either host could get access

at any time, right?

A. The capability of the router allowed —— was -- stop and

think a minute. The router's capability was to control access

based upon whatever station, whatever work station or

management station to have the appropriate administrative

control.

Q. All right, sir. And in the setup that you had in your
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basement, both work stations had administrative capabilities,

correct?

A. They both had administrative capabilities if I logged on

using administrative password.

Q. And that means either work station could adjust the set

information the router and gain access to the storage of the

other, correct?

A. If the administrator was logged on to it.

Q. That's a yes, right?

A. I was the administrator of both of those.

Q. To that's a yes, right?

A. That's a yes under the conditions of the proper log-on.

Q. In your opinion, if two work stations can gain access or

can override the access settings maintained —- that are being

maintained for the other work stations, that's still access

control?

A. If they are —— if they can override based upon appropriate

authority, yes.

Q. Appropriate authority. Can passwords be hacked?

A. Can passwords be hacked?

Q. Yes.

A. Yes.

Q. That means somebody could right there in the work station

or in the setup you had either work station could be used to

modify the settings for the other work station and to gain
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access to the storage that was previously dedicated to the

other one, right?

A. I think it would be easy for a hack er to get into the

work station and get access to the control —- to the local

storage of that work station.

Q. All right. But you need a password in any case, right?

A. In any case for what?

Q. To, in your opinion, have access control, right?

A. No, sir.

Q. You need some sort of administrator somewhere, right?

A. You need security that you could -— that one can —— the

appropriate security for that.

Q. Appropriate security. In your case, a password, right?

A. Not necessarily.

Q. And you need a management station, also, to do that,

right?

A. Some sort of -- yes, some sort of management station.

Q, Some sort of management station with some sort of secure

authorityggright?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Let's look at claim 1, for example.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Where is the management station with appropriate authority

in claim 1, sir?

A. One has 94 I believe you have got me. I don't-need-a’
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management station —— but I need some mechanism for securely

' changing the configuration of access control.

Q. Where is that?

In the Pathlight SAN router.

No, no, no, no. Where is that in claim 1?

In claim 1, it is not defined.

It's not in claim 1, is it, sir?

.Access control is in claim 1. The security is in claim 1.

Where is security? Find the word security in claim 1.

A. The security is in -— phrased virtual local storage which

requires the same security that one would have if storage was

attached locally.

Q. All right. Let me make sure I have this right virtual

local storage requires in your opinion security and requires

some sort of management with authority, right?

A. Management with authority, yes.

Q. Okay. Security and management with authority, right?

Yes.

And you[re squeezing all that into those two words.

In which two words, sir?

Those two words right there, access control?

There's a lot of words there.

Access control.

Access control is a very specific term.

All right." Now, access controls has already been actually
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defined by the Court in this case, right?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. I would like you to assume a hypothetical for me which the

Court can do whatever it wants, of course. But let me assume

that when the Court instructs this jury regarding the meaning

of the word access control, it will say implements access

controls for storage space on the SCSI storage devices means

provides controls which limit a computer's access to a

specific subset of storage devices or sections of a single

storage device. I want you to assume with me that that is

what the Court is going to instruct the jury, all right, sir?

There's nothing about security there, is there?

A. That definition is abstract definition, taken without

context and those access control obviously does not appear in

those words -- excuse me. The word security obviously does

not appear there.

Q. It's nowhere in there, right?

A. It's an abstract definition.

Q. Okay. And there's no requirement in that definition for

any sort of management with authority, is there?

A. No, sir. I assume the Judge will not instruct the jury

only in that definition.

Q. Well, let's assume you're wrong about that.

A. Well, if you want to take an abstract definition standing

alone, those words do not occur in that definition.‘
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Q. There's no requirement in the words access control and

there's no requirement in the definition that I read to you

for any form of security, right?

A. Those words do not occur in the definition.

Q. That's a yes, right?

A. That's a yes for the abstract definition standing alone.

Q. All right. And there's no requirement for any sort of

management with authority, right?

A. That's a yes for the abstract definition standing alone.

Q. All right. And, in fact, a storage network like that

shown in figure 3 that's set up using the SCSI reserve

command, all right, such that the storage of work station A,

B, C, D and E is set up exactly as shown in figure 3. That's

possible, is it?

A. It's possible to set up storage network with —— repeat

that for me, please.

Q. Well, it's possible to set up a storage network as shown

in figure 3 using the SCSI reserve command, correct?

A. It's possible to use the SCSI reserve command.

Q. To do that, to make a configuration as shown in figure 3,

right?

A. No, sir.

Q. Well, work station A could reserve for itself that storage

called 66, right?

A. Reserve, assuming that the reserve commands is.implemented
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properly.

Q. And the same for B could reserve its space, right?

A. It could.

C could do the same, right?

Same as what?

Reserve its space as shown in figure 3, right?

Yes.

Q. And D could reserve its space for as shown in figure 3,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. Same for E, right?

Yes.

And in that case, after those -- all those reservations

in place, that's what would result, figure 3, right?

No, sir.

Why not?

A. Figure 3 shows storage space that is allocated to

particular work stations.. The reserve does not allocate

storage particular work stations.

Q. Well, is that part of access controls, too?

A. What.

Allocation of the --

You're asking me about figure 3.

The whole point here is the claims fundamentally.

I think we ought the look at the claims.
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Q. My question to you is this allocation of storage, is that

a requirement of access controls, too?

A. Allocation of storage?

Q. Yeah.

A. It's just what's shown in figure 3. If you want to go

back to the claims, I'll be glad to interpret the claims for

you.

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler, I think we'll take a break.

‘Members of the jury, we'll give you a morning break, 15

minutes. Stretch, be ready to come back in 15 minutes.

(Recess.)

THC COURT: Bring them in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler, you may proceed.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.

Q. (BY MR; BAHLER) Now, Dr. Hodges, just before we leave

this, one of the ways in your opinion that the SCSI reserve

command does not constitute access control is that other hosts

can override that control, right?

A. Yes, a part of the standards requires that.

Q. So other hosts can override the access control then in

your opinion there is no access control, right?

A. That's not what I said.

Q. Well, one of the —- in the reserve context, one of the

ways a host could override is by issuing a reset, right?
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Yes, sir.

Okay. Take a look at column 6 of that patent, please?

A. Is that shown?

Q. Yes, sir. Down at the bottom of column 6, this is in the

detailed description of the invention part, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And down there, it says in configuration information can

be stored in a segment of flash memory and can be retained

across resets and power off cycles. Password protection can

also be provided. That's what it says, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And that's just what -— well, let's see. It doesn't say

first-of all that configuration information is required to be

maintained across power cycles?

A. That does not say that.

Q. It doesn't say password protection is required, does it?

A. Does not say that.

Q. All right.‘ So, in fact, the invention as described‘

contemplates the possibility of configuration information

being eliminated by a reset, right?

A. No, sir, but this paragraph does not have anything to do

with access control.

Q. Well, --

A. It describes functional modes of operation.

Q. Back to the claims. It says maintaining a configuration,
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right?

A. Yes.

Q. The part I just had says the configuration information,

right?

A. That's right.

Q. Doesnlt say there configuration information except for

access control, does it?

A. It doesn't address that, sir.

Q. Let's talk for a second about virtual local storage. Is

security required for that, sir?

A. Security required for virtual local storage?

Q. Yes, sir.

Yes.

Okay. Security from what exactly?

From unauthorized access.

By other hosts?

By anyone.

Okay. Remember your friend figure 3?

(Moving head up and down.)

All right?

Yes.

Now, that describes storage device 60, storage device 62

storage device 64, right?

Yes.

And at the top of column 4, it says each work station --
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and this is in reference to figure 3, right, sir?

A. Uh¥huh.

Q. It says each work station 58 can have access to a specific

subset of the overall data stored in the storage devices 60,

62, 64. The specific subset of data has the appearance and

characteristics of local storage and is referred to here in as

virtual local storage, right?

A. Yes.

Q. That's what it says right there, right? So that's what

virtual local storage means, right?

A. That is a -— yes, well, let me look at that again. The

complete sentence says that the storage router has enhanced

functionality to implement security controls and routing.

Q. Right.

A. Such that each work station can have access to a specific

subset of overall data stored in storage devices.

Q. All right. It says 60, 62, 64?

A. Yes.

Q. Right? And that's virtual local storage. That says it's

referred to in this patent as virtual local storage, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And you just said virtual local storage means that

it's other unauthorized computers can't get to it, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Let's look at the subset of data that is permitted,
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let's say, work station A, right here. Okay? That includes

—— it can get to this, right, global data?

A. Yes, that's authorized.

Q. And then he can get to this part, too, right?

Yes.

Okay.

That's shown in the diagram.

Okay. So that's the subset, right?

Yes, sir.

Q. That can be had by work station A, right?

A. (Moving head up and down.)

Q. Okay. Now, later in that same column, Dr. Hodges, right

about 51, 52, it says no access from a work station 58 is

allowed to the virtual local storage of another workstation

58.

A. Yes.

See that?

I need to read the entire paragraph, sir.

Do you have the patent, sir?

Yeah. Which column is this?

Q. Column 4, the first entry was in line 4 and 5, around the

second one I've highlighted is right around line 50.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. All right, sir. Have you read that paragraph?

A. Yes, I hate.
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Q. So that says there that no access from work station 58 so

that 58 is allowed to the Virtual local storage of another,

right?

A. That's what it says.

Q. Okay. Now, in figure 3, according to the top of column 4,

all work stations can have access to this part of work station

A's virtual local storage, right?

A. Yes. In the subsequent paragraph in column 4, work

station 60 is described as global storage and is distinguished

from the local -- from the virtual local storage.

Q. All right. So that's another place where there's a

difference between the top of column 4 and bottom of column 4.

Right there, it talks about the specific subset has the

appearance -- can have access to a specific subset of overall

storage, 60, that's the global storage, right? 62 and 64, and

that's called virtual local storage according to the patent,

right?

A. Which is called virtual local storage?

Q. Shown by this figure 3 drawing, right?

A. What's your question?

Q. Well, let me ask this question: The global data can be

accessed by anybody, right?

A. The global data can be accessed by anybody.

Q. And yet, that is stated in the top of column 4 as being

part of the virtual local storage of work station A, right?
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A. I'd have to read it again but I believe that's true.

Q. Okay. And that means that anybody can get access to part

of work station A's virtual local storage, right?

A. I'm rereading this paragraph at the top and I believe that

it does not say that 60 is local storage.

Q. All right. I thought we went through this. Well, back to

figure 3. When I read that to you, I drew on figure 3 the

subset of overall storage that A could get to and top of

column 4 calls that a virtual local storage?

A. I misread that,

Q. Pardon?

I misread the top of column 4.

Was the top of column 4 just wrong?

No, sir.

Specific set of data stored?

Subset of overall data stored on subset 62 and 64 which is

virtual local storage what is me fined further in the

following paragraph that 60 is not included in the virtual

local storage.

Q. Well, the specific subset includes 60, right?

A. I cannot tell that from that —— on that paragraph. The

reference to figure 3 is in the following paragraph.

Q. And the specific subset is the appearance and

characteristics of local storage, right?

A. A specific subset it says according to the invention
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storage router 56 has enhanced functionality to implement

security controls in routing such as this each work station 58

can have access to a specific subset of the overall data

stored in storage devices 60, 62 and 64 which are —— and the

specific subset has the appearance and characteristics of a

local storage. The following paragraph describes what is

shown in figure 3. That paragraph does not show the first

paragraph does not show that. All it talks about is specific

subset.

Q. Dr. Hodges, I see in that paragraph we're talking about

right there it says workstation 58. That's if figure 3,

right?

A. That's in figure 3.

Q. 60, 62 and 64, they're in figure 3?

A. Yes.

Q. —And then, storage router 56, that's in figure 3, right,
sir?

A. Pardon?

‘Q. That's in figure 3,_also, storage router 56?
A. Yes.

Q. Are you trying to tell this jury that that paragraph does

not talk about figure 3?

A. I am not trying to say that. I'm saying that the

paragraph describes figure 3 in more detail.

Q. So doesn't this one, doesn't it, sir?
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A. This does not define that subset of data is that is the

subset of storage —— data storage devices 60, 62 and 64.

Q. But it's shown in figure 3, right?

Pardon, sir?A

Q. It's shown in figure 3, right, the subset?

A
It's shown in figure 3, but it doesn't -- this paragraph

does not describe which subset they're speaking of.

Q. That's shown in figure 3, isn't it?

‘A. Indeed it is but can we look at figure 3? There is a

subset of the storage devices 60, 62 and 64 that is described

as being accessible by work station A.

Q. That you told me about ten minutes ago. I had drawn

correctly and put an A on. That's the subset for work station

A, right?

A. We were look at what paragraph and as I said, I misread

it.

Q. Oh, okay. So the patent's easy to misread. You could do

it on the stand?

A. It's very easy to do things on the stands that you would

do in-a study.

Q. It's not the first time you've looked at that passage, is

it, Dr. Hodges?

A. No, sir, but I have not looked a it that question that you

asked.

Q.~ Dr. Hodges, virtual local storage, the appearance and
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characteristics of local storage. What are the

characteristics of local storage?

A. The characteristics of local storage are virtual -- are

native low level block protocol and access control.

Q. Is that it?

A. I think that's what is described in the patent.

Q. In fact, there are many characteristics of local storage,

right?

A. But not described in the patent.

Q. And, in fact, it's not possible for you to tell me how

many of these characteristics are required to meet that claim

limitation virtual local storage, is it?

A. That's not so.

' Q. so you told me in your deposition, wasn't it, sir?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are you going to change your sworn testimony. It did not

occur to me the definition that I needed to make that

definition expand upon the Court's definition?

Q. May I approach, your Honor?

THE COURT: Don't need my permission.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Please turn to page 96 of your

deposition, sir. Do you have it, sir?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. That was taken April 4th, 2000 of this year?

A. I believe so.
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Q. And that's after rude been working for months and months

on this case?

A. Yes.

Q. After you wrote the 95-page opinion you waved in front of

the jury?

A. Yes.

Q. There your were asked the following question, this is line

20: All right. There are many characteristics of local

storage, are there not answer yes. Question, and it's not

possible for you to tell me how many of those characteristics

are required to meet that limitation, is it? Answer, that's

true. That was when I asked you those questions, those are

the answers you gave under oath at that time, right, sir?

A. Yes, those are answers that were given after I had

declared that I had no opinion on what aspects of local

storage might be required.

Q. And you were asked to render --

A.. Consistent with my having no opinion on that.

Q. And that's —— well, we were asking you about can

characteristics of local storage. That's required by the

claims, right?

A. There are characteristics of local storage that are

required by the claims.

Q. Right. And at that time, you had no idea what that meant?

A. It did not occur to me that I needed to have that
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definition.

Q. It's in the claims, Dr. Hodges?

MR. ALLCOCK: Objection, your Honor, this is

argumentative.

THE COURT: It is argumentative. State a question.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Well, you were hired to do a claim

analysis to determine whether there was infringement, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And that's part of the definition of virtual local

storage, right, characteristics of local storage?

A. Virtual local storage was defined by the court as having

the appearance and characteristics of local storage and that's

the definition I used in assessing the claims.

Q. And now, since April, you've thought of some

characteristics that are necessary?

A. Your question focused my attention on that.

Q. And so you're changing your testimony, right?

A. I am —--I am changing my testimony but I now have an

opinion.

Q. Dr. Hodges, I'd like to show you what you showed before as

exhibit 565. Please correct me if I'm wrong, sir, but I

believe you said that you were using that to show how the

Pathlight product used native low level block protocol, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Okay. :Now, this computer program here, looking at this
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computer program, there's really no way to tell what protocol

the commands are formatted in, correct?

A. Looking at the screen shot here, it is not necessarily

obvious. This is a -- this program is a SCSI exercise program

and this is a portion, a very small portion of the discussion

on the testing that I did. Merely shown as an example.

Q. All right. And just for clarity, where was this program

being executed in the setup you had in your basement?

A. ‘One of the work stations.

Q. All right. ‘And then, commands from here were being sent

on fiber channel, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. All right. Now, the native low level block protocol is

required to happen in the router, right?

A. To happen in the router?

Q. Right.

A. I don't think so.

Q. Well, the claims require that things be done using native

low level block protocol, right?

A. I look at the claim.

Q. Pardon?

A. The claim requires that the access be using native low

level block protocol.

Q. As we've already discussed, that's done by the router,

right, not by the work station?
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It's not done by the router.

Pardon me?

A. It's not done by the router. Just look at the claim.

Q. Process data in the buffer, that's done by the router,

isn't it?

A. Yes.

Q. Well, first of all, wait a minute. It says a supervisor

unit, right?

A. Yes.

And then, it has some functions of the supervisor unit?

Right?

The supervisor unit is in the router, correct?

That is correct.

All right. And those two functions are done by the

router, right?

A. What two functions?

Q. The two functions that are said to be done by the

supervisor unit?

A. The two paragraphs shown there?

Q. Yes, sir.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. All right. And supervisor unit does those two functions

and that's in the router, and one of those functions done by

the supervisor in the unit is to allow access from the Fibre

»Channel initiator devices to the SCSI storage devices using
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native low level block protocol, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you never -- looked at what the supervisor unit was

doing, did you?

A. I did not have to do that. The claim here says that I

should be able to access the storage devices from fiber

channel devices using native low level block protocol.

Q. And what you showed for that proof was a program running

on the work station, right?

A. That is running on a Fibre Channel device issuing native

low level block protocol.

Q. All right. Did you ever look at the wire to see whether it

was native low level block protocol or did you just assume

that?

A. ‘Neither, sir.

Q. What did you do? You ran a program. Here, on the work

station, right?

A. I ran a program whose purpose was to exercise the native

low level block protocol across whatever interface is there,

in this case, the Fibre Channel program which was set up to do

the native low level block protocol according to the standard

for Fibre Channel carrying SCSI on fiber channel protocol.

Q. All right, sir.

A. The address here is the address that goes through the

Fibre Channel adapt er.‘
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Q. How do you know that's not going through the Ethernet?

A. Two—way, one is that I addressed it to the Fibre Channel

adapt er. The other is in other testing, I found that the

performance of the storage through this mechanism was far

beyond what could have been done with Ethernet.~ Thirdly, it

doesn't make sense not to do that.

Q. Now, sir, what you did to confirm that the Pathlight

product use native low level block protocol was to run a

program on the work station, right?’

A. Yes, sir, it's partly what I did.

Q. Now, this program does not dictate in any way what sort of

protocol is going to be used to communicate, right?

A. It does not dictate -- that's not quite true.

Q. You could use any protocol, correct?

A. For what?

Q. To communicate the results of this program from the work

station to the router?

A. I don't think I understand that. This is a program that's

designed to create SCSI protocol and the Fibre Channel adapt

er is designed to accept SCSI protocol and transmit it across

Fibre Channel.

Q. Back to the claim. This is claim 1 again. Claim 1

requires that the supervisor unit, once again, that's in the

router, right?

A. Yes.
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Q. Maintain a configuration for SCSI storage devices

connected to the SCSI bus transport medium, right?

A. Uh-huh.

That's singular, right, medium?

Yes.

The plural is media, right?

Yes.

Maintaining configuration for SCSI storage devices

connected to the transport medium, SCSI bus transport medium,

right?

A. (Moving head up and down.)

Q. Now, that requires that there be a configuration

maintained that distinguishes one storage device from another

on that SCSI transport medium, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. »That's a requirement of that claim.

Maintaining a configuration of SCSI storage devices connected

to the medium requires that there be a configuration stored in

the router that distinguishes between the storage devices

connected to the medium, right?

A. As far as I could tell what you're saying.

Q. That's a requirement of the claims, right. That's not

what channel zoning does, is it?

A. Channel zoning does this in a some what different way.

Q. ‘Different way? "Does it a different way?
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A. It does it by —- it does the same by maintaining a

configuration between Fibre Channel ports and SCSI ports.

Q. All right. But there's no maintaining a configuration of

SCSI device, storage devices connected to the SCSI bus

transport medium, is there, sir?

A. The effect is equivalent, the results are substantial.

Q. But it does it in a different way?

A. It does a different thing in terms of what connections,

what configuration is maintained. It does maintain a

configuration between the ports.

Q. All right. Maintains a different configuration, right?

A. That's true.

Q. Doesn't do this, does it?

A. Not specifically.

Q. Pass the witness.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALCOCK:

Q. I'll put before you figure 3. Where are the access

controls?

A. Access controls are in the router.

Q. And what is this management station do?

A. The management station, given proper authority, can change

the access controls and the mapping.

Q. So you have to have some kind of computer to set the

access controls. Have i got that right?
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A. You have to have some mechanism to do that.

Q. Okay. Now, let's take a look at column 4, startling

around line 27. I'll try to do this right. And you were

asked a lot about the top part there. Storage router 56

allows this allocation of storage devices, 60, 62 and 64 to be

managed by a management station. Management station can

connect directly to router 56 via direct connection, or,

alternatively, can interface with storage router 56 through

Fibre Channel.

So that's the picture that's shown in figure 3 of

direct connection.

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And then it goes on to say that it can be a work station

or other computing device with special rights such that

storage router 56 allows access. What are those special

rights? -

A. The special rights —- this is reference to the work

station being used to do this. The special rights would-

include an array of special program with password or some

other mechanism for making sure that only the authorized

person could do the management.

Q. Okay. And so now showing you exhibit 111, what is this,

sir?

A. This is the excerpt that we saw before from the manuals,

and we have highlighted here that the administrator has access
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to all of the options that a user can only View data and shows

that the administrator is required a password as part of the

SAN director.

Q. Okay. And so what does this do? What is the function of

this?

A. This would allow the special rights that would allow

changing to the configuration.

Q. .These special rights, can any host get access?

A. No, not without the special rights.

Q. So you can turn one of the work stations into a management

station, right?

A. Yes.

Q. But unless you do this, the hosts can't have access?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, we heard a lot about something called reserve

release, and I'm going to ask you some questions about that

tomorrow afternoon, possibly. But does reserve release have

anything like what's shown in exhibit 611?

A. No,‘it doesn't.

Q.. I'm showing you figure 3. Does reserve release allow

access controls such as figure 3 has shown?

A. No, it does not.

Q. Why not?

A. Because reserve release does not allow a work station from

‘having access to the work station reserve to a different one
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—- sorry I phrased that badly. Reserve release does not

prevent access by another work station, say, work station B,

to storage reserve to the first work station, say, work

station A.

Q. No control?

A. No control.

Q. Now, lastly, let me direct your attention to 606. Counsel

showed you 607. I want to show you the graphics right around

there. What does 606 depict?

A. The tests in which the two computers are attached to

different Fibre Channels, the two discs are attached to two

different SCSI channels.

Q. Okay. And which ones can the left one get?

A. It doesn't show them here, but in the previous diagram,

the checkmarks, the left one has access to the three devices,

one, three and five on the SCSI channel one.

Q. I'll show you 608. So what happens when with channel

zoning you set up this way?

A. I was able to from the left computer access devices 1, 3

and 5 as shown on this diagram and I was not a able to access

devices 2 and 4 which were on the other SCSI channel.

Q. I'm showing you exhibit 609. What does that refer to?

A. This refers to the right computers access under the same

conditions. The right computer had access to a SCSI channel 2

and they were able to access only those two devices on SCSI '
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channel 2.

Q. Okay. I'm now going to show you page 49. Actually, this

is a bad copy. One second. This is exhibit 153, page 110.

Is that a discussion of channel zoning?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And here, it says the administrator simply indicates with

checkmarks on an access control dialogue box that connections

are to be enabled?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Is that what you did?

A. That's what I did. I was logged on to the SAN director as

an administrator and to check those boxes off.

Q. It says inhibits devices from knowing that the storage

channel exists making it inaccessible. Is that what you did?

A. That's what I did.

Q. And does that satisfy the elements of the claims?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. No further questions at this time, your Honor; We reserve

to call Dr. Hodges back in our case responding to their

invalidity case.

RE—CROSS EXAMINATION’

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Dr. Hodges, you just mentioned checking boxes on the

screen. This is the screen that you check boxes on?

A. Yes, it is.
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Q. There's no distinction in here of any of the individual

storage devices connected to the different channels, right?

A. Yeah, there's no distinction between storage devices

connected to channel 1 among storage devices connected to

channel 1. There's no distinction among storage devices

connected to channel 2.

Q. All right. Now, you use a lot of words during redirect

examination by Mr. Alcock. Unauthorized, prohibits access by

unauthorized hosts, and you've got to have a password and

things like that. Do you recall that?

A. Yes.

Q. It's not in the claims, is it, Dr. Hodges?

A. What is in the claims is a requirement for security.

That's not in the claims either?Q

A. This is a method providing security.

Q Security does not appear anywhere in those claims, does it

not, sir?

A. Securely is clearly implied by the virtual local storage

Q. Or is it access controls that implies security?

A. Security virtual local storage describes what kind of

security is required by access controls.

Q. Okay. Including global access by work station A?

A. Global access is allowed.

Q. Global access is no security, right?
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A. Global access is a choice of whether you want to restrict

access or not. The security is provided by the router.

Q. And if global access, which is no security is security,

does that make sense to you?

A. No, sir, that does not make sense.

Q. I withdraw that comment. No further questions.

MR. ALCOCK: No further questions.

THE COURT: You may step down. You may call your next

witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: May I have about ten seconds to get the

exhibits I need to go?

THE COURT: You may.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor. I appreciate

THE COURT: All right, sir. If you'll stand up,

please, and haye an oath. Just right there is fine.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: If you'll tell us your full name and spell

your last, please.

THE WITNESS: My name is D. Paul Regan, R E G A N

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Regan, would you introduce yourself to the jury,

please, sir?

A. My name is Paul~Reganl I'm a CPA.
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Q. What is your educational background, sir?

A. I have a undergraduate BS in accounting, as an accounting

specialist. I have a masters in accounting.

Q. Okay. And my understanding is that you are what is called

a forensic accountant;is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Would you explain quickly to the jury what is meant by

forensic accounting?

A. Forensic accounting is the application of accounting and

economic principles in matters which are in dispute in our

likely to be resolved in a courtroom or in arbitration or

mediation. It's using the same tools that we learned as

accountants but applying it in that environment.

Q. And do you have any special credits in your professional

experience that would enable you to give the jury an expert

opinion with respect to the damages in this case?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And what would those —— just quickly, what would those be,

for example?

A. “I have -- I am presently chairman of the American

institute of certified public accountants, a national economic

damages section, and I sit on the A I CPA's nine—person

guidance committee in which provides guidance to CPAs that

perform forensic accounting services. There's 330,000 CPAs in

the United States, some of which practice forensic accounting.
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Forensic accounting and we provide that kind.

Q. Are you currently working in a 4- for the government, for

the FBI?

A. We do work for the FBI. We do work for the SCC. We do

work for various federal bank boards, various departments of

the government and, for example, on June 26th of this month, I

will be —- I am writing and teaching a course at-national

academy of the FBI in Quantico, Virginia on damages and

intellectual property cases.

Q. They invited you to do that?

A. They asked me to write a curse and print present it on

June 26th.

Q. Do you have any experience Mr. Regan personally with the

area of licensing?

A. Yes.

Q. And would you briefly give the jury your personal

experience in that regard, sir?

A. I wrote software was used by over a thousand CPA firms-

around the world and I participated in creating licenses and

negotiating licenses for my firm. I've also worked on a

number of cases that involved licensing issues.

Q. And by worked on, you worked as a CPA?
A. Yes.

Q. Yes, sir. How many hours would you say you spent on this

case, Mr. Regan?
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A. Approximately 100 myself, personally and the people in my

firm have invested about another 500 hours.

Q. What rate do you bill at, sir?

A. $410 an hour.

Q. Your Honor, I offer Mr. Regan as an expert with respect to

the damages in this case.

THE COURT: Any questions?

MR. BAHLER: No, Judge.

Q. Mr. Regan, would you explain to the Judge what a

reasonable royal city is in the context of this allegation of

infringement by Pathlight?

A.‘ Reasonable royalty is like a lease on the building, you're

allowing somebody to use your property for a period of time

and a reasonable royalty is what is the amount of the licensor

and licensee will pay for that right of use.

Q. And is this the type of negotiation between, say,

Microsoft and someone that wants to use their operating

system?

A. Well, I characterize that as a different environment

because Microsoft wants people to use their operating systems.

They want people to use their application software because

Microsoft is in the business of licensing its products and it

needs a partner to put it into computers which will enable it

to be used and be useful.

Q. Is Crossroads in that business, sir?’
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A. Crossroads is not in the business of licensing product.

Q. Back in 1999, a hypothetical negotiation was taking place,

sir, correct?

A. Yes.‘ The law indicates that in an instance where there's

infringement, in a determination of reasonable royalty, you

need to assume that a hypothetical negotiation would have

taken place immediately before the first sale.

Q. And that negotiation would have taken place between

Crossroads and Pathlight?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. To put us back in the 1999 time frame when this would have

taken place, how did the market share compare with respect to

Crossroads and Pathlight?

A. My understanding is Crossroads maintained about at 98

percent market share in the router community.

Q. And let me --

A. Router marketplace.

Q. Let me introduce Plaintiff's Exhibit 52.

THE COURT: What's the number?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Plaintiff's 52, your Honor.

MR. DELLETT: Objection. Hearsay.'

THE COURT: Let me see it.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may we approach the bench

for a second?

THE COURTi You may.
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(At the Bench, on the record.)

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, number one, it's something

that an expert can consider but number two, what I wanted to

bring up outside the presence of the jury was we discussed

these matters with each other before the trial began, and we

had an agreement that documents were produced by the parties

in this matter. ‘They were in the Crossroads documents or if

they were Pathlight documents that we would not receive an

objection of hearsay so we can move the case more quickly.

We provided all of these exhibits over a week ago. We

gave them the numbers last night to make certain we wouldn't

have to take care of these kind of objections during trial.

MR. DELLETT: Your Honor, this is excerpts from the

Pathlight document. I'm not contesting that it is a Pathlight

document, but it's excerpts from a document without any

sponsor at all. The witness has testified about it. I don't

have any objection to Mr. Regan to talk about it, but I don't

want this document in evidence without a sponsor for it.

THE COURT: Well, I don't know what it is, but --

MR. DELLETT: It's a Crossroads --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, it's simply a document --

MR. DELLETT: No witness to sponsor it at all.

THE COURT: During the recess, you will get a witness

to sponsor it and it will run on your time. Members of the

-jury, I'm going to give-you a lunch break. I'd like you to be.
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ready to come back at 1:15.

(Jury not oresent).

THE COURT: Let me look at 52 because my

understanding, it is a document that's been circulated by and

between the parties and is a document of the plaintiff,

Crossroads’?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir, your Honor.

THE COURT: Mr. Regan, I'm going to excuse you, sir.

‘If you'll be in the hall, please, All right. As I understand

it, it's represented by Mr. Albright that there was some sort

of agreement that documents would be admitted as documents if

they were by the parties. Now, this is a document of

Crossroads trying to be admitted by Crossroads which if

admitted, would, at least, establish a market share of

Crossroads, Pathlight, Chaparral, CNT and ATTO, whatever that

is. V

So I'll hear arguments on it. I can't imagine anybody

agreeing just to let this get in. I mean, are you going to

have any other evidence of market in this case?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I believe that's what we're

going to put on is the market share.

THE COURT: What is your idea of the agreement that

you set out? I assume it's not in writing.

MR. ALBRIGHT: The agreement was I discussed with Mr.

Bahler, I specifically discussed with him in the necessity of
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having to put on Crossroads people to prove up documents that

‘were produced by Crossroads, and we exchanged exhibits over a

week ago so that we would have notice if we had to put

something on in our case in chief before the expert were to

rely on it.

And this was the specific type of document —— let me

take that back. We were concerned about all these documents

just in terms of getting this case done as quickly as possible

and not using up unnecessary time with witnesses to lay the

foundation for the expert to render his opinion.

I believe the expert could render his opinion, he

could consider that. And if Mr. Dellett's problem is simply

that it shouldn't be -— that particular document shouldn't be

admitted, it's only a demonstrative exhibit, then, you know,

perhaps we could handle it that way and Mr. Regan can just

testify with regard to what's in it.

MR. DELLETT: That's exactly my objection. I'm not

saying that Mr. Regan can't rely on this in whatever way he is

going to testify to. I'm not acknowledging the relevance of

it or anything. But to the extent Mr. Regan wants to rely on

that, he's entitled to without the exhibit being admitted into

evidence.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, that's fine with us.

THE COURT: All right.

MR." ALBRIGHT: And what" I'll do, your Honor, is I'll
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meet with Mr. Dellett during the lunch break and we'll make

certain that there are no --

THE COURT: Is it the plaintiff's thought that there

need not be any independent evidence of market -- on market

share put in this record before any damages can be allowed?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I believe that Mr. Regan's

THE COURT: Mr. Regan says he was advised. That's

what he said. That's what his testimony is, what's in the

record. I don't know who advised him.

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, perhaps I could speak to

this. There's no evidence, there's no lost profits theory

being articulated.

THE COURT: Well, I understand that.

MR. ALCOCK: So with no lost profits theory being

articulated, the only issue is how many sales they had and

what the reasonable royalty is.

THE COURT: Well, that's true and if you're going to

do that with market share without any substantive evidence

what the market share is if there's that trouble.with this

old, sore back lawyer, you'll have trouble with the records on

damages.

MR. ALCOCK: My point is there needs not be evidence

of market share under reasonable royalty theory.

THE COURT: I agree. Is the thought of the
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plaintiff's counsel going to be to extrapolate from market

numbers?

MR. ALBRIGHT: No, sir.

THE COURT: I'm sorry. I was on the wrong train.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Just to let counsel —— all I'm trying

to do is have Mr. Regan put in perspective in terms of when

the hypothetical negotiations were taking place in 1999, what

their respective market shares were. We are not going to

extrapolate or rely on that information with respect to our

reasonable royalty claim.

THE COURT: Y'all worked out this one. Do you

anticipate anything else with the witness reading?

MR. ALBRIGHT: We gave last night the list of exhibits

-to them.

MR. DELLETT: We've got objections. I'm going to have

to go exhibit by exhibit. We've already informed you, but I

think we can work that out over the lunch hour.

THE COURT: All right. Y'all be back at 1:00.

(Lunch recess.)

THE COURT: Anything before we bring in the jury?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I just want to clear, I am

permitted to offer P—52 for demonstrative purposes only. And

we've worked out with respect to all the other exhibits.

MR. DELLETT: That's right.

THE COURT: All right. Bring the jury in.b
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(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Members of the jury, the during the noon

hour, did anyone attempt to talk to you about this case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: Did you talk to anybody about the case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: And did you learn anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each other and this

courtroom?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: See how together you are? Show negative

responses to all questions by all jurors. Mr. Albright, you

may continue.

MR; ALBRIGHT: Thank you, your Honor.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, may I remind them where we

were before the lunch break?

THE COURT: All right with me.

‘Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Mr. Regan, we were about to discuss the

situation back in 1999 with respect to Crossroads and

Pathlight in terms of the market share that they had and I'm

going to show you a demonstrative exhibit. Could you pull up

052001? Mr. Regan, would you explain what that is, please,

sir?

A. This is a chart which is plotting the market share and

it's the market share for the year 1999. It shows'Crossroads'
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at 73 percent. Pathlight at 14 percent. And it's

demonstrated, also, in a bar graph here, plotted on millions

of revenue for 1999.

Q. And with respect to your determination of parties's

position with respect to the hypothetical negotiation, did you

take into consideration, sir?

A. Yes, sir. This is for all of 1999 and as I said earlier

in the summer of 1999, I've seen documents indicating that

Crossroads had approximately 98 percent of the market, the

router market.

Q. Now, when a person like yourself, forensic accountant,

tries to determine what a reasonable royalty rate ought to be,

there are Georgia Pacific factors that you take into

consideration, correct?

A. Yes, sir. That comes from some litigation where Georgia

Pacific was a party.

Q. Okay. And are these the Georgia Pacific factors that you

took into consideration?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. Do you take all 15 in consideration?

A. I considered all 15, some I think are more important than

others.

-Q. Tell the jury if you would, please, sir, which are the

ones that are more important are?

-A. I particularly think No. 2 and No.
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Q. 5?

A. 5, excuse me. No. 5.

Q. Let me help the jury out here with a demonstrative exhibit

595, and if you would tell the jury what category No. 2

represents, please, sir.

A. Category No. 2 is whether of not there are in place

royalty rates based upon actual agreements involving the

parties, and so I look for are there rates in place based upon

real negotiations involving real parties.

Q. And in this case, were there real negotiations that had

taken place between real world parties?

A. res, there were.

Q. And what did you take in consideration if that regard, Mr.

Regan?

A. A 1998 agreement between Crossroads and Hewlett Packard

involving similar technology.

Q. Okay. I'm going to show a demonstrative exhibit 597,

which will show the jury No. 5 which you discussed. Would you

let the jury know what's represented there under N0. 5,

please, sir, and why it was important in your determination of

a reasonable royalty?

A. No. 5 shows two boxes. The first box is where the parties

to the hypothetical negotiation are partnering together, like,

Microsoft and Dell. Microsoft wants to place its operating

system into a Dell computer. They want to partner and
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hopefully profit together. Also, HP and Crossroads were in a

partnering situation when they established the royalty that I

was looking at in the 1998 agreement.

And this would contrast with the relationship that was

in-place for this hypothetical negotiation and that Crossroads

is a dominant player in the router marketplace as indicated by

its market share in the summer of 1999. And a hypothetical

negotiation that we're asked to look at in this matter would

take place just before the first infringement, which is

basically the end of August, beginning of September.

And Crossroads is basically going to go to the table

and being asked to give up, provide a tool to a competitor

which might take away its revenue and its market share.

That's a different circumstance. It's a different environment

and it calls for a different negotiation methodology and

results.

Q. When you were coming up with what you believe to be a

reasonable royalty rate, did you take into consideration

whether or not Crossroads and Pathlight are competitors?

A. I did.

Q. And direct competitors?

A. Yes.

Q. And what information -— give the jury an example of the

information that you relied on to form your opinion that they

were, in fact, direct competitors?
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A. I have seen testimony of the CEO of Pathlight, Mr. Hood,

and the CEO of Crossroads, Mr. Smith, they've both taken the

position that they were competitors. I've also seen a variety

of documents that are Pathlight and Crossroads documentation

which address the competitive relationship.

Q. Let me show you, for example, Plaintiff's Exhibit 147, and

ask you if you would, please, sir, to tell the jury what 147

is, please, sir.

A. Yes, this is a Pathlight document and it's a multi—page

document analyzing the competitive analysis of the

marketplace, and this is the facing page.’ It follows a number

of pages and there's a discussion within that document of a

entity called Chaparral and Crossroads systems. And it

focuses on their products and how they compete with those

companies, they being Pathlight.

Q. Move for admission of 147, your Honor?

MR. DELLETT: No objection.

THE COURT: Received.

MR. ALBRIGHT:

‘ Q. Mr. Regan, as an accountant, I take it in formulating your

damage opinion, you looked at a fair number of documents just

to the vanilla nature in terms of sales of both parties's

profit margins, cost, the type of things that forensic

accountants look at in determining things like profit margin,

costs and those type of matters, correct?
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A. Yes.

Q. I'm going to—you have in front of you but if you would

follow along with me —- exhibit 25, 26, 27, 46, 55, 35, 36,

37, 38, 149 and 150. Are those documents documents that

contain information that you relied on in coming up with your

opinion with respect to the reasonable royalty rate in this

case?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I move for admission of those documents, your Honor?

MR. DELLETT: No objection.

THE COURT: They're received.

MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q.’ When you were putting together your calculations, Mr.

Regan, did you put together a chart that basically showed the

impact that the inclusion of the VPS software had with respect

to Pathlight sales?

A. Yes.

Q. I'm going to show demonstrative exhibit 549. Would you

tell the jury what exhibit 549 represents, Mr. Regan?

A. 549 plots the monthly revenues of Pathlight for 1999 and

the year 2000. The green line is the amount of revenue

recorded by Pathlight. There is a vertical black line which

is approximately December of 1999, which is the date on which

the VPS software was first enabled in the product. Although

with respect to many of the prior sales, the customer that --
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one of the customers which is a principal customer here was

IBM and it asked that VPS be enabled on these prior sales, as

well.

So this demonstrates that prior to the enabling of

VPS, the sales of Pathlight were at modest levels in

comparison to the very substantial increase that occurred in

the year 2000.

Q. And did that very substantial increase in sales include a

VPS play any part in your determination of a reasonable

royalty rate in this case?

A. It's consistent with Pathlight documents which indicate

that it is a huge benefit and a competitive necessity in the

product.

Q. Do you also calculate with respect to the sales numbers

that go along with the inclusion of the infringe products?

A. I do.

Q. I'm going to show exhibit 573, demonstrative exhibit 573

to the jury. Would you tell the jury what that represents,

please, sir?

A. This is a chart that comes from a sales database that we

put together, analyzing the -- for the period September 1,

1999 through April 27, 2001, Pathlight sales and identified

those sales which did not contain infringing product, those

sales during that period which did. You can see that the

sales that did not contain infringing product were
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approximately a million 355 and the sales with infringing

‘product were $21,899,000. That's also a total bar on the

chart.

Q. Okay. With respect to all the information that we've

shown the jury up to this point and that you considered with

respect to the exhibits that we've admitted, did you come up

with what you believe would be a reasonable royalty rate in

this case, Mr. Regan?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. I'm going to demonstrative exhibit 545. Okay. Would you

tell the jury what the reasonable royalty rate that you

believe is appropriate in this case?

A. 30 percent.

Q. Okay. Now, you also have at the top of that exhibit

calculated royalty rate from the Hewlett Packard C P 4200

agreement of 19 percent. who calculated that figure of 19

percent?

A.- I did.

Q. So when the jury is trying to figure out what we're

talking about here in that situation, the licensor or licensee

agreement was a prospective agreement?

A. Yes.

Q. Between two parties who are trying to work out a business

plan?

A. Yes.
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Q. And you determined that they came together and agreed with

19 percent?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, are there factors that make it appropriate for the

royalty rate that Pathlight would be expected to pay higher or

lower than what Crossroads is receiving from Hewlett Packard?

A. Yes there are and I've listed some of the more important

factors on this chart.

Q. And I'm certain the jury can figure it out, but if you'd

like clear on the record, is it appropriate for Pathlight to

be expected to pay more as a result of a hypothetical

negotiation than Hewlett Packard or less?

A. I believe that they would pay more as a result of these

factors.

Q. And would you explain to the jury why you have that

opinion, Mr. Regan?

A. The first factor is that Crossroads and Pathlight are

direct competitors, so they're going to be sitting down at a

hypothetical negotiation and Pathlight is trying to receive a

product from Crossroads which Pathlight has described as

providing a huge benefit, a competitive necessity to its

product.

Crossroads doesn't want to give them this product and

take away its market share, lose its revenue. Revenue is king

in that time frame, particularly in the high tech world 1999,
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2000, revenue and market share. They don't want to give that

away. ‘So that —- I believe Mr. —- Dr. Flamm agrees with me

as to that —— as an item which will cause the reasonable

royalty to increase over the friendly royalty, the cooperative

royalty that's been established.

Q. Okay.

A. Now, in addition, Crossroads is trying to negotiate with

Pathlight. Pathlight is not a Hewlett Packard. Hewlett

Packard is a very respected name, very respected brand. It's

very nice to be associated with Hewlett Packard. And Hewlett

Packard is also a major shareholder in a major customer of

Crossroads. It helped it provide seed money, early money to

Crossroads. They had an important relationship.

Q. Okay. Was the technology at issue in the negotiation

between Hewlett Packard and cross road similar to the

negotiation that would take place in this case?

-A. My understanding is that it was.

"Q. Okay. Now, I anticipate that we might hear a little bit

that 30 percent is a very substantial percentage. I'm going

.to show you demonstrative exhibit S74, and if you would tell

the jury what this represents.

A. Well, this represents a summary of an analysis that we did

of Pathlight's gross profit margin during the infringement

period. The gross profit margin is the net revenues

subtracting materials and labor and other costs that are
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necessary to produce the product. That yields a gross margin

of approximately 57 percent.

What I did is took the position that with respect to

the hypothetical negotiation, with this kind of strong gross

margin, Crossroads does not have great incentive to lease this

technology. It's not in this business. It's in this business

to sell routers. If it is going to give it largest competitor

a significant advantage and capability to produce profits, I

think it's reasonable that Crossroads would want approximately

half of those products.

Q. Comparing this —— what you shown here in terms of the

profit margin that Pathlight was able to Garner how would that

compare to the typical examples say in the computer industry

or semi conductor industry?

A. Much in the semi conductor industry the profit margins are

much, much smaller.

Q. Much smaller than the 57 percent they were able to obtain?

A. Yes.

Q. Now I anticipate that we will hear testimony from

Pathlight's expert that the appropriate royalty ought to be

about $116 per product. Are you aware of that, sir?

A. I'm aware of that, yes.

Q. And could you tell the jury, please, sir, what the average

price so they understand and can put the $116 in perspective,

can you.tell them what the average Pathlight gateway sells.
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for, what the price is?

A. In this time frame, the average was approximately $6,800.

Q. So roughly using your C P A skills here, they're probably

better than mine in terms of math, if they sell for $6800 and

they're making roughly 57 percent gross profit margin on it,

what does that work out in dollars?

A. About $4,000.

Q. Okay. And if Dr. Flamm were to suggest that the

appropriate rate were $116, would you think that that would be

an appropriate royalty for Pathlight to pay no Crossroads?

A. No. I don't think Crossroads would ever agree to such an

agreement.

Q. And have you done a calculation as to what $116 represents

as a percentage of the sales price of $6800?

A. Yes.

Q. And what is that amount?

A. 1.7 percent.

Q. 7Given everything you've looked at and in your expert

opinion, do you have an opinion, sir, as to whether or not a

‘1.7 percent royalty rate would be an appropriate amount to

expect Crossroads to accept for the amount of damage that it's

incurred?

A. Yes.

Q. You would expect 1.7 to be adequate?

-A. I'm sorry. I thought you said do I have an opinion as to
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whether it was --

Q. Would you tell the jury what the opinion is?

A. I don't believe that that's near appropriate.

Q. Okay. Let's turn to the subject of IBM. Are you familiar

with IBM and its relationship to Pathlight?

A. Yes.

Q. In the —— in terms of customers of Pathlight, where does

IBM rank?

A. I think in 1999, it represented something great er than 90

percent of Pathlight‘s revenues and in the year 2000, it was

very close to 90 percent of Pathlight's revenues.

Q. Okay. And do you think that it was —- that the VPS

function was an important function to IBM?

A. Yes.

Q. I'm going to show you exhibit —- Plaintiff's Exhibit 157.

In the middle there, it reads that the VPS option is a must

for large enterprise configurations. And this is in October

5th, 1999 letter from Mr. Hood to IBM, correct?

A. Yes.

Q.‘ And what is he shown there?

A. That Pathlight is recommending that IBM upgrade the

existing SAN gateway to include the VPS option which is

characterized as a must for large enterprise configurations.

Q.’ Move for admission of 157, your Honor?

MR. DELLETT: ~No objection.
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THE COURT: Received.

MR. ALBRIGHTE

Q. I'm now going to show you Plaintiff's Exhibit 49. This is

November 24th, 1999 letter from Mr. Hood, again, and I'll ask

you to look at this particular section which states:

Richards, other companies that IBM competes with are design

something this option as well as writing special software will

integrate path lick‘s solution with their software. We believe

it is a competitive necessity for IBM to adopt this new SAN

gateway configuration and that this quotation represents a

very special value.

Did you take that in consideration when you were

determining an appropriate royalty.

A. Yes, sir, because it indicates that in order to compete

with this product, this capability is necessary.

Q. Move for admission of that exhibit, your Honor?

MR. DELLETT: No objection.

THE COURT: Is it 154?

MR. ALBRIGHT: I believe it's 149, your Honor.

MR. DELLETT: 49.

MR. ALBRIGHT: 49, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right, 49.

MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Finally, one more quick IBM document, Plaintiff's Exhibit

43p .This is a letter dated May 4th, year 2000 from Mr. Hood,‘
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again, CEO of Pathlight to IBM. What does this represent, Mr.

Regan?

A. This is a letter which is offering IBM a one-year license

for VPS, and it's discussing that one—year license will carry

"a price of $1,875,000 plus $281,250 for maintenance contract

on that.

Q. So is Pathlight selling this to them for that much money?

A. Nor It's a one—year license to use.

Q. So that's what Pathlight believes it's worth?

A. That's what Pathlight is offering it to IBM for a one—year

use}

Q. Do you take that in consideration with determining what

you believe was a reasonable royalty in this case?

A. Yes, that's a consideration.

Q. Okay. I've just got a couple of more documents and I'll

-be done, Mr. Regan. I'm going to show you Plaintiff's Exhibit

153 and page 92 of that. And actually, your Honor, I'd move

for the admission of 43.

MR. DELLETT: No objection.

THE COURT:. Received.

MR. ALBRIGHT:

with respect to page 92 of exhibit 153, this states

this is page from the Pathlight web site is it not?

it states, this is accomplished by SAN gateway's
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access control features which include channel control zoning

or the channel 2oning'we'Ve heard about this morning, and

optional VPS. Such access control is an absolute necessity for

multi-host SAN solutions. Did you take this in consideration

in determining what a reasonable royalty rate would be?

A. Yes. Again, because it's being considered in the mind of

Pathlight an absolute necessity toward its customers, it's an

indication of its strong importance.

Q. Move for admission of 153, your Honor.

MR. DELLETT: Subject to the agreement by the parties

as to what pages this includes.

THE COURT: Well, he's only offering in 92 as‘I

understand.

MR. ALBRIGHT: It be fine to do it at this moment that

way, as well, your Honor, page 92. VThat will be fine.

MR. DELLETT: No objection.

THE COURT: All right. 92, 153, page 92 is admitted.

MR. ALBRIGHT:- Finally, your Honor, I'm going to have

Mr. Regan look at Plaintiff's Exhibit 51, which is Pathlight

document.

MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. I believe this is about the third page down. Mr. Regan,

this states —- this is Pathlight document which states that

resource sharing enabling sharing of storage resources and

network connections while avoiding potential conflicts that
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cause data or systems corruption and/or interrupt other

processes. It provides unique zoning and VPS capabilities.

VPS software provides the only LUN masking solution in the SAN

market viewed as a huge benefit by many OEMs?

Did you take this document of Pathlight's statement in

consideration in determining your reasonable royalty rate?

A. Yes, particularly the language about unique zoning and

virtual private SAN and providing a huge-benefit by many OEMS,

which is an acronym for original equipment manufacturer which

is many of Pathlight's clients were 0EMs.

Q. To summarize, Mr. Regan, you believe that it would be

appropriate for the jury to award a reasonable royalty rate of

30 percent, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. I'm going to show you demonstrative exhibit 543, and would

you explain to the jury what that document represents, please,

sir?

A. This document summarizes the infringing sales, the gateway

products, the router products, and totals the infringing

sales, applies the 30 percent reasonable royalty rate to

arrive at a total of $6,569,597.

Q. And in your expert opinion; that the amount of royalty

that's appropriate in this case?

A. Yes.

Q. Your Honor, I failed-to move for the admission of 51,
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which was the exhibit before. I move at this time.

MR. DELLETT: No objection.

THE COURT: Received.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, sir.

MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Regan, to summarize, does this demonstrative exhibit

reflect your calculation of an appropriate reasonable royalty

rate to make Crossroads whole with respect to the damages it’

suffered through the infringing actions of Pathlight?
A. Yes.

Q. And do you believe that the calculation that you did there

and the results royalties of about six and a half million

dollars is an appropriate calculation?

A. _I do.

Q. I pass the witness.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT: .
Q. Good afternoon.

A. Good afternoon.

Q. Now, Mr. Regan did you do any analysis yourself as to

whether or not Pathlight infringes the 972 patent?

A. The determination of infringement is something which I

looked to for others to testify about.

Q. So you have no opinion of whether or not Pathlight

infringes, correct?
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A. I don't have an opinion. That's not an area of expertise

that I have.

Q. Okay. Do you have any opinion as to whether or not the

972 patent is valid?

A. Again, I don't consider that in my area of expertise.

Q. That's outside your area of expertise?

A. Yes.

Q. Thank you. Now, did you just assume that the patent was

valid and infringed?

A. It's the result of having seen testimony of others,

reports of others. I've read the report of Dr. Hodges and

based upon those documents, I believe that there was enough

information so that it appeared to be a valid presentation.

Q. Did you read the reports of any of Pathlight's experts?

A. Yes.

.Q. Did you read the reports of Pathlight's experts that said

that the patent was invalid?

A. I believe so, yes.

Q. And did you make any assessment in whether or not they

were correct?

A. Again, that's not an area where I consider myself to have

expertise, so I look to others to make that determination for

me.

Q. So you don't have any --

'A; Any calculations are based upon there being a patent and‘
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that it's a valid patent and that these are infringing

products.

Q. So you're not making any judgment here as to whether or

not Pathlight's experts are correct or Crossroads's experts as

to validity or infringement?

A. Not with respect to validity.

All right.Q

A. Or infringement.

Q
Not with respect to infringement?

A. That's correct.

Q. All right. Now, I understand you're a forensic

accountant. In your career as a forensic accountant, have you

ever done a patent license negotiation that resulted in a

license of a patent?

A. I've never been a percipient in a negotiation on a patent.

I have participated in negotiation of other intellectual

property but not a patent.

Q. So it's correct that you have never participated in a

license negotiation for a patent that resulted in a license of

that patent, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Now, you have spent substantially all of your time

.on litigation since approximately 1990?

A. Yes, I have spent substantially all of my client—related

time, relates to matters that are involved in litigation.
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Q. And in all of that time, is it more than ten years that

you've done that?

A. Yes.

Q. And in all of that time, is it correct that not only two

occasions, you have provided opinions as to the amount of a

reasonable royalty for a patent?

A. I think in terms of actual testimony that is likely to be

accurate. I have done -— issued reports and assisted in cases

which settled prior to trial.

Q. But in only two occasions, you've testified before a court

as to what a reasonable royalty should be for a patent,

correct?

A. I believe that's correct, yes.

Q. Okay. And this is the third time, right?

A. Yes. -

Q. Okay. Let's go back to the first time, you testified that

a patent ownership get a 25 percent royalty; isn't that right?

A. That was in a deposition, I think, and that's consistent

with my recollection.

Q. And the second time that you testified as to reasonable

royalty for a patent, you said the defendant should pay a

three percent royalty, right2

A. Again, I think in that instance, that was in a deposition,

and I think that particular royalty —- I don't think that was

a patent. Have you got a page in my deposition?
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Q. Sure. It had to do with a company called Hewlett Packard?

A- which page?

Q. Page 12 -- excuse me, page 11.

A. Maybe I'm looking at the wrong page 11, but I don't see

that on my page 11.

Q. Do you recall any other instances where you testified as

to what a royalty rate should be for a patent?

A. I recall the Hewlett Packard case and my recollection in

that case is that it was a small royalty. It involved a

patent relating to the definition of --

Q. Dr. Regan, just answer the questions, please. Now, is

your opinion that the royalty should be 30 percent, is that

based on actual licenses you've negotiated in the computer

industry?

A. No.

Q. Is it based on actual royalty rates that you remember

seeing in the computer industry?

A. I've seen a variety of rates in the computer industry.

Q. And --

A. "Both as to copyright and patents.

Q. Okay. Now, is it correct, then, that you have no actual

experience negotiating royalty rates for patents where an

actual license was reached between the parties?

A. That's correct._

Q. Okay. And so your royalty rate here is based onla
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hypothetical negotiation?

A. Yes, there was no real negotiation here.

Q. No real negotiation?

A. You had the assume a hypothetical negotiation in

accordance with the Georgia Pacific requirement.

Q. In that hypothetical negotiation, would somebody from

Crossroads be present?

A. I would expect that to be the case, yes.

Q. Like Mr. Smith?

A. He may have attended, yes.

Q. And from Pathlight at the hypothetical, would somebody

like Mr. Rahmani be present?

A. It would be up to the parties as to who to participate in

the discussions.

Q. And in your opinion, Could Mr. Smith or Rahmani ask other

people to assist them in the hypothetical negotiation?

A. Yes.

Q. And would you be able to provide them any useful advice of

that hypothetical negotiation?

A. If I were asked?

Q. If you were asked.

A. I believe I could.

Q. Okay. Why do you believe you could?

A I have studied in this area, and as I have said, I have

participated in licenses for other intellectual property.
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Q. Do you think Mr. --

A. I could analyze factors which are important to a

determination of what a reasonable royalty is and what people

have used to determine what a reasonable royalty is, and that

includes market share, impact on revenues, gross margins,

those types of things.

Q. Do you think either Mr. Smith or Mr. Rahmani would want

you at a hypothetical negotiation?

A. Well, nobody can really be at a hypothetical negotiationl
That's something that doesn't exist.

Q. Okay. So you don't know --

A. Really impossible to attend a hypothetical negotiation.

Q. Okay. Now, let me ask you about some of the things now.

If you were helping Mr. Smith or Mr. Rahmani at a hypothetical

negotiation, could you tell them if Pathlight could make

storage routers at all without using the 972 patent?

A. "That would not be a part of my expertise.

Q. And that didn't enter your mind in coming to your opinion

that a royalty should be 30 percent, did it?

A. Well, I have seen that statement made that there could be

a work around or there could be costs incurred by Pathlight,

but I know that Pathlight didn't do a work around, at least

that's my understanding.

Q. Now, when you came up --

A.A And so --
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Q. Excuse me. When you came up with the 30 percent royalty,

did you have any idea whether Pathlight could make storage

routers without using the 972 patent?

A. My understanding is that they didn't and that was a

consideration.

Okay. But you don't know whether they could or not?

I don't know whether they could without infringing.

Okay. Do you know if Pathlight would have to reduce it --

Excuse me. I don't know whether they could do it without

infiringing and whether_they could provide the same level of

benefit.

Q. You don't know one way or another today?

A. No. I don't know whether they could do both of those

things.

Q. Okay. And you didn't know one way or another when you

wrote your opinion that the royalties should be 30 percent?
A. That's correct.

Q. Now; if you were at the hypothetical negotiation helping

Mr. Smith or Mr. Rahmani, would you be able to tell them that

Pathlight would have to reduce its prices if it took out.

access controls?

A. That's something you would consider. You would consider

not only reduction of price, but whether or not the product

would be accepted at all,

Q. But'you didn't consider --
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A. If it's essential, if it's an absolute necessity to be

competitive and you don't have it in your product, it may

require more than a price reduction.

Q. But you didn't consider that in coming up with your 30

percent royalty, did you?

A. I don't believe I did consider it. I considered it a

reciprocal that it was a huge benefit, that it is a

competitive necessity, it is something which you would want to

have in your product in order for your product to successfully

compete. And I'm driving towards the resolution of Pathlight

and Crossroads having a negotiation where Pathlight leaves the

room with an ability to compete and have this license. What

would the amount that they would need to pay.

Q. Objection. Move to strike. Mr. Regan, I'm going to ask

questions that I believe you can answer yes or no._ And if you

can't answer yes or no, I'd appreciate you just saying you

can't answer yes or no. Okay?‘

'Now, isn't it true that you were deposed and I took‘

your deposition on April 6th of this year?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And I asked you on page 85, so you would be

speculating —- it's line 14 -— you would be speculating if you

tried to determine how much Pathlight would have to reduce its

price to get the IBM contract without the access control

feature in the storage routers. Answer, yes, I'm not able to‘
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tell you how much that would need to be.

Question, you don't know whether it would be $100 less

or a thousand dollars less or more per unit? Answer, that's

correct. Or whether IBM perhaps would not have considered

Pathlight? I don't know. Is that your answers?

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay. Now, if you were at a hypothetical negotiation, do

you know if Pathlight would be able to achieve higher profit

margins with the 972 patent?

A. I don't know that I could answer that question yes or no.

Q. Well, you answered it in your deposition, didn't you?

A. You probably have a page and line reference that you can

take me to.

Q. You're right. I do. You were under oath when you

testified in your deposition, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And'on page 83, line 12, I asked, do you believe that

Crossroads would have been able to increase its profit margins

if it used the 972 technology in its storage routers, and your

answer was I don't know.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, I believe and I could be

wrong, but I believe when he asked the question the first

time, he asked about Pathlight in direct and that question

asked about Crossroads. And I just want to make sure they're

talking about the same.‘
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MR. DELLETT:

Q. All right. Let me refer you to line 3. Do you have any

opinion as to how much additional profits Pathlight made by

using technology alleged to infringe the 972 patent? Answer,

I haven't attempted to quantify it. I think that's a very

difficult thing to do. Is that your answer?

A. Oh, yes, I'm agreeing it's a very difficult thing to do.

And if you'd like me to explain, I would.

Q. Okay. What fraction of Pathlight's selling price is the

access control feature?

A- Again, I think that's a very difficult thing to determine.

Q. And if you were at the hypothetical negotiation, would you

be able to advise Mr. Smith or Mr. Rahmani on that?

A. That's something that we could discuss. I could certainly

have consideration as can you sell the product without it in

its competitive marketplace.

Q. And you --

A. That's very important answer.

Q. Is it correct that you have not determined what fraction

.of Pathlight's selling prices of access controls?

A. That's correct. I have not made that determination.

Q. Okay. Have you -— if you were at the hypothetical

negotiation, could you advise Mr. Smith or Mr. Rahmani if a

license to the 972 patent would save Pathlight any engineering

(205128?
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A. That's something we could discuss and depends upon the

answers that we get as we brain storm that issue.

Q. That's not something you did when you came up with your 30

percent reasonable royalty, is it?

A. Well, depends on what engineering costs you're talking

about.

Q. Okay. Well, I asked you on —- it's on page 48, if you

want to follow along there. At your deposition, I said, line

11, Mr. Regan. Do you have any understanding as to whether or

not Pathlight would avoid any engineering expenses by taking a

licensed 972 patent? Answer: That's not a determination that

I made. Question: Has anybody expressed an opinion on that

issue to you? Answer: No?

Did I read that right.

"A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now, do you have any opinion yourself or would you

be able to advise Mr. Smith and Mr. Rahmani how much it would

cost Pathlight to come up with an alternative and put it in

its products to what's alleged to infringe the 972 patent?

A. That's the kind of thing where I've been on teams where

we've made that determination, but I won't do that by myself.

I'll have input from others.

Q. And you haven't done that here?

A. No.

Q. ‘Okay. would you be able to tell Mrf Smith and Mrr‘Rahmani
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what Pathlight's net profit margin is on SAN gate ways or SAN

routers?

A. I would be able to help them analyze that and assist them

in understanding what it is.

Q. They're net profit margin is not 60 percent, is it?

A. No. It depends on your focus, but your net profit margin

which most people think about in terms of net profit margin

would not be the incremental profit margin that I've

calculated in this case.

Q. When you said gross profit margin, were you meaning

incremental profit margin?

A. It's very similar to an incremental.

Q. Similar. Is it exactly the same thing?

A. Incremental private margin would tend to be a bit higher.

Q. Is Pathlight's net profit margin higher or lower than that

figure? -

A. If you were to attempt to calculate a net profit margin, I

would expect that you might argue for a calculation that would

be lower than an incremental profit margin and lower than a

gross profit margin.

Q. And that's not something you did here?

A. No.

Q. If you were at the hypothetical negotiation, do you think

you could advise Mr. Smith and Mr. Rahmani or anybody else if

_Pathlight could compete paying a 30 percent royalty?
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A. That's something I, again, would participate in

discussions and analysis as part of the team.

Q. But you didn't come to any conclusions on that issue in

reaching your 30 percent royalty, did you?

A. I would expect that it would have competed and it might

give them the ability to compete in the absence of acquiring

this capability, their own literature indicates that they

would not be able to compete.

Q. All right. Would you please turn to page l2O of your

deposition again, line 14, and I asked you, do you recall ever

seeing such a company that pays a 30 percent royalty on most,

if not all of its sales, continue in business?- Answer: I've

not done that investigation. Was that your answer?

A. Yes.

Q.‘ Okay. Now, would you be able to advise Mr. Smith and Mr.

Rahmani what a reasonable royalty rate would be if instead of

the royalty base being all SAN gateways and SAN routers if

instead the royalty base were sales just to the VPS feature

that's allegedly infringing?

A. Again, that's the kind of question which I would expect to

be able to participate in on a team and make that calculation

to the extent that we define the scope of the discussion.

Q. But you haven't done that?

A. Let me hear that question again, please.

Q. Have you ever determined what the royalty rate would be if
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the royalty base instead of all the SAN gateways and SAN

routers, if it were the royalty base were the sales, the VPS

feature that's alleged to infringe?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, before he answers, I have

an objection. There's no evidence that only the VPS in

fringes. In fact, the only evidence indicates to this date is

that the entire router infringes the 972 patent. There's no

evidence to even support this hypothetical for this witness.

THE COURT: The question is did the witness do any of

these other things. I'll permit the question. You may answer

it.

A. I have not done that.

MR . DELLETT:

Q. Okay. Now, would you be able to advise Mr. Smith or Mr.

Rahmani what royalty rates Pathlight has paid for other

software to be used in its products?

A. I would inquire as to other licenses and identifying those

licenses and make calculations. I could do that.

Q. What royalty rates has Pathlight paid for other software

of its products?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor may we approach the bench?

(At the Bench, on the record.)

THE COURT: Is this information that you wouldn't

permit in discovery?
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MR. ALBRIGHT: This is information we never got from

Pathlight.

MR. DELLETT: You've got them.

MR. ALBRIGHT: We have not gotten this information.

MR. DELLETT: It was the subject of our expert report.

It was in our documents we produced.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Where are they?

2 MR. DELLETT; I am not sure if they're trial exhibits

or not, but_we produced them.

_MR. ALBRIGHT: Yeah, our position is that that they

have not been produced to us.

MR. DELLETT: Well, I can get you a document number.

We produced them months ago.

THE COURT: I don't know one way or the other.

Counsel, be careful with your comments about what you did in

your deposition when he didn't.

MR. DELLETT: Uh—huh.

THE COURT: Now, y'all figure out if he has that

information or not, whether it's just voluntary or did y'all

ask for it. You're going to have to give me some basis.

MR. DELLETT: I'm clearly certain it was near the end

of the discovery period, and I can tell you specifically what

the agreements are.

MR. BAHLER: Do you know the names?

MR. DELLETT: Yes, I can give you —- that's something
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he learned.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Our concern is that the question’

implies that there was more than the license. We were given

one license with respect to --

MR. DELLETT: There's some more —— well -— I can show

_you what was --

MR. ALBRIGHT: We'll withdraw the objection, let him

go ahead.

MR. DELLETT:

Q. Mr. Regan, did the actual royalty rates that Pathlight

pays for software impact your calculation that a royalty

should be 30 percent?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Now, I believe earlier, you had testified about

the proposal that Pathlight made to IBM. Do you remember

that?

A. I do.

Q. And did IBM ever agree to that?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Would you be able to tell Mr. Smith and Mr. Rahmani at a

hypothetical negotiation how much per unit that $2 million is?

A. You'd need to know how many units were projected to be

received.

Q. Have you done that?

A. This is a price for a one—year fully paid license of
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$1,875,000. It would be dependent upon how many years were

acquired. I

Q. You haven't calculated how much that would be per unit,

correct?

A. I have not.

Q. Would you be able to advise Mr. Smith and Mr. Rahmani how

many VPS units were put on gateway's instead of routers?

A. Again, you could collect the data and make that

determination.

Q. But you haven't done that?

A. As I said here, I don't recall.

Q. Would you be able to advise Mr. Smith and Mr. Rahmani if

Crossroads uses the 972 patent?

A. I would make that determination by someone who possessed

those skills. I don't have the skills to make that

determination.

Q. Okay. Would you be able to advise them why Crossroads has

never used or claims it's never used the 972 patent?

A. Again, I didn't —- that's not in my area of expertise.

Q. Would you be able to advise them whether Crossroads could

increase its prices by using the 972 patent?

A. I might be able to participate that as a member of the

team, but I wouldn't do that with technical assistance.

Q. And you haven't done that with coming up with your 30

percent royalty?
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A. I've explained how I -- where I get the 30 percent

royalty, and I believe that it's consistent with Pathlight

-being able to compete in the marketplace and earn revenue in

market share.

Q. You don't have any idea whether Crossroads could do better

itself if it used what it says is in the 972 patent?

A. I've not made that study.

Q. Okay. Would you be able to advise Mr. Rahmani or Mr.

Smith what the advantages of the 972 patent are?

A. I would look to others to do that.

Q. Would you be able to advise either of them what

Crossroads's net profits are on storage routers?

A. I tend to make that determination of incremental

gross margin. If you were to try to determine a net

I'd determine an incremental profit, incremental net

Q. And that's different than a net profit, correct?

A. Generally.

Q. And do you have any idea what Crossroads's net profit is

on storage routers?

A. Again, it depends on how you define net profit. I would

look to its gross margin as an indicator.

Q. Well, that's gross margin, not net profit, isn't it?

A. That's right.

And Crossroads produces financial statements?

Yes I -
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Q. You've seen those, haven't you?

A. Yes.

Q. And isn't it correct that Crossroads‘ financial statement

showed a net loss in every quarter of its existence? Did you

know that?

A. Yes, I did know that.

Q. Is that an indicator of its net profitability?

A. I think it's something you would need to study in terms

of, as well discussed in my deposition, in a company like

Crossroads, it's buildings and infrastructure. Building

scalability is incurring a tremendous amount of infrastructure

expenses which do not relate directly to the profitability of

the particular product. They're incurring a lot of expenses

to position itself as a market leader to drive market shares

and revenues which is extremely important to a start—up

company in that stage of its existence.

Q. So is it correct, then, that Crossroads's net profit

margins did not enter into your set of factors to determine

that the royalties should be 30 percent?

A. Well, I think you need to look at calculations that are

more product-specific, and in this instance, you look to, I

think, the profitability of the infringer of using that

particular technology. And as I said earlier, with respect to

the other exhibit, the HP agreement gives me a benchmark from

which to move up, and I landed at the 30 percent as I've
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described.

Q. Is it correct, then, that you're relying primarily on the

HP agreement here?

A. It's certainly an influence.

Q. And you investigated that agreement pretty thoroughly?

I read it, analyzed it.

And you spent a lot of time on it?

Yes.-

And, in fact, you haye charged —- just for your own time,

upwards of $40,000 for your testimony here?

A. My firm charges for my work. A lot of my work is other

than testimony. We're studying reports, analyzing documents,

collecting information.

Q. And approximately how much in dollars have the other

members of your firm charged for their work in this Case?

A. I would think something in excess of $75,000.

Q. Okay. Let's take a look at the HP agreement. That is

exhibit 40, and the agreement itself doesn't say the royalty

is 19 percent, correct?

A. No.

Q. That's a calculation that you did, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And if you would turn, please, to page 14 of the

agreement, which I'll put up on the screen, this is the page

that shows what actually was ¥— what HP agreed to pay,
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correct?

IA. Yes.

Q. And it specifies that if payment —— the royalties in the

middle of the page here are between $175 and $275 per unit,

correct?

A. Yes, that is a part of the total payment package you see

right above it.

Q. We'll get to that. Now, what percentage of the price of a

storage router is this $175 to $275?

A. Well, you'd need to determine what the C P 4200 is going

to be. I've not made that calculation.

Q. Okay. Now, is it a relatively small percentage like on

the order of five to ten percent of the total selling price of

a storage router?

A. I've not made the calculation.

Q. Okay. Now, is the $175 to $275, is that part of your 19

percent?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And what is the other part of your 19 percent? I

believe you mentioned that just a minute ago. ‘You referred to

the code and hardware fees, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And does —— is any of that code for access controls?

A. These are the total amounts paid in order for HP to have

the product from Crossroads.
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Is any of that code for access controls?

That's not a determination that I've made.

Q. Is any of that code for the 972 patent?

A
I don't believe so. I think this is similar technology as

testified by others, and this lays out the payment schedule

which HP will be paying Crossroads for the ability to obtain

this product.v

Q. So the answer is no, none of that_code and hardware fees

is for the 972 patent?

A. I don't believe it is, no.

Q. And it's also correct that none of the royalties, the $175

to $275 is for the 972 patent, correct?

A. I don't believe it is, no.

Q. Okay. And none of —— any of the royalties on this

agreement are for access controls, correct?

A. I don't know the answer to that question.

Q. Okay. Do you think access controls are in the C P 4200

product that this agreement is all about?

A. Again, I've not made that determination.

Q. Do you think the parties to this hypothetical negotiation

would agree to a license of the 972 patent plus binary code,

source code, hardware design?

A. I think what the parties would need to do in the

hypothetical negotiation is get to a point where Crossroads

provides and Pathlight delivers the ability to sell they
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product with these benefits and features that are essential.

Q. And so it's correct that your 30 percent royalty, you're

not sure if it's just for the 972 patent or for the 972 patent

plus other code and features that Pathlight would want from

Crossroads?

A. It's for Pathlight having a license. It puts it in a

position to be able to market those facilities, those features

and compete in the marketplace.

Q. And you're not sure if that license that you say should

have a 30 percent royalty is for just the 972 patent or for

some other information code and hardware that is outside the‘

972 patent, correct?

A. I am talking about the 972 capabilities and features. How

they deliver it between the parties, I've not gotten into that"

level of specificity. I'm merely saying that if Crossroads is

going to give Pathlight the entre into its marketplace, with

those abilities and features the specifics of whether or not

there are manuals and codes, I have not gotten to that level.

Q. In reaching your 30 percent royal_city, you didn't decide

one way or another whether that information should be part of

the license or not, correct?

A. I don't get into that level of specificity. I look to how

much does Pathlight need to pay in order for Crossroads to be

willing to allow a competitor to chew into its marketplace.

Q. And whether or not that agreement would include just the~
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972 patent or not, you don't know?

A. I'm talking about the 972 features and capabilities.

Q. Okay. Now, do you really think this agreement for the

4200 shows what royalty rates are for access controls?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Objection. If he is trying to imply

that that's what this gentleman said in the past, I object.

It mischaracterizes any prior testimony. Mr. Regan has never

stated that.

THE WITNESS: I have not said that.

MR. DELLETT:

Q. Did HP get any access controls from Crossroads?

A. I believe you asked me that and I have not made that

determination.

Q. No further questions.

MR. ALBRIGHT: May I‘, your Honor?

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr. Regan, you're not trying to imply to this jury that

this HP agreement is a perfect replica of what is going to

take place in a hypothetical negotiation between Crossroads

and Pathlight; is that correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And when we talk about the reasonableness of a 30 percent

royalty versus the computer industry, is this the computer

industry'that we're talking about?
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A. I'm unsure what you mean by the word this.

Q. Mr. Dellett was pointing out a 30 percent royalty would be

a high rate in the computer industry.

A. Oh, okay.

Q. And I think the jury ought to understand whether or not

it's a fair comparison between this patent and the royalty

rate ought to be paid to come pair it to the computer

industry?

A. No. You need to be more specific and this is a niche

within the industry and as we see with Pathlight's financial

statement, the gross margins are very strong with respect to

‘these products.

Q. I also make very clear to the jury that this is a

hypothetical negotiation, Correct?

An Yes.

Q. So you could never have been at a negotiation advising Mr.

Smith or Mr. Rahmani anything. This is something that is a

court-created concept, right?

A. Yes, sir, it's something we have_to assume would have

taken place had the parties negotiated for the right to use

this feature.

Q. If you —— if the parties weren't forced to do so by the

court in coming up with a reasonable royalty rate, what

success do you think that you and Mr. Regan, with all your

3backgrounds and charm as a C P A, would have in convincing'Mr.
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Smith, who's a CEO of Crossroads, to ever enter into a license

of any kind with Pathlight with respect to this patent?

A. I don't think I'd be able to convince him. I don't think

they want to do that. It's something they must do as a result

of the process that they find themselves in.

Q. Finally, there are a number of questions in which Mr.

Dellett asked you to speculate what the product that Pathlight

makes would be worth for what margin might be made if the

infringing products, the channel zoning and VPS were not

included in it?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall that? We don't have to speculate about how

or what_Pathlight did when they did have the VPS and the

channel zoning, do we?

A. That's right.

Q: Let me take you back quickly through exhibit 549. Tell

the jury what happens without speculating what might happen

had they not had the channel zoning or VPS, tell the jury what

happened when they did have it?

A. Well, as I said earlier, after the VPS was enabled, the

sales increased dramatically. The sales in 1999, say, in

December were well below half a million dollars. And in the

year 2000, many months are in the two to something greater

than $37 million level.

Q. So while you can't speculate what might have happened if
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they didn't have the VPS or channel zoning, there's no

question what happened when they did?

A. That's right. And this tracks after the VPS. There is

channel zoning in the products prior to December of 1999.

Q.- Exhibit 573 which the jury has seen before. In terms of

dollars, again, without speculating what might have happened

if Pathlight had not put the infringing products in, what

happened when they did?

A. Pathlight achieved a very substantial amount of revenue as

a result of selling the infringing products, revenue which

enabled it to gain market share which was very important to it

as a company in 1999 and 2000.

Q. Finally, Mr. Regan, exhibit 543. You've heard all the

questions Mr. Dellett asked you and I've asked you. Tell the

jury what you believe the appropriate reasonable royalty rate

ought to be in your opinion?

MR. DELLETT: Objection. He's just repeating his

THE COURT: You can ask him. Objection sustained.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Have no more questions, your Honor.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Mr. Regan, if you were at the hypothetical negotiation,

would you be able to tell Mr. Smith and Mr. Rahmani any other

reasons why Pathlight increased its sales in 2000?
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A. Well, hypothetical negotiation, according to the rules of

Georgia Pacific, has to occur just before the first

infringement, which would be, say, September 1st. So you

wouldn't know what the sales are going to be in the year 2000.

Q. So this chart would be not known at a hypothetical

negotiation?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, that's an incorrect

statement of the law. That's just flat wrong.

THE COURT: I'll instruct the jury-as to what --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Apologize.

THE COQRT: The question is at the hypothetical

circumstance, they wouldn't have the particular chart. That's

the only question before the witness. And we all know the

answer to it, so let's ask your next question.

‘MR . DELLETT:

Q. Now, do you think Mr. Rahmani would know more than you do

about reasons why.Pathlight increased its sales?

A. I would expect that he would be very knowledgable and his

knowledge is greater than mine.

Q. Okay. And Mr. Albright asked you about this graph that he

put up. Is it correct there that those amounts, the $23

million -— let's just talk about the $21 million in the

middle. Is it correct that that is for sales of all gateways

and routers, correct?

‘A. Yes. For a period of September 1, '99 through April 27,
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2001.

Q. That's not sales of the VPS option?

A. That is the total sales of gateways and routers:

Q.’ Do you know what portion of that $21 million is the VPS

option?

A. I don't believe you can determine that number.

‘Q. Finally, do you know what the list price to IBM is with

the VPS optional all your Honor, beyond the scope of my

redirect?

THE COURT: It is and I sustain the objection.

MR. DELLETT: No further questions.

MR. ALBRIGHT: We have nothing, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down. May this witness be

excused, counsel? You may be excused, sir.

THE WITNESS: Thank you, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may call your next witness all.

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, subject to a couple of topics

I'd like to discuss with the court at sidebar, we rest.

THE COURT: All right. Members of the jury, I'm going

to put you in the jury.room for a few minutes. You'll have

time to use the facilities.

(Jury not present.)

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, we have no more witnesses.

We rest. There are a couple of housekeeping document issues

that I'd like to address'with counsel. 2There“s exhibit I53
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that is partially in and partially not. We've got an

agreement --

THE COURT: It's 92, isn't it?

MR. ALCOCK: I believe some other portions of it and

there may be a couple of other document housekeeping issues

and then, I didn't want the case to go on without making a

rule 50 motion. We have one prepared. I know the Court's

practice generally is to proceed on and hear that at some_

appropriate time.

But we would like to make a rule 50 motion on

infringement .

THE COURT: My rule is that I make the rulings at the

resting and at the closing just like any others. I don't have

any other procedure that I'm aware of. I mean, there's some

judges that don't even make any rulings?

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, I think -- let me say it this

way. When I'm the plaintiff, I never rest my case without

making a rule 50 motion on that which I have the burden on.

THE COURT: That tells me how important it is. .All

right. Let me give you a few minutes to do the housekeeping

and then, I'll hear both of your motions. Yours, I assume, is

in writing. Is yours in writing?

MR. DELLETT: We have three motions, two of them are

in writing. I'm not sure if we're going to be able to —- I

guess when I said in writing, we'll be able to file those by
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the close of business. The third one was based on Mr. Regan's

testimony and that we'll be able to argue that orally. But

the writing, I don't think we're going to be able to file

until tomorrow. But I'll be able to address all three of

those orally. These are rule 50 motions.

THE COURT: I understand that. I'm always curious. ‘I

don't mean this critical. I'm always curious why you even

have a rule 50 motion before you announce ready for trial. I

wouldn't permit a lawyer to work for me. All right.

(Recess.)y

THE COURT: All right. You may be seated. All right.

I have reviewed the plaintiff's motion for judgment. Based on

unrebutted testimony, of course, that's very accurate and an

opportunity to put in any testimony other than the plaintiff,

I'll take the motion under advisement till I've heard the

evidence, of course, with the exception of contributory and

induced infringement.

Counsel, why is this in here?

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, because of claim 7 is a claim

to a storage network, and Dr. Hodges.testified that -7

THE COURT: Well, I understand that you may have

evidence to support it, but I mean in the overall grand scheme

of things, you have no separate damages on it. It's just

internal.

MR. ALCOCK: 'That's true; I mean, it is for the
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different claims, but in order to prove infringement of claim

7, it's a contributory claim. And claim 11 is inducement and

we've put on evidence of both, both in terms of the operation

of the device itself for a contributory and for the user

manuals which are in evidence for inducement.

THE COURT: Okay. 1'11 hear from the defendants.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, I have -- we certainly oppose

the plaintiff's motion for JMOL on issue of infringement, and

we have indeed filed our own motion, actual paper, for

judgment as a matter of law under rule 50 on the issue of

infringement. And what I'd like to do is address -- that has

several facets, not simply contrib and inducement.

What I'd like to address first is channel zoning.

Channel zoning, each of those claims —— you're moving around

like you need to go to the rest room.

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, I don't think I have a copy

of the paper --

-THE COURT: Oh .

MR. ALCOCK: -— that he's talking about. I don't know

what it I

BAHLER: Hang on just a minute.

CLERK: I'll make one.

COURT: All right.

BAHLER: Should I wait or go?

COURT:' Here, give plaintiffs this and I'll just
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listen.

MR. ALCGCK: I'm sorry, your Honor. Thank you.

MR. BAHLER: With respect to as the evidence is in,

there are two aspects of the plaintiff's price, one's this

thing called channel zoning and this other is this feature

added called VPS. With respect to channel zoning this is when

VPS is not enabled; channel zoning is just there. And we move

for judgment as a matter of law that that feature does not

infringe, cannot possibly infringe, literally, under the"

doctrine of equivalence. Particularly, all the claims require

this limitation of maintaining a configuration of storage

devices connected to the medium.

And in this channel zoning environment, the —- excuse

me, could you get this going, please? Oh, I'm sorry. On the

channel zoning environment, the granularity there is on a

channel—by—channel basis, and there's no granularity within

the channel, in other words, identifying specific subset or

specific ones of the storage devices. And that's an express

requirement of the claims, your Honor, that element is

completely missing in the channel zoning environment.

In addition, doctrine of equivalence is inappropriate

to add a missing element. Mr. —— Dr. Hodges even slipped and

said it's done a different way. Channel zoning is —- he

contends it's the same, but he admitted it's done by a

different way. That's the middle part of the function wave
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result test for doctrine of equivalence, therefore, we think

that the Court should grant judgment as a matter of law and

Pathlight's favor with respect --

THE COURT: He also said it was at the same result

through the same medium. This was done differently.

MR. BAHLER: Do you want that back up? By the way,

this is just a —- this is a tab that's attached to their

motion. And as I said, your Honor, the granularity there is

on a group basis rather than simply elements within the group.

You take a look at the patent itself on this side, your Honor,

there's a single SCSI bus, single one.

And on this side there's a single fiber channel bus,

single one. And the single one is the single arrow right

there and a single arrow right there so the patent doesn't

even contemplate the fact that there would be a number of SCSI

buses coming out the other end, each of which would have a

number of SCSI storage devices.

And the facts, in fact, require that within each

medium singular there's required to be the maintenance of a

subset of a configuration of storage devices Connected to that

medium. And channel zoning doesn't do that. Doesn't do

anything like that.

As can be seen here, your Honor, the granularity here

is on a bus-by—bus basis, as I just explained through figure

3. There's only one bus disclosed and there's a singular use
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but I'm not relying on that because not only is there a use of

the singular, but the configuration is required to be

maintaining a configuration of the storage devices on the

medium and that's not in channel zoning.

The elements missing is inappropriate to apply -- to

provide a missing element. These next arguments with respect

to noninfringement, your Honor, apply to the VPS enabled or

the channel zoning, either one, doesn't matter. So the first

is that they have not shown or there's no evidence that the

devices implement access controls. That's waiving all around.

I still don't know what it means.

Dr. Hodges was -- whether there was security, whether

there was no security. There's no evidence that the access

controls as required, the narrow definition that is being

urged by the plaintiffs in this case is met by any of

Pathlight's products.

The next issue, your Honor, is with respect to native

low level block protocol} I showed that computer program on

the screen and that was a program that Dr. Hodges was running

"on his work stations, but the protocols, your Honor, are

what's flowing in the channels, what's flowing from the work

station on to the fiber channel through the router and out the

other end on the SCSI bus. It's what's on the channel.

-And he never looked at that. He never opined about

thati ‘He never measured that. He has no idea. There's no
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evidence at all what that protocol is much less whether it's a

native low level block protocol as narrowly and specifically

required by the claims.

With respect to claim 7 through 14, and that is with

respect to 7 through 14, there cannot possibly be any direct-

infringement. So we'd like a JMOL on that that Mr. Alcock

just addressed the contributory and inducement issue. _We

should get a directed verdict on -- direct infringement

‘because those claims are directed to a network and the network

requires storage devices and work stations. We don't sell any

of that stuff. So there's no way Pathlight could be in direct

infringement.

Next, your Honor, we believe that the mapping issue is

absent, too, the mapping element and that's a functional

element that's required to be a function of.the supervisor

unit. The evidence is that Dr. Hodges has simply concluded

from the blue there's mapping. There's no evidence that there

is mapping, in fact. He never looked at any source code or

anything to figure out exactly that's going on inside.

And that is required. And, your Honor, that completes

our -- in addition, your Honor, I should address 7 through 14

with respect to the issue of inducement. There's been no

showing that there's been any inducing acts, and contrib

requires that there be sold a -— something that is incapable

of substantial non—infringing use and there's been no evidence
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on that front either. So either inducement or contrib go on

the 972 either.

I think I probably addressed their issues in the

interim.

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Alcock.

MR. ALCOCK: I'll take the issues in reverse order,

your Honor. The evidence —— I think Mr. Bahler has his law

wrong. With respect to inducing, all that is required is that

there be proof that customers be instructed to perform the

method and that there's a performance of the method. There's

been proof that customers were instructed to perform the

method by virtue of the user manuals.

There's been proof that customers have performed the

method with respect to the evidence on IBM. With respect to

contributory infringement, claims 7 through 14, there has been

proof that those routers have no substantial non—infringing

use. They can only be used in a storage network. That was

the evidence from the stand.‘

So contributory infringement has been established.

With respect to the native low level block protocols, the

evidence was that, in fact, through the use of that program,

Dr. Hodges was able to determine that that's, in fact, what

went into the S—C—S—I, SCSI storage devices and, therefore,

did use native low level block protocols as to those claims.

With respect to the access controls, the evidence was
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through screen shots that showed that the storage router

operated with access controls. There was extremely detailed

evidence of that. Now, with respect to channel zoning, could

you -— just a moment, your Honor. It's registering. It's

just not showing up on the screen. 016 R O I H R.

Your Honor, the graphic that he showed was only one in

a series of three -— of four. First, there was the graphic

checking the boxes, just as it was instructed on the web site.

Then there was a graphic that showed that as a result of

checking the boxes, one was able to get access controls

between the five storage devices that were on there.

And then, there were two additional graphics shown

that, in fact, by checking the boxes in the way that they were

checked, they achieved the same access controls that were

achieved through use of the VPS option. One computer could

have access to two of the —— one work station could have

access to two of the remote storage devices, the other could

have access to the other three storage devices.

So there has been testimony that the channel zoning is

access controls just as the VPS has access controls to the

extent there's any question on the issue. There was testimony

that it did the same function, the same way and performed the

same result. In more detailed questioning about a detail of

how it performed those, Dr. Hodges did say that a particular

detailed function was different.
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But not that questioning was not in terms of the claim

element itself. So it does meet the elements of the claim)

THE COURT: All right. I'll hold both motions under

advisement at the present time. Bring the jury back.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, we have two more motions.

MR. DELLETT: Rule 50 motion. One you have in --

THE COURT: i know the rules contemplate at the end of

the plaintiff's case when the plaintiff rests, the party may

file a motion pursuant to rule 50. How many —- you've already

filed two. You have two more.

MR. DELLETT: No. I'm sorry. One more.‘ We filed

two. One, Mr. Bahler addressed. The other one that your

Honor has is specific to the issue of willful infringement,

and that was the subject of Mr. Kuffner's testimony, for

example, and specifically, the element that is missing from

the plaintiff's proofs right now is that anything that

Pathlight did was unreasonable.

And willful infringement has a number of different

elements. The most important one, though, is whether or not

the plaintiff or the accused infringer got an opinion of

counsel. And there's testimony that Mr. Rahmani did get an

opinion of counsel and Mr. Rahmani even testified about what

he did.

They have no proof that what Mr; Rahmani did was
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unreasonable under the circumstances, and that is an element

THE COURT: There's evidence that any thinking person

might question Mr. Levi's credibility. I think his

credibility's going to be an issue. I'll take that under

advisement, also.

MR. DELLETT: The one last motion, rule 50 motion was

entirely based_on what Mr. Regan said when he was on the stand

just a little while ago. That has to do with what is the

basis for his reasonable royalty. I'm not talking about what

evidence went into it or anything. I'm talking about what he

said his 30 percent was for.

And he said his 30 percent was for, well, maybe it was

for the 972 patent, maybe it was for the 972 patent plus some

other software. There's no proof that Pathlight ever took any

software from anybody else, and that's a fundamental part of

Mr. Regan's royalty. He doesn't know whether it's got

software in it or not, so he's asking for a royalty for not

just the 972 patent that's in this case but for other things,

as well.

So as a matter of law, we don't -- Crossroads had not

presented any evidence of what a reasonable royalty would be

for the 972 patent by itself.

THE COURT: Response?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor; Mr. Regan testified he
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considered the Georgia Pacific factors, he considered relevant

documents, for example, the HP document in terms of coming up

with the reasonable calculation. And frankly, I'm not even

sure I follow what Mr. Delllet's argument is. He specifically

addressed what Crossroads would -— as a forced licensor would

be willing to accept to license the patent for in the

situation of a hypothetical negotiation.

That was all he talked about. 1 think Mr. Dellett has

some arguments he could make on closing argument, but

certainly there's evidence in the record now as to what a

reasonable royalty rate in this case ought to be.

MR. DELLETT: Just before the finish of crossing Mr-

Regan, I asked him about three or four times, do you have any

opinion as to whether your royalty rate is for the 972 patent

by itself or for the 972 patent and some other software and

hardware and whatnot. There's no proof that Pathlight took

from Crossroads. Mr. Regan didn't know.

° THE COURT: Well, you'll be able to argue that if you

wish to the jury. There's no question that the gentleman did

testify to the tune of over $100,000 that this 972 patent

function was the precipitating factor and was considered

essential by the defendant to compete and essential by the

defendant to sell the products.

If you want to argue it, then take away a little bit

of his 30 percent, I think youlre certainly entitled to do it
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based on the evidence, but that's all the evidence

establishes. On the other hand, I expect you're going to come

back the other way on one percent, and not mention it. But

that's your choice.

All right. Anything else?

MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

MR. DELLETT: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Bring in the jury[

(Jury present).

THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Bahler, you may call your first

witness.

MR. BAHLER: Defendant calls Mr. Said Rahmani.

THE COURT: If you'll tell us your full name, please,

THE WITNESS: Said Rahmani Khezri.

THE COURT: Mr. Rahmani, you are still under oath. Do

you understand that, sir?

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: All right. Proceed.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Rahmani, would you please summarize your educational

background, please, sir?

A. Sure. I would first like to apologize for my voice. I'm

suffering from a cold right now, so I'll proceed so.‘
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Q. would you please summarize your educational background,

please?

A. Yes. I received my undergraduate degree in electrical and

computer engineering from Arizona State University. Later on,

I received a master of science degree in digital system

design, and graduate degree, master of science in computer

engineering and digital system'design.

I also completed one year of MBA course.

Q. When did you finish your education? What year?

A. I received my bachelor of science in electrical computer

engineering in 1983. I received my graduate degrees in 1986

and 1988.

Q. All right, sir. Could you please summarize for us your

employment history?

A. Sure. I worked as a teacher, teaching math and physics

for a couple of years. During my graduate studies, and I

joined IBM in 1989 and worked at IBM for almost six years, and

later on, in 1995, I cofounded Pathlight Technology.

Q. All right, sir. Could you just tell us the nature of your

work at IBM?

A. Yes, we at IBM, I was involved in developing storage

networking products.

Q. What do you mean by storage networking?

A. Storage networking, solutions that interconnected multiple

work stations and storage devices, and enabled high speed
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interconnect activity between those work stations and those

storage devices using typically using native low level

protocols.

Q. How many years of experience have you had in storage net

working?

A. Almost 13 or 14 years.

Q. Are you a member of any societies in technology?

‘A. Yeah, a number of them, specifically in regard to the

storage networking, I'm a member of the storage networking

industry association.

Q." What do they do?

A. For storage networking association helps educate and

define anything related to the storage networking,

specifically it's used in solving customer problems and

creating solutions.

Q. What role have you played in that organization?

A. Well, I helped cofound Niagara) storage networking

industry association in 1997, mid-1997.

Q. How many members are there today, sir, in that

organization? ’

A. Close to 100 companies including IBM, Hewlett Packard,

Compaq, Dell, many other companies and thousands of

individuals.

Q. Right. Now, you left IBM to form Pathlight; is that

correct?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q. Why did you leave IBM to form Pathlight?

A. Well, I left IBM to form Pathlight because I had the dream

to create my own company, to be able to leave and impact the

industry and I wanted to follow, pursue the challenges that I

really felt I should have pursued at that time.

Q. And that was in early 1995?

A. It was end of 1994, beginning 1995, yes.

Q. All right, sir. What has~been the business of Pathlight

since then?

A. From day one at Pathlight, basically develop the storage

networking product, again, products that enable connectivity

between multiple work stations and storage devices.

Q. Now, as the pretty clear from this case, the phrase access

control is important. Have you ever heard that phrase during

your experience in the storage network -- storage networking

area?

A. Yes, many times.

Q. And when was the first time you heard it?

A. The first time I heard it was actually in late l980ses

when I joined IBM in relationship with the product.that we

were developing at IBM, again, storage networking product.

Q. What does access control mean in that field?

A. Well, access control to me means —- is a generic word.

I've used it, I have been involved in developing access
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control techniques and methods since the end of 19805, and as

a generic word, it basically means controlling access from a

work station to single device or multiple devices in the

storage network.

Q. Are there -- is there only one kind of access control?

A. I am familiar with multiple kinds of access control

techniques.

Q. How have they been —- how have those multiple times been

historically implemented?

A. Well, I can classify them in three categories, really.

One category is where you have —— or I would refer to it as

manual access control, another category-is what I refer to as

distributed access control, and the third one is why refer to

or probably the most generic the industry refers to as

controller based access control.

The first one, the manual one is really just -- and

all these cases, the access control is implemented using the

software, a piece of code and it's really irrelevant of the

technologies or the interfaces that are used. Could be a

processor, fiber channel SCSI. It is really a means to

control access from one point to another point.

Q. Okay. And the storage network architecture, there's

control between hosts and storage devices, correct?

A. Well, obviously when you connect multiple work stations,

the multiple storage devices, somehow you need to control the
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access from those work stations to those storage devices, and

that's the fundamental need to be addressing any storage net

working solution.

Q. Now, what does the term security mean in the context of

storage networking as it relates to access control?

A. Well, again, it is a widely—used term that could mean

anything.’ I mean, you could have maximum security or you

could have no security or you could have some sort of

security. When you talk about controlling access in any field

—— and this is nothing related to computers. I mean, when you

talk about controlling access to your home, it could be

controlling access to your home using a key, or you could go

and purchase an elaborate A D T security system.

In both cases, you are controlling access. And in

both cases, you could claim that you have some level of

security. But in either case, it takes certain effort to

break into that security system if none of them are really

absolute. And you could go-overboard and invest much more and

try to have multiple other different ways of controlling

access.

So in sort, security really is a relative term in

relationship with access control, as well.

Q. Thank you, Mr. Rahmani. Are you aware of any past

products or products from the past that have used access

control?
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A. Yes, indeed. The first product that in 1989 that I worked

on in IBM had access control, and it was implemented on the

controllers. I should say a specific controller that was

between the devices, the storage devices, and the work

stations that are connected to the storage devices.

Q. Did that use this native low level block protocol that

we've been hearing about?

A. All the products that I have developed or I having

involved with in the last 14 years have used native low level

block protocols for connecting work stations to a storage

device.

Q. That —— the first product you mentioned was at IBM?

A. Yes.

Q. Were there any other IBM products that used access

‘control?

A.“ Yes, later on in any career the second major product that

I was responsible for overall program, development of this

product, both hardware, software, testing and qualification of

it to the end, it also implemented access control. It was a

storage networking solution, again, we've heard connecting

multiple work stations to multiple storage devices using
native low level protocols, block protocols.

And the implement access control.in this case on the

controllers using the special software that we developed.

Q. All right, sir. Were there any other product within IBM
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while you were there that used access control?

A. Well, I can go back beyond my career, the ones that I

didn't work on, going back to Escon and other technologies.

Q. I'd just like the ones you know about personally.

A. I worked in two mayor classes that we developed from

concept to full production and shipped to our customers during

those six years, and they both had access controls.

Q. All right, sir. Now, since you left IBM and formed

Pathlight, has Pathlight sold product has based on your

understanding of the terms used access controls?

A. Indeed, in 1995, the first product that we developed in

Pathlight was actually a controller card that would plug into

the host system, a work station and would connect multiple

work stations to multiple storage devices. And we were

setting up a demo, a major demo for Comdex 1995, and what we

realized, obviously, was that when you have these multiple

systems interconnected in the storage network, one was

running, for ekample, McIntosh operating system, one was

running Windows '95, and the other was running Unex. We had

to provide some access control within those work stations with

these hosts, this service to this storage that they all had a

success. And we actually set up that demo, we demonstrated

that solution in 1995 at Comdex.

Q. All right, sir. That was Las Vegas?

A. Yes.
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Q. All right. Mr. Rahmani, what I'd like you do is run

through briefly the chronology of the Pathlight products

leading town the SAN gateway and SAN router products that are

at issue in this case and with your Honor's permission, could

he step down from the bench?

THE COURT: He may.

MR. BAHLER: I mean the witnesschair.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. I.have exhibit —— demonstrative exhibit 500 and Mr.

Rahmani will also be referring to physical exhibits 558

through 566, which are here on the table in front of the jury.

Mr. Rahmani, what's the first line show? Absolutely

nothing, does it.

A. It's a time line. Well, before this product will be

referred to as Niagara, as I was explaining, we had storage

networking products that implemented access control using the

first two methods that I described. One, the manual method or

the distributor method. We actually shipped products called

image net one, image net work one and image net two before

this time frame that used those two methods of access control

for controlling access from multiple work stations to a

storage device.

What happened in mid-1996, we had transferred some of

experience that we had gained in Pathlight and moved this

method of access control on a controller, and this was the
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controller exhibit D—559 that implemented access control.

This was actually a bridge controller. It had ability to

connect host work station devices and had the plug in

capability for storage devices.

So it basically is a piece of hardware and the

software was running on this hardware and had the ability to

control access from work stations to devices. This is the

product that we refer to as Niagara.

Q. That was sometime in the middle of '96?

A. Yes.

Q. All right.

A. Actually sold multiples of these products around this

time.

Q. Could we have the next slide, please?

A. In mid '96 to 1996 —— one of the characteristics of this.

specific controller was although it was a bridge or

interconnectivity between work stations and-the storage

devices was actually in the work station itself. It wasn't

out there in the network. What we did was we basically take

the same circuitry, almost identical'to this, and we put it in

different size and form and put it in this box.

And this is a product called Image Agent one and this

is where we performed both all of that function in this box,

including access control, and work stations and this was

basically sitting at work stations and storage devices.
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Q. Mr. Rahmani, could you tell us what the number is on that

blue sticker is, please?

A. Sure, it's D-561.

Q. All right.

A. As you can see, the difference between the previous

product and this one is that it has a parts supply of its own

and with this parts supply, you take power from any power

cord, any plug and you can power up this hardware and the

software will be running here and will be performing access

control in this platform basically.

lt uses the same processor as the previous one,

supervisor that everybody refers to. You have buffer, same as

the previous one is memory like in the other computer. It had

interface chips that would connect —- either storage devices

or work station to it. And it basically -— if you look at the

back, I'm sure you're hearing about all this SCSI and fiber

channel and SSA and all this technology.

If you look at the back, this wire connector, big

connectors, these are the connectors that you typically use to

conduct to SCSI. So you had a disk drive or tape drive that

connected to this channel or multiples of this channel,

multiples of them to that channel so you have storage devices

here now.

As you can see here on the right side or left—hand

side, your left, it says storage network 1." It doesn't say
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SSA or fiber channel or SCSI or anything. From that time in

1996 or before that, we intended to be able to plug in any

controller here that the work stations would connect to now.

It would be fiber channel, SSA, anything, work station

connect here, the storage device is connected here and we

basically connect, you know, we were running low level native

block protocol. "Here in this work station connections and

SCSI connections.

Q. All right, Mr. Rahmani. Could I have the next slides,

first. First of all, with respect to the image agent, those

were both before the end of 1996, right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q.’ And when was the patent in this case filed? The end of

'96, right?

A. It was December 1997 was here.

Q. Okay. So these were long before, right?

A. We actually demonstrated Image Agent as a complete

solution with a company called sigh Tex. It‘s_an

international company. Another major show in Las Vegas called

national association of broad casters. And that was back in

March or April of 1997. We won two awards for this product

for contribution to the science and solutions and digital

video and TV broadcast. Our customers were using it in that

show.

Now, day one, in the middle of that year, basically a
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slight in hand, a slight change that made it a little bit more

configurable and called this product Image Agent two. And

this is the Image Agent two.

Q. Could you just tell us the blue sticker number on that,

too, please?

A. Sure. It's D-562. And again, just a quick -- I don't

want to take too much of your time. As you can see, it has

the same elements. Now, it has SCSI here, it has the plug-in

parts that could be the storage network. It still says

network connection one, connection two, and it has power

supply in it and it's the same kind of front as the one

before.

It's rust bigger. It has other hardware and performs

the same function as this one.

Q. All right. Could we have the next slide, please? Okay.

And what's next?

A. In 1998, we started to change the previous product, the

Image Agent two, and created this product, the SAN gateway.

Q. And that's exhibit 563 you're holding?

A. It is exhibit 563. And again; as you can see, the only

difference you can visually see is these SCSI connectors are

further apart, you can change them, get more configurable. we

actually enhanced the performance. It could run faster than

before. But it's still connected work stations storage

devices and had all the previous elements and basically
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performed access control functions, as well as access control.

Q. This case deals with fiber channel and SCSI bridges. Are

any of those that?

A. All of these have the ability to bridge within fiber

channel and SCSI any of those technologies.

Q. How is that ability realized?

A. Well, as I said, all of this had storage network

connections. And this is how you would enable those storage

network connections. You could have even connect SCSI to

them. So you connect SCSI to SCSI. SSA so you connect SSA to

SCSI, or you connect fiber channel, which is not here. You

connect fiber can Mel to SCSI and in our case and in these

products you can actually put all of in there and you connect

any of this to any —- you can connect SSA to fiber channel

SCSI to SSA, SCSI to fiber channel. Really we neyer felt

there was any novelty connecting-two boxes together. That was

something they're doing for ages, I mean, they're doing it at

IBM, doing it at Pathlight.

Q. Before you put those down, could you just tell those

numbers on the blue stickers?

A. Sure, it's D-S64, D—565 and D-566.

Q. All right.

A. So the last thing in this chart, I don't know if it's

there or not, but we did SAN router actually in 1999.

Q. Yes.
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A. So that's the first product we actually call SAN router.

This was a gateway, this was Image Agent two, Image Agent and

Niagara. This was the time line that the products they have

been developing in Pathlight.

Q. All right, sir. Thank you. If you could please take your

seat. I'd like to move on to a new topic. Put this chart

back up there. This is defendant's demonstrative 049. Now,

you recall the testimony that this spike is being attributed

to introduction of VPS in SAN gateway and SAN router. Do you

recall that?

‘A. Yes, I do.

Q. By the way, Mr. Rahmani, with respect to the SAN gateway

and SAN router, what is the price of the SAN gateway?

A. Oh, it's about $6,000 to $7,000.

Q. What's the price of the SAN router?

A. 2 to 2 and a half, $2,000 to 2500.

Q. Why are they different?

A.
Well, the SAN gateway provides a different hardware than

SAN router provides faster performance, higher performance,

manly that and the hardware is different between the two

basically.

Q. All right. Where do you manufacture those products?

A. Right here in Austin.

Q. Okay. Now, let's move on to this revenue trend chart,

which is exhibit 549. ‘During this period —- and this shows
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1999 and 2000 —— who was Pathlight's principal customer?

A. Our principal customer was IBM.

Q. All right. And at some point, did IBM receive request for

proposal from IBM to bid on business?

A. Pathlight received --

Q. I'm sorry, yes, apologize.

A. Request for proposal from IBM.

Q. Would you please take a look at your book at Defendant's

Exhibit'243?

A. Yes.

Q. What is that?

A. It is the RFP, the request for proposal that we received

from IBM on the 21st of April, 1998.

Q. All right. Your Honor, I'd move defendant's 243 into

evidence?

MR. ALCOCK: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT? Received.

MR. BAHLERF

Q. I'll just put up the first page so we have a reference

here. What was this —— what is this request for proposal?

What's it asking for?

A. As you can see, it is a request for a fiber channel to

SCSI bridge, and it basically stated from IBM to us what

requirements they have for this fiber channel to SBSI bridge.

Q. So what product they really wanted, were there any
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requirements in that request for proposal for access control,

sir?

A. Absolutely not.

Q. Now, did Pathlight win that business?

We did so, yes.

Q. Do you know why?

A
My belief is that we had the most superior, the highest,

the best product, the highest performance, the highest

connectivity, the best reliability features and the best

manageability and serviceability capabilities that none of our

competitors had at that time.

Q. All right, sir. And then, RFP was dated April 21, 1998?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Now, did —— when did Pathlight win that

contract?

A. Well, the contract, the process that a company like IBM

starts with RFP, it is a long process. They had probably four

or five companies they send RFP to, they short—listed some and

then we went to RFQ, request for quotation process. That

whole process went through almost all of 1998 and it was clear

we were told I think sometime towards, you know, I really

don't remember exactly. I think August, maybe that year that

we have won the business.

But it took us at IBM until end of January 1999 to

actually see the contract. Procurement contract between us"
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and ——

Q. Did —- okay. So did you start selling the product in 1999

as reflected by this chart that's shown here?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And did your sales just take off immediately

in 1999?

A. No, it did not. As you can see —- can I approach the --

Q. Sure. Your Honor, with your permission.

AL As you can see, we signed the contract in January 1999,

and I B P really completed its test qualifications by this

time, February. And they started shipping sometime in March.

But our sales didn't go up much during 1999.

Q. Why is that?

A. Well, IBM was buying —— wanted to buy this product, the

SAN gateway product from us to connect one of its own store am

devices to the storage network. Basically, that storage

device was called by IBM. The code name was tar pan and that

tar-pan storage device is the high end storage wave some wear

system they use in banks. Was connecting to gateway fib er

channel. That tar pan was not received very well in the

market. IBM had difficulty with the pressure and they really

department sell much of that product and that's why, you know,

they didn't sell much of their product, they didn't sell much

of our products.

Q. That changed in 2000, right? What happened to cause that
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increase?

A. Well, what happened was IBM at this time was developing

another product which was a replacement to tar pan. It was

code named shark. That product was being developed for a few

years and the whole reason they did tar pan was because the

shark was not ready yet. But then, shark was ready around

this time and they cheated testing that new product shark or

they call it ESS, enterprises storage server, around this time

and they started shipping our products with the shark, the new

_product, right around this time. 'Exactly that time.

And they did much better with shark. They actually

had everybody in the storage system division at IBM, every

salesperson, every marketing person had been asked that they

must sell this product because it was really a serious threat

for their existence in that division.

So they did sell it and therefore, they sold more of

our products.

Q.» Did that increase have anything to do with VPS?

A. Absolutely not.

Now, later in 2000, the sales actually went down, correct?

Yes.

Q. Why is that?

A
Because IBM, as I said, was using our product to connect

either tar pan or shark. Their storage device from one side

to this side. And at the same time, they were developing
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their native fiber channel connections for that product,

shark. As soon as they had the direct storage network

connection in their own product, which was right around here,

they announced it, they didn't need our product anymore. So

they didn't buy it anymore and since then, we actually haven't

sold, I don't think, any gateways to IBM anymore.

Q. Did the product have VPS since the beginning of 2000?

A. Yes. The product had VPS, you know, had the ability,

still has it, but the reason that they sold the product, we

didn't sell it had nothing to do with that.

Q. Now, did you ever ship to IBM a VPS on a SAN gateway?

A.‘ Yes, we did.

Q. Did you ever ship to IBM VPS on a SAN router?

A. No. We never shipped VPS to IBM on SAN routers.

Q. What percentage of VPS option are sold as gateway as

opposed to routers?

A. All of them. They're sold in gateway, SAN gateway and not

on SAN router.

Q. I'm talking about not only IBM but everything, just as +-

A. IBM's not the only customer, it's a big one, but it's not

the only one, correct. I don't recall us really anybody being

interested in having access control kind of function that VPS

and a router.

Q. All right. Now the gateways you were selling to IBM

during 1999 and 2000, how many SCSI buses were there?
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A. Gateway had four SCSI channels.

Q. ‘How many fiber channels?

A. It would have up to six fiber channel, but to IBM

specifically, they were buying a —— sometimes one fiber

channel and four SCSIs, sometimes they were buying two fiber

channel, four SCSI.

Q. All right. Now, I'd like to move to this license

agreement that came up with -- during Mr. Regan‘s discussion

and that is the $1.8 million per year offer to IBM. "Do you

know anything about that, sir?

A. ‘Yes, I do.

Q. And how is that? How do you know about that?

A. Well, we were negotiating a source code license agreement

on VPS with IBM. The first quarter of 2000, around that time.

Q. And what was —— what's a source code license, first of

all?

A. Source code is the computer program that helps perform any

of the software functions. Really, it's the software source

code program.

Q. All right. Did the license agreement that was being

proposed to IBM during 2000 have anything to do with access

controls?

A. It did not have anything to do with access control

whatsoever.

Q. Have anything to do with VPS?
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A. Yes.

Q. What part of VPS?

A. Specifically, IBM was, as I said before in my prior

testimony, VPS is a system. It has multiple components. One

of its components is access control. It has a VPS component

that actually runs on the work station. It's a piece of

software actually doesn't run on the gateway or a router. It

runs on the work station itself.

That piece we call —— we refer to as VPS host

registration service. It's a piece of software on the work

station. They were interested on that part of VPS, and that's

what the source code licensing discussions was all about.

They were not interested on the access control for the simple

reason that they already had access control on their storage,

the shark that was connecting to our product already had that,

so they didn't need access control.

Q. If they already had it they didn't need to buy it from

you?

A. Absolutely.

Q. Now, this was —- these negotiations were going on in the

spring of 2000, sir, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Seems to be big deal brewing about this e-mail.

This is February 25th, 2000, 2:39 a.m., it's an e—mail from

you.
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A. Yes, it is.

Q.V What was that about?

A. As you can see, it's an e-mail that I sent to our patent

lawyers at sales man and levy and copied Mark Dewilde and Greg

Prestas.

Q. Why did you send it at 2:39 in the morning?

A. Well, people know me know that I actually send quite a few

of my e—mails during that time. It's been 11:00 p.m. to 2:00

or 3:00 aflm.

Q. Why is that?

A. Well, it is a hard job, as Mr. Smith said. I mean, we

work hard in this —— the make these things happen. And one of

the things I tried to do is to get home about 7:00, 8:00 in

the afternoon, spend the time with my family, have dinner, put

my son in bed, spend some time with my wife. And then, I get

back to work typically around 10:00, 11:00 at night in my home

office and stay on till 2:00, 3:00, sometimes 4:00 in the

morning,. I

Q. Now, you conclude that e-mail by saying, as I said, there

are some business urgency. It's 2:30 in the morning, right?

A. Yes.

Q. What was that about?

A. Well, the business urgency was that I was referring to the

—— our private connection, the patent that has been referred

' to before, patent application. And because we were in
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negotiation with IBM about source code license, license for

the source code of the VPS source registration service, I

wanted to make sure that we have done the right things, we

have covered our, you know, implementation of that technology

because those discussions were happening at the same time.

And I thought it might be —— that it might get to a

point that we might have to transfer the source code to IBM

and I just wanted to make sure it's covered by our patent.

Q. Did this business urgency have anything whatsoever to do

with the 972 patent?

A. No, it has nothing to do with it.

Q. ‘Did IBM accept your offer for a source code license of

$1.8 million?

A. No, they rejected it.

Q. All right, sir. Now, I'd like to turn to the royalty rate

issue and we've just heard Mr. Regan sponsor a royalty rate of

30 percent. Do you know what Pathlight's net profit margin is

on its sales?

A. Yes.

Q. What is it?

A. It is in the year 2000, it was about 25 percent.

Q. Now, Mr. Regan mentioned a gross profit margin of 60

percent. Why is the net profit margin less than the gross

profit margin by so much?

A. Well, the gross profit margin doesn't take into accountf
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our expense rate.

Q. What type of expenses are you talking about?

A. Well, everything that we spend R and D, engineering,

sales, marketing, administration, everything that we do to run

the business is not taken into account for gross margin.

Q. Does IBM spend a lot of money on research and development,

Mr. Rahmani?

A. Do we, yes.

Q. Mr. Rahmani, have you ever heard of a 30 percent royalty

rate being paid in this industry?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection. Calls for hearsay, calls for

expert testimony.

THE COURT: Whether he's heard of it or not is not

relevant. I'll sustain the objection.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor -- I'm sorry.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Rahmani, what royalty rates are you aware of?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection, your Honor. Calls for

hearsay, calls for expert testimony.

THE COURT: ls be listed as an expert?

MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: Sustain the objection.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Rahmani, could Pathlight afford to pay a 30 percent

royalty rate on its SAN route, SAN gateway products?
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A. No, we could not.

Q. Turning back to the 972 patent, do you believe that patent

is valid, sir?

A. Yes, I do so. What was the question? Sorry.

Do you believe that that patent is valid?

No, I don't.

Have you ever done anything to confirm that belief?

Yes, I have.

And what did you do?

A. As soon as I became aware of its existence, as you have

seen the evidence so far, I contacted our patent attorneys and

asked for their legal advice and what I had to do or what we

had to do at that time.

Q. That was Mr. Levy?

A. Mr. Levy at Salzman & Levy, yes.

Q. Why did you pick Mr. Levy?

A. Well, Mr. Levy was working with us for many months before

that time and he was as the'patent office, helping us to

prepare our patent applications, so it was a logical and an

‘obvious choice for us to Contact Mr. Levy for his advice.

Q. Your Honor, just for completeness, the e—mail that I was

referring to, 239, was Plaintiff's Exhibit 59. That's already

in evidence.

,Now, did Mr. Levy know anything about storage

networking’products.
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A. By that time, Mr. Levy was very well-informed of the

storage networking products because we had invested quite a

substantial amount of time with Mr. Levy and his team and

transferring the information that we had on our own products,

our competitors, every web site, every information that he

could think could be relevant to anything that we do, and they

had studied those information and they were using that

information for writing, you know, helping us write patent

applications.

They had also performed multiple searches in the

patent library in Washington for prior arts before that time.

,.

Q. All right, sir. What did Mr. Levy tell you?

A. Well, Mr. Levy told me that he has to investigate this and

inform us with his opinion in writing.

Q. And did he do that?

A. He did do that.

Q. And was it -f what was that opinion as far as you

understand it?

A. He basically in his opinion said that this patent is

invalid.

Q. And he gave you an opinion in writing, correct? Show you

Plaintiff's Exhibit 7.

A. Yes, he did.

Q. It's already in evidence. Did you read it?
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Yes, I did.

Did you understand it?

I believe so.‘

Do you believe it?

I do believe it, yes.

Did you have any reason whatsoever to think he was wrong?

I had no reason to believe he was wrong, no.

Do you still believe Mr. Levy today?

Yes, he still is our patent lawyer and he's still helping

us prepare patent applications.

Q. Now, Mr. Rahmani, before suing Pathlight, did Crossroads

receive any communication from -- I'm sorry. ‘Did Pathlight

receive any communications from Crossroads?

A. No, we did not.

Receive an e—mail?

No.

No.

Phone Call?

‘ No.

Q. Mr. Rahmani, after all you've been through in this case,

is there anything you would have done differently once you

found out about that patent?

A. I can't think of anything I could do differently. As soon

as I was aware of this, I contacted a patent attorney for his
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legal advice, received that add vice. We accepted that add

vice, and I still, a year and a half later than that, no

lawyer, no lawyer advice I've received I could have done

anything beside what I did.

Q. Pass the witness.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR{ ALCOCK:

Q. I've got a book of exhibits. It's real thick, but I'm not‘

going to ask you about very many of them. I just had them’

collected up.

A. Thank you.

Q. I'd like to start with that IBM request for proposal.

It's exhibit D—243, and you testified on direct that that was

a proposal for a fiber channel to S—C—S-I or SCSI bridge; is

that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And they were asking you for a fiber channel to SCSI

bridge because you didn't have one?

A. That's not correct.

Q; Okay. Before this --

A. That's not what RFP means.

Q. But they were asking the product IBM wanted was a fiber

channel to SCSI product; is that right?

A. That's correct, yes.

Q. They were asking you to propose a product for them?
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A. And they asked Crossroads and a few other companies to do

the same, yes.

Q. Right. You talked earlier about the Image Agent II,

Niagara and Image Agent. Those were SSA products, were they

not?

A. No, sir.

They were sold as SSA products, were they not?

They were sold as SSA and fiber channel.

Okay. You discontinued all those products?
Some of them.

Q. Are any of them still being sold?

A. As I said, Image Agent II was really almost identical to

SAN gateway and actually, if you look at our proposal, the

proposed Image Agent II to IBM. We just changed the name from

I and made some --

Q. In any event, the products you had were not what you were

asked to propose to IBM because they wanted a fiber channel to

SCSI bridge; isn't that right?

A. That's incorrect, sir. Do you want me to explain why?

Q. No. They wanted a fiber channel to SCSI bridge, did they

not?

A. In an RFP, you explain what you need obviously and send it

to people who can provide that. If they thought that we can't

provide that or we don't have it, they wouldn't send it to us.

Q. ‘Okay. And so then, did you start work on a fiber channel
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to SCSI bridge?

A. No. We were working fiber channel technology well before

that time, sir.

Q. Okay. Did you respond to the request for proposal?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And did ultimately you develop a product in

connection with this proposal?

A. We had a product.

Q. Okay. And ultimately, did you sell them the SAN gateway

product?

A. We initially sold them Image Agent II, sir.

Q. Okay. Did you ultimately sell them the SAN gateway

product?

A. Ultimately, yes.

Q. Okay. And in connection with developing the SAN gateway

product, there came a time when you were to develop an access

control feature for that product; is that right?

A. We had an access control feature of that product.

Q. Okay. And in early 1999, you were working with this

access control feature called ITL access control; isn't that

right?

A. Could you repeat your question again?

Q. Yes. In early 1999, you were working with this access

control feature for this SAN gateway product, and it was

called at the time ITL access control; is that right?
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A. Not really. My mean the ITL access control was ——

first specify cake, was about April 1999. When I talk

access control I mean many different matters of access

control.

Q. I see, so this ITL access control, you believe you

developing in April 1999?

A. The ITL ?

Q. Yeah.

A. Access control, I believe so.

Q. Okay. But whatever it was, whenever you started it, it

was different than the other access control features you had

fireviously thought about?

A. Some what, yes.

Q. Well, it was so different that you thought it was

patentable, didn't you?

A. Not really.

Q. Could you turn to exhibit 16, sir. This is -— looks to be

like a presentation that you made on March 6, 1999. Do you

see that, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember this presentation?

A. vaguely.

Q. Right. And you mentioned that some aspects of the

following technologies might be patentable. That means new,

/different than the access control features that came before.
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Is that what you had in mind?

A. Can I have a look at it?

Q. .Sure. I'm particularly interested in the --

A. Sure, yes.

Q. VPS using ITL access control. That's what we talked about

a little bit the other day. Do you remember that?

A. Yeah, this is a laundry list of technology that I taught

that some aspects of them might be patentable.

Q. Right. And so certainly, as of March of 1999, this access

control feature that you were thinking of putting in this SAN

gateway product, you thought was potentially patentable

because it was different than all those access control

features that were in history. Have I got that right?

A. I would say it is very different than what I said, but I

don't -4

Q. Well, and ultimately, you did file a patent application on

this access control feature, and you called it the VPS patent;

is that right?

A. No.

Q. Could you take a look at exhibit 75, sir? This is that

e-mail that we've talked about. There's one that's at 2:39

a.m. and there's one that's at 2:40 a.m. I think it just

went to two different people. This is the one that in the

first part of that, you talk about the report that you want

from Mr. Levy on the Crossroads patents's invalidity.’ Do you
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see that?

A. Yeah.

Q. Right. But I'm interested in the bottom half. This is

your writing; is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And the patent, you're calling this patent the VPS patent.

Isn't that what it was called commonly inside of Pathlight?

A. In short, yes, but the patent is not called VPS.

Q. I understand that. But --

A. Those are just accurate in my statement or response, I'm

sorry.

Q. Right. We all use shorthand words for things, but the

words that you chose as your shorthand words for the patent

that we're referring —— that you were referring to was this

VPS patent; is that right?

A. Sure, yes.

Q. Okay. And now, I'll show you exhibit 232. That, in fact,

is the VPS patent; isn't it?

A. The title says creating virtual private connections

between end points across a SAN. It doesn't say VPS.

Q. I understand. But that is the patent that you called the

VPS patent in your 2:40 a.m. memo on February 25th.

A. That's the one I was referring to, yes.

Q. Right. And this is the one that was filed just three days

before you got that opinion letter from Mr. Levy; is that
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right?

A. If you say so.

Q; You can take a look back at exhibit P-32. I apologize,

P-31. That's a letter from Mr. Levy to Mark Dewilde,

referring to the P T I 108 patent application and it indicates

_ it was filed on February 7, 2000. Is that right?

A. Yes, sure.

Q. Okay. And so, then, the patent that we were just looking

at, exhibit 232, you all filed that patent application at the

same time you were considering Mr. Levi's invalidity analysis

on if Crossroads 972 patent; is that right?

A. The work was being done, yes.

Q. And in fact, there were e—mails and communications back

and forth between you and Mr. Levy where both subjects were

discussed interchangeably; is that right?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Do you remember meetings in that time period

between November 15th of 1999 and April 10th of 1999 where

both the VPS patent and the Crossroads -— the VPS patent

application and the Crossroads 972 patent were discussed?

A. Yes.

,Q. Okay. It was more than one, wasn't it?

A. I really don't recall how many there were.

Q. Maybe we'll ask Mr. Levy about that. But the -- this is

the patent application where the access control feature you
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were telling the patent office is one of the most significant

advantages realized by the invention?

A. That's not true. I said that a couple of days ago in my

testimony, and I'll say it again that this patent is about as

you can read here, it is about creating virtual connections,

it is about implementation of a method, software method and

the fact that it can enforce access control but with no

performance degradation. It's about how you use the cache

system inside our system to avoid degradation. It's not a

concept of access control.

Q. Okay. Let's switch topics for just a moment, Mr. Rahmani.

If you look at exhibit 48, I'm just going to ask you a

question or two about this IBM situation. There is in exhibit

48 —— do you have it in your notebook -- that they're in

numerical order.

A. Yes.

Q. And what I'm interested in is the third page in. It's a

memo from or an e—mail from Mr. Watson to Mr. Hood. I believe

you were copied on some of the other memos in this package.

But the date on the memo is September 29, 1999, and I'm

interested in -- first of all, let me ask you a background

question.

Was the VPS software fully operational here in

September of 1999? Was it ready to be used on the SAN

gateway?
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A. It was, yes.

IQ. Okay. So was it not quite ready yet, or was it pretty

close to being ready?

A. My recollection is it had completed its development before

that and it had gone through quite a bit of testing that time.

So it was.

Q. Okay. So what ended up happening was IBM not only put the

VPS software on all future products, but they also put it on

all the products that they already had bought. Is that right?

A. No, it's not. That's not right. That's not correct.

Q. You don't remember IBM shipping hundreds of units back to

you so that you could install the VPS software on it after

they were already out in the field?

A. I'm under oath, sir. They did not put VPS in the prior

products. They did recall those units for upgrade, hardware

upgrades they had to do, but that wasn't because of VPS. They

had old hardware that needed to be upgraded and that's listed

here as part of G enhancement plan, it was an enhancement to

Tachyon -- Tachyon is a fiber channel chip.

Q. So they were upgrading?‘

A. For other reasons.

Q. When they were upgraded the VPS software was put on there?

A. IBM decided not to purchase VPS for all gateways to that

date, sir.

Q. On that date. How about later? How about in December of
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19 --

A. They never decided to buy VPS for the gateways shipped
earlier.

Q. So this VPS does a lot of other things?

A. A few other things, yes.

Q. And those other things are important?

A. I believe so.

Q. Okay. Take a look at exhibit 24. It's the second in your

book. This is one of the two web sites?

A. Yes.

Q. One of the things that both channel zoning and VPS does is

provide access controls which is an absolute necessity for

multi-host SAN solutions; is that right, sir?

A. What was your question, sir?

Q. Is that a correct statement?

A. What was your question? Read this and say it is correct

or not?

Q. I think I added a little. I think I said that the channel

zoning and the VPS provide access controls which are an

absolute necessity for multi—host SAN solutions.

A. I explained that I think access control is a necessary

function, yes.

Q. I have no further questions of the witness, your Honor.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:
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Q. Mr. Rahmani, I'd like you to refer to exhibit --

Plaintiff's Exhibit 232, which is your patent application.

It's in your notebook there, sir. Mr. Rahmani, were you

trying to patent access control with that patent application?

A. No, we were not, sir.

Q. Okay. Please take a look in there. Please take a look at

page 11, first of all. And there, you begin a section summary

of the invention. Do you see that, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now, before that, beginning on page 1, you have a

section entitled background of the invention, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you explain anywhere in the back grounds of the

invention part -— first of all, is the background of the

invention, is that your invention?

A. No.

Q. Okay. In the backgrounds of the invention part, you.speak

at all about access controlling?

A. I believe 30.

Q. Could you point that out to me?

There are a number of places I believe I --

Q. Take a look at page 3.

A Uh-huh.

Q. See this? It says manual host configuration depends on

the configuration?
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A. Actually, I just saw right above that, it says we

explained to the patent office that there are three methods of

access control historically. Basically what I said today at

court, we have explained there that the manual methods, the

distributed, and the access control based on the controller.

Those three methods are explained here to the patent office

and just to explain that access control is prior art, there's

no novelty in implementing access control.

Q. Okay. Now, if that's in the background portion, are you

claiming that as your invention, sir?

A. No. We're trying to be honest and truthful to the patent‘

office that access control is not an invention and that's not

our claim. And we explained everything we knew at that point

in detail in eleven pages to the patent office why —— what

methods there exists for access control and how they're

implemented as prior art, all their products.

Q. Then you go on to describe the improvement provided by

your invention, right?

A. We basically specifically in this patent describe an

architecture and implementation of a method. It is describing

how the software worked —— works. There are nine flowcharts,

detailed flowcharts in here that explains in detail how this

system works that we have implemented, not any hypothetical

thing that —— called access control.

Q. All right. Pass the witness.
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MR. ALCOCK: No further questions of the witness, your

THE COURT: You may step down.

MR. BAHLER: Plaintiff calls Terry Kelleher.

THE COURT: Just stand there and be sworn, please.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Take this chair.

MR. BAHLER: Please state your name, please.

THE WITNESS: Terrence Michael Kelleher.

THE COURT: Spell Kelleher.

THE WITNESS: K E L L E H E R.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Mr. Kelleher, do you have a college degree?

A. Yes, I haye.

Q. From where?

A. It's from Boomington Community College in Boomington, New

York.a

Q. In what?

A. Electrical engineering technology.

Q. When did you graduate from college?

A. In 1981.

Q. And since that —- after then, did you take a job in the

computer field or did you start working, I guess is better

yet?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q. Did there come a time during your employment when you

became involved in the computer storage area network industry?

A. Yes. In 1986, I started working for Encore Computers.

They built a super mini computer and I dealt with the software

and hardware to connect those computers to storage devices,

disk drives, tape drives.

Q. All right. And did you continuerworking in that industry

after that?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. And what was your next job in that industry?

A. After Encore, I next worked for Pathlight Technology --

I'm sorry. I spent a year as an independent consultant

between those two jobs.

Q. what were you consulting with -— what were you consulting

about when you were a consultant?

A. I worked for array technologies and I was doing some

software for IBM's RS 6,000 systems to connect those RS 6,000

systems to Array Technologies storage devices.

Q. All right, sir. What did you do next?

A. I next worked for Pathlight technology.

When did you start working for Pathlight?
It was in March of 1994.

Could you --

THE COURT: March of what? What year.
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THE WITNESS: 194.

MR. BAHLER2

March of '94?

Y'€S .

Q. Okay. And what did you do for Pathlight?

A
I've been a software engineer, product manager and an

_engineering manager and product architect.

Q: Okay. What has been Pathlight's business during that

time?

A. Buildings interconnect products for storage technology.

Q. Okay. Now, we've already heard in this room the kind of

chronology of Pathlight products including the Niagara

product, the image agent product, the image agent I and SAN

gateway and SAN router. My question to you, sir, is what

responsibility did you have in the development of those

products?

A. I designed the software architecture for those products,

starting with the Niagara and working through the SAN gateway

and SAN router. I continued to have that responsibility and I

worked on the implementation of much of the software runs on

those products.

Q. Okay. And you were there all the way up until the time

that the SAN router was made?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Which was made later, the SAN router or the SAN
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gateway?

A. The SAN router was later.

Q. Okay. During the development of any of those products,

did you rely in any way on the Crossroads 972 patent in this

case?

A. No.

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, I think it's the 972.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. I'm sorry. The 972 patent in this case?

No, I did not.

Did you copy anything from that Crossroads patent?

No.

Did you rely in any way upon any of Crossroads‘ products?

No.

Q. Now, Mr. Hood testified yesterday by deposition that a

Pathlight had in its in—house a Crossroads product, and I want

to know if you know anything about that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Okay. Could you tell us about that?

A. One of our customers was comparing the Crossroads products

to our SAN gateway product and asked us to do some performance

testing on that box to see how the two compared.

Q. And who did that testing for Pathlight?

A. I did that testing.

Q. How long was that Crossroads product in—house?
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A. For one afternoon.

Where did you get it from?

It belonged to the customer who asked us to do the test.

And what did you do wit when you were done with it?

We returned it to the customer.

Did you look at any of the software?

No.

Did you do any sort of reverse engineering at all?

No.

Q. Okay. Did you copy anything at all from that Crossroads

product?

A. No.

Q. Mr. Kelleher, please look in your notebook there at

exhibit -- Defendant's Exhibit 343?

A. Yes, I see that.

Q. All right. What is that, sir?

A. That's the —- titled the media server interface

specification.‘

Q. And who wrote it?

A. I did.

Q. Did you write that as part of your work at Pathlight?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And is the date at the bottom —- did you prepare it before

that date?

A. It was in progress before this date.’ This is indicating
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the date it was printed.

As of this date, is this an accurate document?

Yes, it is.

Your Honor, I move D-43 into evidence.

MR. ALCOCK: Objection, your Honor, irrelevant,

hearsay.

THE COURT: May I see it? Did you prepare this while

you were in the employ of Pathlight in your job

responsibility?

THE WITNESS: Yes, I did[

THE COURT: Objection's overruled. 343's admitted.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. I'm going to put it up here. This is called the media

server interface specification. First of all, what's the

media server?

A. Well, at the time I wrote this document, we were working

on a conceptual design of what we later called the Image

Agent. We hadn't given the product a name yet, and I was

using the name media server to talk about it.

Q; So is it media server, is this document about the Image

Agent?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay. Take a look at section 2.4 within that document.

Down there at the bottom, it says device addressing. Do you

"see that, sir?
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A. Yes.

Q. What is that section dealing with?

A. Describes the device addressing method we were using in

the image agent.

Q. And it says there the media server will maintain a mapping

table of logical unit numbers to devices for each initiator

which requests a mapping. What does that mean?

A. The initiator is going to be sending commands to the Image

Agent to try to direct them at target devices connected, and

this is a mapping table that says how we're going to route

those commands.

Q. Where is that mapping table stored?

A. ‘In the image.

Q. What devices are those?

A. Those are disk drive or tape drives connected to the Image

Agent.

Q. Okay. And it says each initiator. What's an initiator?

A. It's a host, a work station or a server computer.

Okay. That's connected to the Image Agent?

Yes.

Okay. Take a look at the next section, section 2.4.1.

that, Sir?

Yes.

Okay. This says LUN to device mapping request, right?

YES .
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Q. What's that section about?

A. This describes how a device mapping through this table can

get configured, how we're going to set up that -— the mapping

instruction.

Q. And it says here, a host may request a mapping of a LUN to

a specific device. Right?

A. Yes.

Q. What does that mean?

A. That means the host is going to send a request to the

Image Agent that specifies one of those logical unit numbers

and tell us which device attached it wants that logical unit

number to be directed at.

Q. All right. And once that mapping is set up, can other

hosts get access to that storage device?

A.l Well, another host can issue another mapping request to

that same device, yeah.

Q. Well, let's back up and just say that another host doesn't

-do that. But can a host -— well, once the mapping is set up,

can other hosts read and write data from that storage device

without something else happening?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection, your Honor, calls for

speculation, lacks foundation.

THE COURT: Why don't you rephrase the question?

MR. BAHLER:

Q. Once one host establishes this mapping in the Image Agent,
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can —— that maps the host to a specific device, that storage

device, correct?

A. Yes.

MR. ALCOCK: Your Honor, still lacks foundation. Are

we talking about a device that this document describes or I

don't know what we're talking about.

MR . BA}-iLIr~3R:

Q. Well, what is this specific device here?

A. The specification is documenting what we built for the

Image Agent.

Q. But this is talking about mapping of a LUN to a specific

device. What is specific device?

A. Oh, the specific devices are the disk drives and tape

drives that might be attached to the image agent.

Q." All right. And does this mapping, is this mapping between

a host and a tape drive or disk drive?

A. Yes, the host would request that a logical unit number

would reference one of the attached devices.

Q. All right. And what, if anything, happens to requests by

other hosts once a host establishes this mapping between

itself and a specific storage device?

A. This affects only the host that made the request, no other

host is affected.

Q. Okay. Can other hosts get access to that storage device?

A. Not through this mapping, no.
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Q. Okay. Now, later on, it says a request is made to assign

a LUN to a device using a LUN which is already assigned, then

the new mapping will replace the prior mapping. What does

that mean?

A. Oh, that means if the host sends another request that will

use the same logical unit number but direct the commands at a

different device, then the new mapping will override the olds

one. So if previous mapping, the host could talk to disk A,

it may send a request and said now this same LUN is going to

talk to disk B, further commands will go to disk B.

Q. Okay. By this mechanism, can one host who was not mapped

to speak with a specific device, storage device, send a

request and as a result of the request, be allowed to read and

write data to that storage device?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection. Lacks foundation, leading and

calls for -- lacks foundation.

THE COURT: The lacking of foundation I overrule. The

leading I sustain.

MR . BAHLER:

Q. All.right. What -- once a mapping is set up between a

host and a storage device through this mechanism, what, if

anything, can other hosts do to change that mapping?

A. Well, another host could not modify the first host's

mapping.

Q. Could modify?
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A. Could not modify the host A sets up a mapping to a device,

then host B could set up its own mappings but its couldn't

‘change the mappings for the host A.

Q. Okay. Now, down at the bottom here, it talks about a send

diagnostic command. Do you see that? -
A. Yes.

Q. What is that?

A. That's one of the SCSI commands. We'll use the send

diagnostic command to send out LUN device mapping request

along with other things.

Q. Okay. Is that the mechanism that's used to accomplish

this function described in this background?

A., Yes, it is.

Q. Mr. Kelleher, I refer_you to Plaintiff's Exhibit 136,

which is already in evidence. ‘It's in your notebook?

A. Yes, I found it.

Do you know what that is, sir?

It appears to be some prints from the ADIC web site.

Let me turn you specifically to page —— there's numbers in

bottom right-hand corner, 64423.

Yes.

Put that sheet up. What is that page dealing with?

A. That's a product marketing sheet that describes our SAN

gateway product.

Q. All right, sir. Now, in the right—hand column, it talks
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about comprehensive SAN serviceability and maintenance. See

that, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. What is that section dealing with?

A. We have various methods for management configuration,

control and service of the SAN gateway and this is a paragraph

dealing with those features.

Q. It talks about three distinct options, right, for maximum

administrative flexibility. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. What are those three options?

A. First is SAN gateway's Ethernet port provides out of band

management with S N M P. It's for use with the SAN director.

Q. And then, after that, it says alternatively, in—band SAN

management is supported using Pathlight‘s well-defined API.

A. Yes.

Q. See that in first of all, what's in—band management?

A. In-band management is what management commands would be

sent between a host and a SAN gateway across the same channel

that the host is requesting data transfer, so read and write

commands.

Q. All right president and the second alternative deals with

in-band management, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And it's stated here —- first'of all, were these three
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options available in the SAN gateway and SAN router today?

AL Yes.

Q. Okay. And the first option as you mentioned deals with

the SAN director. What is the SAN director first of all?

A. The SAN director is a software product that we sell, graph

call user interface that provides management capabilities for

the SAN gateway, SAN router.

Q. Okay. And this alternative in—bands SAN management, my

question is, first of all, what is Pathlight's well—defined

API? What's that?

A. That's the language. An API is an applications

programming interface, and this is a language that we've

defined to allow the host to communicate with the SAN gateway

to do management tasks.

Q.’ All right‘. What's an API?

That's applications programming interface.A

Q. What's an applications program?

A
An applications program is a computer program that runs on

some kinds of computer.

Q. Okay. Can you give us some examples of applications?

A. Sure. A web browser, an e—mail tool, word processor,

Microsoft word is an application, things of that sort._

Q. Solitary?

A. Yes, solitary.

Q. Where are the applications running-on~the SAN -4 in a
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network including the SAN get way?

A. Those are run on the hosts on the workstations.

Q. Do they run on the management stations?

A. Yeah, that's'a computer.

Q. Okay. Now, this is stated as an alternative it's a SAN

director, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Is it the same SAN director?

A. No.

Q. This in-bands management?

A. No, it's not the same.

Q. Okay. Now, is this in—bands management function in a SAN

gateway or in the SAN —- including a SAN gateway with host

computers located on one side and storage devices on the

other, where are the applications that are referred to in this

highlighted portion? API?

MR. ALCOCK: Objection, leading.

COURT: It is.

MR. BAHLER: Where? There was a where in there.

MR. BAHLER:

Q. All right, Mr. Kelleher, in a system including a SAN

gateway and host computers, on one side and storage devices on

the other, would those have application programming?

A. The host computers could have application programs, yes.

Q. Okay. »And what, if anything, does that have to do‘with
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API that's mentioned in this paragraph?

An application program running on that computer could make

of this applications program interface to send commands to

SAN gateway.

Q. Okay. Is that true of all computers connected to the

gateway?

A. Yes.

Q. All host computers?

A. Yes.

Q. Or just special ones?

A. No. Any computer that's connected via, well, through any

storage connection can sends commands.

Q. And is this in band management mentioned in this section,

is it provided in addition to that provided by the SAN

director?‘

A. Yes, those are separate interfaces.

Q. Okay. We brought this up briefly with Mr. Rahmani. I'd

like to refer you to Plaintiff's Exhibit 232, which is your

patent application. The three distinct options, are those

discussed anywhere in the —- in your patent application,

exhibit 232?

A. Yes.

Where is that?

From page 30.

All right. Where?
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A. It's starting at line 18.

Q. Okay. It says the administrative and user interface

functions in one of three forms. Okay. What does that have

to do with the three options that are mentioned in Plaintiff's

Exhibit 136?

A. This paragraph is describing the same three functions that

we talked about on the other exhibit.

Q. All right. And this first one is SCSI commands over the

in—band SAN interface. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What does that have to do with the second

alternative, what, if anything, does that have to do with the

second alternative mentioned in Plaintiff's Exhibit 136?

A. That's referring to what we call the well—defined API.

Q. Okay. And what are SCSI commands?

A. Those are the commands that the host sends to the Image

Agent, the same gateway to SCSI devices.

Q. You remember all the way back to that exhibit 343 that

multi —- that media server. There was that send diagnostic

command.

A. Oh, yes.

Is that a SCSI command?

Yes, SAN diagnostic is a SCSI command.

Is exhibit 343 an example of in—band management?

"That section of 343 is an example of in—band management,
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yes.

Q.‘ All right. ‘Are these three features in the SAN gateway

and SAN router product?

A. Yes..

Q. Okay. And then described a little bit here. What are

those —— what functions can be performed by the in-band

management?

A. The in—band management provides administrative controls.

It allows the host application to reconfiguration data from

the SAN gateway, make modifications, send requests back to

alter the configurations.

Q. Okay. Please take a look at page 31. It's the next page.

A. Yes.

Q. It says here several functions are provided via one or

more of the interfaces, see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Is that true, the in—band SCSI commands?

‘A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay. Can those functions be performed by any host in a

system including a SAN gateway and a SAN router?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Let's take a lack at the functions. It says one of

the functions is the administrative access privileges may also

be displayed or set. What does that mean, sir?

A. This is a function to describe being able to control which
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host attached on the SAN gateway might control that

administration.

Q. All right. Now, what does that have anything to do with --

hang on just a minute. Is that function included in the SAN

gateway and SAN router products?

A. No. That's a feature we have not yet implemented.

Q. The displaying of setting of access privileges?

A. You asked me at about the administrative access

privileges.

Q. May be displayed or set?

A. I think you're on the line above where I thought you were.

Could you restate which line you're talking about?

Q. Line four, line six, the administrative access privileges

pay also be displayed and set. See that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. .All right. Is that a function that's performed by the SAN

gateway and SAN router products?

A. The administrative access privileges are not controlled,

I10.

Q. Okay. I'm sorry. I am on the wrong line. You're

absolutely right. It says the host initiator access

configuration likewise may either be displayed or set. All

right. Is that function in the SAN gate which and SAN router

products?

A. Yes .-
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Q. Okay. And what does that mean —— first of all, what are

host initiator access configuration? What is that?

A. We're referring there to the access controls that allow

the host that are connected on the one side to communicate

with the target devices, the disk drives, the tape drives on

the other side.

Q. Okay.

A. And these are the controls essentially -— well, the

configuration that says which host can talk to which devices.

Q. And this is done using the in—band signaling that we

talked about earlier?

A. Yes.

In—band management?

Yes.

Can this be done by any host?

Yes, it may.

Okay. At any time?

Yes, at any time.

Q. Okay. Using this feature of the SAN gateway and SAN

router, can any host change the access configuration at any

time?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, Mr. Kelleher, in a storage area network, in using the

in-band management that we've just been talking about with

respect to Plaintiff's Exhibit I36 and 232 in a storage area
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network with the Pathlight SAN gateway that has several host

computers connected to one side and several SCSI storage

devices connected to the other, can all hosts get access to

any storage device at any time?

A. Yes.

Q. The same question with respect to the SAN router. Can all

hosts get access to any storage device at any time?

A. Yes.

Q. Please take a look at the next paragraph on page 31, it

talks about the administrative accounts database. I'm not

going to highlight the whole thing. What is that dealing

with?

A. Well, this is talking about administrative controls that

would allow or deny a particular host the ability to change or

access those -- the configuration.

Q. Does it include a password, for example?

A. That's a possibility.

Q. Okay. Has that feature been implemented in the SAN

gateway and SAN router products?

A.‘ No, it hasn't.

Q. Pass the witness.

2 THE COURT: I'm going to give the jury a break.

Members of the jury, we'll take a ten minutes. You'll have

time to use the facility, stretch, wake up.

(Recess.)
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CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALCOCK:

Q. Hello, Mr. Kelleher. We've never met before. My name is

John Alcock. A few questions on this in-band. How is it

enabled?

A. How is the in-band management enabled?

Yes.

How is it disabled?

Q

A. Itls enabled when the product was shipped.

Q

It can't be disabled.

Okay. Would a normal user with Microsoft be able to make

change issues as you have described with in-band?

I'm afraid I'm not -- a normal user with Microsoft what?

Normal user with Microsoft windows, that's all, a work

station or a computer with Microsoft windows, would it be able

to make those changes that you described?

A. I don't know about the user. The system could.

Q. Okay. Does it work —- does in-band work if channel zoning

is active?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Could you take a look at exhibit 64422. I mean

page 64422 of exhibit 136.

A. Yes.

Q. Excuse me. It will take a second. This is the page

before the page that you were referring to, and it talks about
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the SAN gateway including VPS and virtual private map,

powerful access security control services that provide

protected connections between multiple hosts and multiple

storage. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that an accurate statement?

A. Yes.

Q. And so the present products still provide this access

"control according to VPS and virtual private map; is that

right?

A. Yes.

Q. So nothing you earlier testified to is inconsistent with

that?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Okay. Let me ask you just a couple of questions about the

D-343 that you were asked about earlier. First of all, I

notice on the bottom, it says preliminary draft, 1-10-97. Do

you see that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Is this an early working document?

A. Yes.

Q. And it says 0.00, so is this the very first working

document?

A. This was a work in progress. I have not yet set a

revision on it.
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Q. I see. So was this the start?

‘A. No. This is the state it was in on that date.

Q. I see. And then, I notice on the top that it says it's an

application of the SSA SCSI bridge?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that a correct statement?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And on the second page of the document, it shows SSA web 1

and SSA web 2. Do you see that?

A. Yes, that's correct.

And what does SSA stand for?

Serial storage architecture.

I have no further questions of this witness, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: May this witness be excused, counsel? Mr.

MR. ALCOCK: Perhaps we want to speak about that at

of the day, your Honor. Subject to recall.

THE COURT: Well, okay. Do you live in Austin?

THE WITNESS: No.

MR. BAHLER: Right now he does.

THE COURT: Yeah, you're a resident for a while.

THE WITNESS: I'll be here tomorrow.

THE COURT: All right. Yes. Thank you. Call your

next—witness.
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MR. DELLETT: Pathlight calls Greg Prestas.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: You need to walk up around this column and

have a seat, sir. If you will tell us your full name.

THE WITNESS: Gregory Prestas.

THE COURT: Spell your last.

THE WITNESS: P R E S T A S.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Mr. Prestas, how long have you worked for Pathlight?

‘A. I've worked there since 1996, April.

Q. What is your current position?

A. I'm manager of embedded software engineering.

Q. And what are you responsible for in that position?

A.
I'm responsible for the software that makes our box work

and ships with it and runs when it's powered on and for

coordinating development and fixing problems.

Q. How many people report to-you?

A. I have four people reporting to me directly.

Q. Have you had any other positions while you've been at

Pathlight?

A. Yes, I was hired as a senior engineer, and then, I worked

on a SSA firm wear product and then I was manager of a product

engineering group for about a year with product testing.

Then, I went back into development.
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Before you joined Pathlight in was it 1996?

Yes.

How long had you been working in the software field?

I'd been in programming professionally since 1977.

And do you have any patents where you are the inventor?

Yes, I'm co holder of five patents.

Q. Now, when did you first do any work on Pathlight's SAN

gateway or-SAN router products?

A. My first involvement with SAN gateway was in June of 1998,

when I was managing the product engineering group and the

involvement was with testing the gateway and going through the

initial qualification tests while we were pursuing the

contract and delivery to IBM.

Q. What was your next involvement with the Pathlight SAN

‘gateway or SAN router products?

A. In December of '98 and January of '99, we contracted with

an outside firm to conduct a software review of our critical

performance code, because we needed to increase the

performance and I was involved with that and with some of the

modifications we did after that in order to increase

performance.

Q. Now, at some point in time, did you get involved with

something called VPS?

A. Yes.

Q. "When was that?
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That began in March of 1999.

Who asked you to get involved in that?

Said Rahmani.

What was the first thing you did?

We had been having discussions about features that we

wanted to add to the box for quite a while, and the first

thing I did was specifically discussed the features concerning

VPS that we wanted to add and actually write a requirement

specification that actually detailed just what it was we

wanted to do so that I could get everyone to agree before I

actually tried to figure out-how to do it and actually started

doing it.

Q. Mr. Prestas, I'm going to show you what we have marked as

an exhibit D—33l. Is that the requirement specification that

you wrote?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And how long did it take you to write that?

Oh, approximately a month.

Did you write it yourself?

Yes, I did with input from the other people I mentioned.

Pathlight moves to admit exhibit D—33l.

MR. ALCOCK: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: It's received.

MR. DELLETT:

What did you to nefit after you did the requirement
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specification?

A. The next step was a design specification where continuing

discussions, especially with Terry and review of the code

began to figure out how it was we were going to implement

these functions and I began to capture that information in a

document so that I, as a guide, basically, for actually

writing a code tried to figure out the big problem and get the

main organization set, first, before I actually started to

write code.

Q. And what is a control design specification?

A. Well, that's the design specification for the ITL access

control is what we called the feature at the time and it

specifies, again, the requirements spec spells out what it is

we were going to do. So I got everybody to agree that, yes,

this is what we wanted to do, and then, that spec is the

beginning of our strategy on how I was going to do it and make

it work:

Q. I'm going to show you what's been marked as D—330. Can

you tell me if that is the design specification you did?

A. Yes, this is it;

And did you write that yourself?Q

A. Yes, I did.

Q Pathlight offers to admit exhibit D—330?

MR. ALCOCK: No objection.

Your Honor;
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THE COURT: It's received.

MR . DELLETT:

Q. Now, to yes the requirement specification or the design

specification, did you use any information from Crossroads?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Did you copy anything of Crossroads's products?

No.

Okay. _Did you use anything from Crossroads at all?

No, nothing at all.

Q. Now, what did you do next in this VPS project?

A. Began writing the code.

Q. And did you write that code yourself or did you sign that

to somebody?

A. I wrote it myself.

Q. What computer language did you write it in?

A. It's written in C programming.

Q. Is that a language you had used before?

A. Yes, for many years.

Q. Now, there's been some testimony here about access control

functionality. Is that part of the VPS code that you were

working on back in 1999?

A. Yes, there is access control function as part of VPS, yes.

Q. Did it have other functions and if so, what?

A. Yes, it has several other functions. There's a host

registration function that allows it to automatically register
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the identity of the host computers that are attached to it.

It has a dynamic health monitoring function that allows it to

monitor the status of those hosts and allow a user to discover

which hosts are attached and if they're active, if they're

currently active. It has some other things to it.

Q. Those functions are different than the --

A. It has an in—band configuration functions built into it,

also.

Q. Are those functions different than the access control

function?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, when did you have the VPS code for the access control

function complete enough to know that it worked?

A. I began experimenting with the access controls by late May

and by the end of June the access control part was

functioning.

Q. How did you know that?

A.‘ I had a test set up so that I could compile and run the

‘code and perform tests and determine that it was doing what it

was supposed to be doing.

Q. Were you working on VPS full—time during that period?

A. It was my main task, but I did have other responsibilities

that I would also work on and sometimes have to stay later. I

devoted most of my time to that during what period.

Q. By June 1999, had you shown the VPS code to anybody
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outside of Pathlight?

A. No.

Q. Now, what equipment did you use in writing the VPS code?

A. Well, the code is just written on a regular computer with

a text editor and stored in files on one of our servers.

Q. Did you use any equipment from Crossroads when you wrote

the VPS code?

A. No, not at all.

Q. Now, is it correct that the VPS code is copied on this

disk?

A. Yes, this disk contains the entire source treat during our

product including the VPS codel

Q. How do you know that?

A. I examined it when I was at your offices last week.

Q. Now, approximately how many lines of code are in the VPS

software?

A. Approximately 3,000 lines of active code.

Q. And of that 3,000 lines, how many lines relate to the-

access control functions?

A. Approximately one—third or 1,000.

Q. 1,000 lines?

A. Yes.

Q. And how many lines of code in total are in a Pathlight

storage gateway or router?

"A. Approximately 240,000.‘
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240,000?

Yes.

Now, Pathlight moves the admit exhibit D—334?

MR. ALCOCK: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: 334 is admitted.

MR. DELLETT:

Q. Now, let's move ahead to August 24th, 1999. Are you aware

that that's the date when the Crossroads 972 patent issued?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. And did you know about it, the Crossroads patent on August

24th, 1999?

A. No, I did not.

Q. What was the status of your work on writing the software

for the access control function as of August 24th, 1999?

A. The access control function was complete at the beginning

of August.

Q. Before you —— before the patent even issued?

A. Yes, I reviewed the source code in the last check-in was

August 4th.

Q. Did you do any work at all on access control function

after August 24th, 1991?

A. There's been some occasional maintenance and minor changes

but nothing beyond that.

Q. Has the functionality of the access control feature

changed at all since you wrote it in 1999?
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A. No, it has not.

Q. Now, did you ever look at any Crossroads products or other

Crossroads information while you were writing the computer

code for access controls?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Let's move ahead into a time period when you became

involved in a patent application for Pathlight. The jury's

heard some testimony about that. And I'd like to first refer

you to the cover page of that patent application. Do you

recognize this patent application?

A. Yes, I do.

i Q. What is your name first? It's down there under inventors.

A. Uh—huh. I'm listed as the principal inventor. It's

because I designed and implemented and ran this project.

Q. Do you have an understanding as to why you filed this

patent application?

A. Yes.

Q. Why is that?

A. We had invested considerable time, energy and talent in

developing these features and improvements and we wanted to

protect them.

Q. Is this the only patent application Pathlight has filed?

A. No, there are others.

Q. Now, did you write this patent application yourself?

‘A. No. I provided the technical information to our
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attorneys.

Q. Who was that?

A. Mark levy and David Ben her.

Q. ‘Did you help Mr. Levy write it?

A. In that I review and commented and gave feedback, yes.

Q. Okay. What is your understanding of what you were trying

to get a patent on?

A. We were trying to patent the specific method and

implementation that we had used in order to implement these

features in our product.

Q. Were you trying to get a patent on every type of access

control?

A. No.

Q. Why not?

A. Well, access control is something that's just part of

storage area networking and has been from its conception. So

we didn't consider that the concept was patentable, but this

particular method involved unique aspects of our architecture

and considerable experimentation and development that we had

done and felt that it was worthwhile and worth patenting.

Q. So what extent did you tell the patent office whether or

not access control, the concept of access control was

patentable?

A. I included in the background section of the application a

discussion of the three primary methods of access control that
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I was familiar as existing in the prior art and being used and

then previously.

Q. Now, does this patent application show the virtual

connection architecture that you designed?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. And where would I find that in the patent application?

A. There's a figure 1 is in overall block diagram of the:

entire system.

Q. Let me see if I can get that on the screen. Can you read

that?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now, is this diagram show the virtual connection

architecture that you designed?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Okay. Can you describe it briefly?

A. Yes, the top box on the left represents a host that would

send a command. The command is received by the virtual

connection manager, which is the little box in the top center

of the big box that's on the bottom. Then, the virtual

connection manager interacts with the Virtual connection cache

and the initiator accounts database to determine whether that

connection is valid or not and then, processes the command out

to the target and back to the host accordingly.

Q. Now, does the patent application explain anything more

about what the virtual connection manager is?
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A. Yes, figure 4 should be a flowchart of that process.

Q. Can you explain what your invention is in figure 4?

A. Yes, well, the top box and the middle where it says wait

for command, that's -- this is the virtual connection manager

when no command is pending. The command comes in at first,

checks to see if there's already a connection in the cache.

If there is, it goes off to the right where it says yes. If

it's a valid connection, it means that command is allowed to_

be processed and it is processed. If it's invalid, the

command is returned as failed back to the host.

If there's not already a connection in the cache, it

goes to the left where it says no. And then, in the diamond,

it says 412, it checks with the initiator account database to

see if this connection is allowed, if it creates a valid

connection in the cache and processes the command normally.

If not, it puts an invalid connection in the cache and rejects

the command as failed-

Q. Now, does your patent application include any other

features other than what we showed in figure 4 and figure 1?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. What are those features?

A. It includes the host registration and dynamic health

monitoring feature that I mentioned and it also includes

mention of the other in-band control mechanisms.

Q. Are the virtual connection architecture and the host
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registration features ones that Pathlight uses in its SAN '

gateways and SAN routers?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Now, does the same virtual connection architecture exist

in the SAN gateway that exist in the SAN router?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. Identical?

Yes.

Now, have you read the Crossroads 972 patent?

Yes, I have.

When did you first hear about that patent?

A. The end of November 1999. '

Q. Now, by the time you saw the 972 patent, what was the

status of the VPS software you were writing?

A. It was finished.

Q. Finished?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, does the 972 patent describe the virtual connection

architecture that you talked about here?

A. No, it does not.

Q. Is there anything in the 972 patent that would help you

write the computer code for virtual connection architecture?

A. No, there's not.

Q. Is there anything in the 972 patent that would help you

write computer code for any feature of VPS?'
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A. No.

Q. Did you use anything in the 972 patent to design and write

the code for VPS?

A. No, I didn't.

Q. Have you ever been accused of copying any computer

software before?

A. No.

Q. Pass the witness.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALCOCK:

Q. Hello, Mr. Prestas. My name's John Alcock. We've not met

before. If you could turn to —- I'm going to call it exhibit

232. Do you have your patent application in front of you?

A. No, I don't.

Q. Here, I'll hand you one. Actually, I think it's in that

book, too. Just quickly, could you turn to page 13. There's

a discussion there of the description of the preferred

embodiment. Do you see that?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And you have a number of patents. The

preferred embodiment is the best which to build the invention;

is that your understanding?

A. Well, I didn't write the patent. I'm not that familiar

with patent language itself, but that sounds reasonable.

Q. Okay. I want you to fast-forward to page 20. You were
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asked some questions about figure 4. Figure 4 is the kind of

overall architecture of the device; is that right?

A. No. Figure 4 is the flowchart of the connection manager

relative to executing a command.

Q. I see. And the connection manager is the device or the

part of the software that manages the connections between the

work stations and the remote storage devices?

A.‘ Yeah.

Q. Okay. And here, it says that figures 4 and 3 show how the

inventive architecture is able to enforce, complete end—to—end

access control with no performance degradation. End-to—end

access control means from the work stations to the remote

storage devices?

A. Yes, the end points on the storage area network.

Q. I see. And this feature? The products that's in the SAN

director through the VPS software?

A. Yes, there are -- to a degree, yeah.

Q. And it works?

Yes, it does.

Works well?

A. It works.

Q. And the next sentence there, this is one of the most

significant advantages realized by the instant invention. Is

that your words or is that Mr. Levi's words or whose words is

that, do you know?
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A. I really don't know who wrote that sentence.

Q. Okay. Thank you very much. No further questions. Pass

the witness.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. DELLETT:

Q. Mr. Prestas, does the access control feature that Mr.

Alcock showed you, does that provide ironclad restrictions of

access to —- between a host and a storage device?

A. No. They're not ironclad.

Q. Pass the witness.

MR. ALCOCK: No further questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. May this witness be excused?

MR. ALCOCK: Yes, he may, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may be excused, sir. Who is your next

witness?

'MR. BAHLER: We have a deposition to read in, your

Honor. This might be a good time to break for the day.

THE COURT: ‘Might be, but it's not.

MR. BAHLER: Okay.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, which deposition is going

to be read?

MR. BAHLER: Mr. Englebrecht.

COURT: How long is the deposition?

BAHLER: About 30 minutes direct.

COURT: Are you going to have a bunch of cross on
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this deposition?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Very brief, your Honor, I believe. No,

sir. Just a couple of minutes.

MR. DELLETT: The first deposition was taken of Mr.

Englebrecht on November 30th, 2000.

THE COURT: Spell the witness‘ name, if you would for

the Court Reporter and the Court.

MR. DELLETT: E N G E L B R E C H T.

THE COURT: Thank you.

Q. My name is Michael Barrett and I work with the firm

Fulbright and Jaworski. I represent two defendants in this

case, Pathlight and Chaparral. Before we get into the main

part --

THE COURT: Before you get your head taken off, a

little slower. She's been working all day.

MR. DELLETT: Sorry.

THE COURT: It's all right.

MR. DELLETT:

Q. My name is Michael Barrett and I work with the firm

Fulbright and Jaworski. I represent two defendants in this

case, Pathlight and Chaparral. Before we get into the main

part of our questioning, I was wondering if we could cover

some background material. would you please explain to me a

synopsis of your educational background?

A. Okay. I have a bachelor's degree and a master's degree in
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electrical engineering from the university of Missouri at hoe

have my master's degree granted in 1973 and we have a master‘s

in engineering management in science from Wichita state

university. That was granted in 1982.

Q. I know you already have described it some, but what's the

overview of your current job responsibilities for LSI?

A. Okay. I'm in charge of the engineering development of our

product lines, which at this point are almost completely

storage systems. We do high performance, high availability

storage systems and sell them to both OEM customers and to end

user customers through our reseller channel so the engineering

development includes hardware development firm wear

development, system software test. And I also have

responsibility for the manufacturing operations that actually

build and assemble these units for the end user customers.

Q. What was the earliest fiber channel RAID controller that

LSI made?

A. It was a product called the 3701 controller. And this was

developed in late 1994 and 1995. Vwe did some demonstrations

of the product to selected OEM customers in the middle of

1995.

Q. Okay. So we're talking about the 3701 controller. You

said it was demoed in 1995?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that product still current?
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A. There is -— there are actually two versions, a 3701 and a

3702 and they differed only in they're mechanical form factor,

in the mechanical enclose were they went into. The 3701 is no

longer current. The 3702 version is actually still sold.

Q. Okay. Let's move on to the first fiber channel family

controller. If I've got my notes right, it's the 3701.

A. Yes.

Q. Now, you mentioned before that the May have been developed

in the '94 time frame; is that correct?

A. Development began in 1994.

Q. I know it's difficult to gauge when something has stopped

development and completed, but when would you say this 3701

product was completed?

A. The ends of 1995.

Q. Do you remember when the first 3701 product was sold,

approximately?

A. Fourth quarter of 1995, limited engineering models.

Q. Now, did the 3701 product which is fiber-channel to SCSI

support reserve release?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you explain how that was done?

A. Well, it was implemented exactly the same as I've

explained for the 3621 because it's the same, the same core

firm wear set runs on a 3701 and 3702 controllers. All that

we do from a firm wear point of view is add a fiber channel
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driver effectively on the front end of this firm wear package

to do the interfacing to fiber channel. So the structure of

the table that maintains access privileges in the firm wear is

the same as explained for the 3621.

Q. So in this fiber channel to SCSI product, the controller

itself was keeping track of which host had reserved which

target?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, I'm sure this is probably simplistic, but the table

you're talking about, it keeps track of -— let's see if I can

get a grasp of all the information it's keeping track of. Is

it keeping track of the fiber channel hosts that makes the

reservation?

A. Yes.

Q. And how does that do that by worldwide name?

A. Today it does. In the early implementations, we had not

supported the worldwide name conventions, and I believe it was

-— it was kept track by a lower order primitive.

Q. But it was some unique identifier?

A. It was a unique identifier. I think there's an eight—bit

field that we were able to use at that point.

Q. And then, how would it keep track of which SCSI target the

reservation was meant for?

A. Well, it tracked —— it basically maintains that accounting

on a logical unit basis. Theological units are defined
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separately and they actually are typically comprised of

multiple disk drives that are striking data across multiple

channels and multiple disk drives to get the high

performability and characteristics. So there's another table

in the firm wear that defines each of these LUNs and maps the

logical address range to the physical set of devices that

comprise that address range.

Q. So in this reserve release feature, the table we're

talking about now, you would have some unique identifier

associated with the fiber channel hosts and then, some unique

identifier associated with the target that had been reserved;

is that correct?

A. With the LUN that will be reserved, yes.

Q. Could you reserve just part of a LUN or is it on a

LUN—by—LUN basis only?

A. We did define something that we called sub LUNs which

allow you to reserve part of a LUN, yes.

Q. Would that corresponds to, if we're talking about hard

disk drives, would that correspond to a portion of the hard

disk drive or could it?

A. Yes, it's actually portions of multiple disk drives in our

interpretation. I

Q. Okay. Could the LUN that's being reserved also refer to

an entire storage device? For instance, an entire hard disk

drive?
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A. It could be or portions thereof or portions, yes.

Q. Okay. Do you know if the 3701 product had any type of

buffer memory in it?

A. Yes, it did.

Q. And where was that?

A. Well, it's —— it resides on the -- off the main processor

bus. The architecture of the controller is what we

characterize as a dual memory architecture. It has one memory

structure that is used by the processor for processor commands

and some table storage and it has another memory that is

dedicated to data buffering.

Q. Okay. And did the 3701 have a fiber channel controller?

A. It has a fiber channel controller chip on the option card

that I mentioned earlier.

Q. Do you know what brand of finer channel controller was"

used?

A. It was a Tachyon chip.

Q. Was that made by Hewlett Packard?

A. It was.a Hewlett Packard at that point in time. Today's

it's Adulent.

Q. And this fiber channel controller, it's connected to the

-— it connected to the fiber channel bus, if you will?

A. Yes.

Q. And did the 3701 have a SCSI controller?

A. Yes, it had multiple $CSI controllers.
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How many?

Six.

Do you know what brand was used?

They were Symbios Logic at that point.

And each one of those connected to a SCSI bus?

Yes.

Did the 3701 have a microprocessor in it?

Yes.

Was the I 960 chip used?

No.

Are you familiar with the I 960 chip?

Yes.

What microprocessor was used in the 3701, if you remember?

An Intel 486.

Q. In general terms, what was the function of this

microprocessor?

A. To execute the firm wear program that provides the

functionality of the controller. Basically, the data striking

and data recovering functions.

Q. Did it work in conjunction with the release to firm wear?

A. Yes.

Q. Did it when working in Conjunction with the release to

firm wear, then, did it have any role in translating between

fiber channel and SCSI?

A. Yes.
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Q. And what role would that have been?

A. Processor is executing the firm wear code that is actually-

doing this translation which is basically a specified by the

fiber channel specification developed by an si.

Q. Do you know what version of SCSI was running on the 3701?

Was it SCSI two?

A. The host side implement take could be characterized as

SCSI 2 with 16-bit implementation.

Q. Okay. If you remember, we were talking about a table that

keeps track of reservations. Where would that table reside in

the controller? Is it also in E prom memory?

A. It would —- the code would and the table structure would

reside there prior to the controller actually be included up

and brought into service. After that point in time, that

table structure would reside in what we would characterize as

the process of memory as opposed to a data buff memory.

Q. Okay. What is going on in the buffer in the 3701 product?

In other words, how is it used in the 3701 product?

»A. It's used as intermediate storage for the data. The data

coming in the host is buffered in the buffer memory process.

The firm wear generates in another step this redundancy

information that I mentioned earlier, and it effectively

inserts it into the buffer in appropriate locations. And

then, a second set of operation takes the buffer contents and

strikes them across the specified number of disk drives.
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Q. So it truly is the data, then, so whatever data needs to

be written to the disk drive, for instance, during its travel

to those disk drives, it travels through the buffer at one

point or the other?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you know if the 3701 had any DMA which is direct

memory access memory?

A. The architecture used DMA really on both of these memory

structures. In fact, we have a very high performance DMA

engine on the buffer memory to optimize performance, so would

it be fair to say that this 3701 is translated between fiber

channel and SCSI, yes.

Q. Okay. Just so I can get my date straight, all these

features we've been talking about in the hardware and software

side, they were available sometime in 1996?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. _This section, again, entitled reserve, the one --

the seconds sentence says, the controller processes this

command at the controller level. No member drives are issued

a reserve command.‘ Can you explain what is meant by that?

A. It means that the controller itself is managing the

execution because the drives it were using SCSI drives, those

drives respond to the SCSI commands, as well. These are

standard SCSI commands. And so the intent here is to indicate

that the controller is managing all of this reserve release
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activity.

We aren't delegating any of it to the actual target

drugs for executed.

Q. So the sentence basically says the controller is the one

keeping track of the reserve commands?

A. Yes.

Q. Is it doing it via the table, that table we were talking

about earlier?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Let's -- well, in general terms, what does

this document that we marked as Defendant's Exhibit 74

describe?

A. Well, it's the functional specification or the hardware

part of the controller so it specifies the IO printouts, it

specifies the power requirement, it sets up the connector

schemes for the various SCSI buses that are utilized.

Q. All right. Let's turn to page 4, which is the block

diagram we mentioned a little earlier. Pathlight moves to

admit exhibit D-74.

MR. ALBRIGHT: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Received.

MR. DELLETT:

Q. Let's turn to page 4 which is the block diagram we

mentioned a little earlier. Are you generally familiar with

what block diagram?-
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A. Yes.

Q. Do you know if that's an accurate representation of the

3701 controller's hardware?

A. Yes, yes, it is.

Q. And do you know what date —- let me see if I can words

this. That block describes the 3701's hardware from what

date, if you know?

A. 1095.

Q. Do you know if the hardware changed significantly from

what is shown in that block diagram after 1995?

A. No, I do not.

Q. Now, I haven't studied that much in detail, but does that

show a buffer anywhere?

A. The cache data area here is what you've termed the buffer

previously.

Q. Okay. And what is that connected to?

A. It's connected to a chip that we call the Saturn, which is

a unique basic that we developed that provides high speed DMA

in—and4out of this buffer. It also does the ex or function_

that's critical for most of the radiant mutations.

Q. Is that different than the chip we were talking about

earlier? I think we were talking about a 486 chip.

A. Well, the 486 is the actual processor chip.

Q. Okay. And does that block diagram show a fiber channel

controller?
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A. Its shows the interface port. It doesn't show the

controller chip. It shows a depiction in the block diagram of

this plug-in daughter card that contains the interfacing chip.

Q. Okay. So would the fiber channel, would a fiber channel

controller somehow hook up to the interface or is that block

meant to include the fiber channel controller?

A. It's meant to include the fiber channel controller.

Q. How about a SCSI controller? Is that shown in the block

diagram?

A. All these six chips are the SCSI controllers.

Q. How are those labeled?

A. They're labeled as 53c, 875, pc1—scsi.

Q. Do you know what that designation means, 53C?

A. Well, those are the Symbios part number designations.

That was the part number that it was marketed under.

Q. Was the information contained in this ever presented at

what trade show?

A. The information itself_was not. The controller was

demonstrated at at least one trade show.

Do you remember which trade show that was?

Comdex.

Was that Comdex '95 or '96?

Both. Well, the 3701 was demonstrated in '95. By 1996,

it would have been the 3702.

Q. In the other demonstration you guys were running at Comdex
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1996, I'll refer to that as the loop demonstration. Exactly

how many fiber channel hosts were hooked up to the host side

of the controller, if you remember?

A. I don't remember, ten or more.

Q. And they were in the arbitrated loop topology?

A. Yes, yes.

Q. And how exactly does that work? If you have ten fiber

channel hosts on one side, do they plug into a single fiber

channel port of your controller?

A. No, it's effectively a daisy chain between the devices on

the loop. Actually income that configuration, I'm sure we

were using a hub and the hub, in effect, turns sort of point

to point connections into a loop connection.

Q. Okay.

A. It prevents any one device failure from bringing down the

entire loop.

Q. Okay. And so we have multiple fiber channel hosts on one

side, correct?

A. Uh—huh.

Q. Do we have multiple SCSI storage devices on the other side

of the controller?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, in that device, was the reserve release functionality

implemented?

A. It was implemented but not demonstrated.
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Q. Okay. Had it been demonstrated, would it have the --

would it have add the ability to reserve the specific LUN for

a specific fiber channel host?

A. Yes.

Q. And how do you come to that conclusion?

A. Because I'm confident that the firm wear functionality

was, in fact, present and if reserve release commands were

issued to us, we would have responded appropriately.

Q. Okay. And if one of those reserve commands was issued and

a LUN was reserved, if a different one of the fiber channel

host was then trying to access that reserve drive, what would

happen?

A. Would have reserved an illegal command status.

Q. Who would have sent that illegal command status?

A. The RAID controller.

Q. And is that because the RAID controller was keeping track

of the reservations?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And so, at the Comdex '96, the RAID controller have the

ability to associate a unique identifier for a fiber channel

host with a unique identifier for a SCSI storage device?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Let me step back just a little bit and kind of talk

about some of the hardware of the devices shown at '95 Comdex

and '96 Comdex. ‘I'll start with 1995. ~In“95, you showed the
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3701. Do you remember if within the hardware of the

controller shown at 95 Comdex, if a buffer was present in the

controller?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. Was there a fiber channel controller within the device

shown at Comdex '95?

A. Yes, there was.

Q. Was there a SCSI controller?

A. Yes, there was.

Q. And was there a micro processor within the controller that

worked in association with the firm wear?

A. Yes, there was.

Q. Actually, I have the same questions for Comdex '96. But

just for completeness, the 3702 controller shown at Comdex

'96, are you aware it did have a buffer?

A. Yes, it did.

And a SCSI controller?

Yes, it did.

A fiber channel controller?

Yes, it did.

I'm sorry if I'm repeating. And a SCSI controller?

Yes.

Q. And did it also have a microprocessor that worked in

association with the firm wear?

A. ‘Yes.
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Q. Okay. Were there any other trade shows or presentations

that the 3701 or 3702 products were shown at, if you remember?

A. Not that I recall.

Q. Did you guys ever publish any journal articles or get

presentations outside the Comdex arena?

A. I don't recall any in that time frame.

Q. Okay. I don't know if I got into this, but at Comdex '96,

was literature or product information handed out to people who

were interested?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know what kind of information was handed out?

A. Product briefs or brochures. I think we provided one

example.

Q. Do you know if those brochures mention hard wear

components? I

A. Yes, they were more hardware descriptive than they were

firm wear descriptive.

Q. Okay. Do you know or do you remember —— well, first, were

at these cop Defendant's Exhibit '9 --

A. Yes, I was.

Q. You were at both the '95 and '96?

A. Yes, I was.

Q. Okay. Do you remember who else was with you at these

Comdex shows?

A. No, I don't.
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Q. Were you —- you weren't by yourself, though, were you?

A. I wasn't by myself, no. The shows are too long for that.

But you know, one person I can recall was along was Rich

Watsonheiser, who was my marketing manager at the time.

Q. Is he still around LSI?

A. No, he's not.

Do you know where he is?

. Actually, I believe he's with Crossroads.

Oh, okay.

A. He was with HP. I believe I recall hearing that he had

gone to Crossroads.

Q. Before we broke for lunch, we were talking about Comdex

'96. I just want to continue along that line for a little

while. What exactly were you demonstrating at Comdex '96?

Was the controller up and running?

A. Yes, it wasu

Q. So during the demonstration, was it evident that fiber

channel protocol was being translated into SCSI protocol?

A. Yes.

Q. At the time of Comdex '96, LSI was already selling their

3702, correct?

A. It was being offered for sale.

Q. Okay. Now, the version being offered for sale, was it

identical to the version up and coming in '96?

A. Yes.
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No difference in the hardware?

No.

Or software?

Or firm wear?

Q

A. No.

Q

A No.

Q. Okay. And at the demonstration of Comdex '96 that

demonstrated product, that demonstrated product was running

RAID manager five; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Because you said that the hardware and software was

identical to that being offered for sale, then, or at some

time later, is it safe to say that these documents that you

provided today accurately reflect the hardware and/or software

features of the device shown at Comdex '96?

A. Yes.

Q. So the hardware specification block diagram that we

discussed before, does that describe the top level hardware
features of the Comdex '96 device?

A. Yes.

And the same is true for the software?

Yes.

And firm wear?

Yes.

Okay.
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A. Before we go further, during the break, I was looking

again at the block diagram.

Q. Uh-huh.

A. I'm nor familiar with the marketing version of this

question had created and realized I had pointed out the buffer

area incorrectly on this.

Q. Okay.

A. The buffer memory area is actually this odd bank-even bank

area that's pointed out down here controlled by the RPH.

Q. Just because we're all not text, you're pointing to the

box RPH chip and also pointing to the two little structures

immediately below it, one of them says even bank and the other

one says odd bank?

A. Right. This is the actual data buffer. I got misled by

the cache. This is the second level cache of the processor

memory I originally pointed to. This is the data buffer area.

Q. Thanks for pointing that out. A couple of nor questions.

Do you know the date of the -- the date of the first

commercial sale of the 3701 product?

A. Fourth quarter, 1995.

Q. And that was a sale? Do you know who did that?

A. IBM corporation.

Q. Okay. The first sale of the 3702 product, do you know the

date of that?

A. Second half, 1996.
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MR. DELLETT: We next have a portion of the deposition

of Mr. Englebrecht also, this one is March the 5th, 2001.

Q. Okay. Mr. Englebrecht, I sent to you several exhibits,

draft exhibits or proposed exhibits. Could you turn within

that stack to what has been marked defendant's trial exhibit

D—79, okay? Actually, we're going to turn over to —— let's

turn over to D-80.

A. Okay.

Q. And that's a —— do you know what that is?

A. Yes. This is another order for trans soft. I got three

sheets here. The first sheet is the actual order that came

from Transoft. We were using a manufacturer's wrap at that

point called leading concept technology so the or came from

Transoft to leading technology who then forwarded on to us.

Q. All right. And what does this purchase order deal with?

A. This is another order for, in this case, 26299 controller

assembly and this one specific_think calls out the fiber

channel option on the 2699.

Q. And by option, is that the daughter board option that you

spoke with Mr. Barrett about?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay. And when the 3620 was outfitted with the fiber

channel daughter board, did it have an LSI? Did that product

have an LSI number?

A. Yes, we would call that assembly bend a 3701 controller.
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Q. Okay. So does this purchase order, Defendant's Exhibit

D-80, deal include the sale of a 3701 controller?

A- Yes, it does.

Q. Pathlight offers exhibit D—80.

MR. ALBRIGHT: No objection.

THE COURT: 80 is received.

MR. DELLETT:

Q. Okay. Do you know how many controllers of that type it

includes? Can you tell by looking at this?

A. I only see one specifically listed.

Okay. And the price is $61,570?

Yes, that would be the price for two of the 6299 units.

Okay.

A. That are ordered on this purchase order.

Q. So this purchase order in contrast with the purchase order

of exhibit or the invoice of exhibit D-79 deals with the 3701

controller?

A. That's correct.

Q. Do you know how Transoft was using these 3701s?

A. It was in the same general application of storage that was

used to store a video game edited, and_in this file was shared

between multiple work stations.

Q. Okay. Were those fiber channel work stations in this

instance?

A. in this case, they must have been. They were using both
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modes and since they're ordering the fiber configuration,

that's the only way to connect it.

Q. Okay. And that's why you say why you said they must have

been using fiber channel?

A. Yes. I assume they would not have ordered the fiber

channel option if they weren't using it in the fiber channel

mode because it cost additional money over the SCSI

configuration. I

Q. Now, do you know whether or not Transoft -4 was Transoft

an OEM?

A. Transoft was treated as an OEM. They were what we could

call today a systems integrator.

Q. And were they —— do you know whether or not they were

using a 6299, which included the 3701 controller in order to

create an integrated system for some ultimate customer?

A. Yes, that was their intent.

Q. Okay. Do you know whether or not they actually did that?

A. I don't absolutely know that.

Q. All right. Let's move to LSI exhibit D-81. Do you know

what that is, sir?

A. This is a press release that we released in the time frame

of Comdex, the industry computer show in the fall of 1996.

Q. Let me offer exhibit D—81.

MR. ALBRIGHT: No objection.

THE COURT: It's received.

02/22/2002 8:56 AM
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MR. DELLETT:

Q. Okay. And is this -- was this an actual release to the

public?

A. Yes. Well, this was released to the press and than we had

copies of this as handouts at our exhibit during Comdex fall

1996.

Q. Okay. Now, at Comdex fall"96, was there a 3701 RAID

controller on display?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And just to cut to the chase, you mentioned two

during your last deposition, you mentioned two demonstrations,

one of which was in FCLC room, which is the fiber channel loop

community; is that correct?

A. Right.

Q. Okay. And that's mentioned actually in the second to the

last full paragraph. It's a sentence—long near the bottom of

the first page of page 12.

A. Yes.

Q. Of D-81.

A. Yes.

Q. Was that the —— was that FCLC room, was that a private

suite or was it open to the public?

A. No. It was open to the public.

Q. I'm sorry. Were there multiple fiber channel hosts

connected to the 3701 at that demonstration?

02/22/2002 8:56 AM
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Yes.

Okay. Do you remember how many?

No, I don't.

Okay. But there was more than one?

Yes.

All right. Could you just describe for me how the 3701

being demonstrated in that FCLC room in Comdex '96?

A. Well, the mode of the demonstration was actually fairly

similar to this application that I mentioned Transoft doing.

Q. Right.

A. What we had was a video file on the RAID sub system and

multiple hosts and could access this video screen and display

it locally at the various servers.

Q. Okay.

A. The intent was to demonstrate the higher performance of

fiber channel relative to SCSI and to show the ability to do

actual streaming video off the shared storage.

Q. Okay. And how many -— do you recall how many SCSI discs

were connected in that RAID system?

A. 20.

Q. Okay. And do you recall —— okay. There were more than

one fiber channel hosts connected on a fiber channel side,

correct?

A. Yes, there were a number of other companies who were

demonstrating their host adapters and servers. But I don't

02/22/2002 8:56 AM
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remember exactly how many were in this particular

demonstration.

Q. Okay. Do you know over how many days the 3701 was

demonstrated at Comdex '96?

A. Yes. All of the come depositions have been five days long

and the demonstration lasted through that week, five days.

Q. Okay. And, sir, were you there personally?

A. Yes, I was.

‘Q. And you witnessed everything that you've been talking

about?

A. Yes.

Okay. Take a look at D-82, sir. It's one duplex page.

Yes.

Do you know what that is?

This is our OEM data sheet on the 3701 controller.

Okay. Was this available at Comdex 1996?

Yes, it was.

Q. Does this accurately describe the 3701 as at this time

existed at Comdex '96?

A. Yes;

Q. Pathlight offers exhibit D-82.

MR. ALBRIGHT: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: Received. Mr. Dellett, why don't you mark

your place. Members of the jury, I'm going to give you the

evening break. I'd like for you to be here about little

02/22/2002 8:56 AM
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before 9:00 so we could start promptly at 9:00. Please

remember’ the instructions. See you in the morning.

(Proceedings adjourned .)

02/22/2002 8:56 AM
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THE COURT: All right, counsel, let's get the nuts and

bolts around. I have received Pathlight's proposed

preliminary instructions. I have reviewed them. They are

accurate. Of course, I would like to accommodate counsel in

every way I can to make it easier.

I have a fear, however, if I read these instructions,

the jury would get up and leave. I don't believe that the

reading of these instructions would be at this point in time

anything but very confusing to the jury, since they don't know

anything about this case. I contemplated copying them and

give them each a copy. Then I thought, well, you know, then

—— if they're conscientious, they will start trying to

interpret these instructions to the statements of the lawyers

and the evidence a little early in the case.

So I'll be glad to listen to your comments with regard

to these instructions, but by the time I get to the definition

of terms and the doctrine of equivalence, I really fear we're

going to lose the jury. Now, with those preliminary remarks,

I'll be glad to hear anybody that would like the make a

comment.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, those were offered simply as

a possible aid to the Court to do with it what you wanted.

THE COURT: No. I understand that. But as far as

your presentation, if you think it would be helpful, I'll be

glad to listen to you, Mr. Bahler. I just think that fresh
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early in the morning, without opening statements, is going to

be confusing.

MR. BAHLER: Well, I'll defer to your judgment, then,

your Honor.

MR. ALCOCK: We agree with the Court, your Honor. We

believe we should go directly to opening.

THE COURT: All right. Anything else before we bring

in the jury? We've got them all?

THE BAILIFF: Yes, sir.

MR. BAHLER: To things. One, both parties agree we're

going to invoke the rule.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. BAHLER: And secondly, we have a relatively minor

some what significant in light of the time constraints with

respect to deposition designations. We propose Pathlight

proposes that the time be allotted for depositions that are to

be read according to the lines designated by each party. That

we thought that that would be fair. And they have ~-

THE COURT: It's a little bit difficult for_Ms. Same

toss do because she doesn't now hoe long it's going to read

the deposition. She did not start off singing the star

spangled banner this morning.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, our only concern is from

what we can tell of some of the portions that they have picked

out no reading depositions, needless to say they would do what
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any good lawyer would do which is read as much as helps them

and then stop if there is anything that comes after or starts

that doesn't. And all that we care about is that we shouldn't

have time taken against us for them to complete a subject

matter with respect to the deposition over a topic --

THE COURT: We'll do it like we do in every case.

We'll stop the clock as long as one of you are up there

reading the deposition and it will run on your time and if the

other wants to do it, it will run on his time. Ms. Sims can

do that. We do that daily. So we'll just —— we'll handle it

that way.

All right. The rule has been invoked. I don't know

who is and who is not a witness, so I'll rely upon the

lawyers. I'll just simply tell the lawyers they're to

-instruct all their witnesses not to speak to anybody about

their testimony in the case except the lawyers and that they

are free not to talk to the lawyers if they wish and if they

communicate in any way, shape or form any portion of their

testimony without consent of the Court_or the stipulation of

counsel to a third party, they are subject to disqualification

as a witness.

All right. With that said, bring the jury in.

MR. BAHLER: Your Honor, may I —- during opening may I

move around so I can see that big screen?

THE COURT: Yes. The only thing that —- the only
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limitation I have is don't hurt lily and don't go sit over in

the jury box, but if you do move around, which I have no

objection to, you've got the keep your voice up because the

mechanical recordings need to pick it.

MR. BAHLER: Specifically what I was talking about was

during their opening if I could move around to see the big

screen.

THE COURT: Anywhere in the courtroom.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you.

THE COURT: Members of the jury, when we met Monday

and you were selected in this case, I told you that at each

time we opened Court, that is, in the morning session and in

the afternoon session, I would ask you three questions which

under your oath you must answer.v Those questions are

thesezfiave you talked to anybody about this case, have you

permitted anybody else to talk to you about this case? Or

have you learned anything about the case outside the presence

of each the seven of you in this courtroom? You need the

answer those questions orally. I look and make sure. As a

matter of fact, after a day or two, you start sounding like a

choir. We kind of cultivate that. And then I will tell Ms.

Reznik how you answered those questions.

So let's start off. Of course, if you've talked with

somebody, you have to tell us. Have you talked to anybody

about this case?
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THE JUROR: No .

THE COURT: Have you permitted anybody else to talk to

you about this case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: And have you learned anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each other and this

courtroom?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: All right. If you'll be kind enough to

stand and raise your right hand, Ms. Sims will swear you in as

the jury in this case.

THE CLERK: Do you and each of you solemnly swear or

affirm that in the case of Crossroads systems, Inc. Vs.

Pathlight technology Inc. that you will a true verdict render

according to the law as it may be given to you in charge by

the Court and the to evidence as submitted to you under the

rulings of the Court, so help you God?

THE JUROR: I do.

THE COURT: You may be seated. Now, in the taking of

that oath, you have become judges in this case.‘ Your

responsibility will be to judge the evidence and determine the

facts. Any responsibility is to make the legal decisions in

the case which basically amount to what evidence you are to

consider when you answer the questions that will be submitted

to you at the end of the case. Those questions we call the
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verdict, but there will be a list of several questions for you

to answer after I've heard the Edwards, I have to formulate

those questions evidence).

So let's talk a little bit about what the evidence is.

As you can see, we have lots of electronic equipment and we

have an electrical storm probably this entire bank of

courtrooms will go in the dark. But the evidence is the sworn

answers to the questions by the witness. Notice I said the
answers.

The questions are not evidence. The statements of the

lawyers are not evidence. The summaries of the lawyers are

not evidence. What I say is not evidence the sworn answers to

the questions, any documents and all the documents and there

are going to be plenty of documents, I fear. All of the

documents that will be presented in evidence will be with you

when you deliberate, and the lawyers before, just before you

start deliberating in this case, they will tell you which

documents they think are the most worthy of your consideration

and so you don't have to worry about seeing them during the

trial until deliberation, although the lawyers may extrapolate

parts of a document so that they can question a witness, but

you'll have all the documents.

And the third form is a stipulation. The parties

could agree for example, today is Wednesday and they wouldn't

have a bring a person with a calendar to try to prove up it's
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Wednesday because there's no dispute about that. So those are

the three ways that the evidence comes in.

This case will be just like all cases and that is,

there will be objections made. when a lawyer makes an

objection, don't think the lawyer is trying to hide something

or make something more important than it is or less important.

That lawyer is obligated to me to make an objection to call my

attention to the fact that I have to nick a ruling as to

whether or not you should consider the evidence.

Many times, I will ask the lawyers to come up here if

I want an explanation. Don't try to listen, just kind of

think of it like the pitcher and the catcher when they go out

there in baseball. I've always wondered what they talked

about. But I never ease dropped. Just relax because the

alternative is for me to take you and put you in the jury room

and then bring you back and while the exercise may be good for

you, you'll get tired of it. So we'll bring the lawyers up

here and we'll hash out some if we need to. i

If I sustain the objection, that means you generally

will not hear the evidence. Don't try to guess at what it was

because you won't be -- you won't be considering it any way.

If I overrule the objection, you'll hear the evidence, but

don't think it's any more important than any of the other

evidence that you're going to hear.

During the trial, I might tell you that you can
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consider the evidence for one purpose but not another. If you

don't understand it, just raise your hand. I'll make sure

that you understand it. I may turn to you and say, members of

the jury, I don't want you to consider that evidence for any

purpose.

One of my sons once asked, how do you expect a jury to

forget what they've just heard. Well, the law is not that

crazy. We don't expect you to forget it, but we do expect

under your oath not to rely upon it when you answer the

questions. And so that's how the game of evidence is played,

and it goes on in every trial, this trial would be no

exception.

Now, I, because of the nature of this case and because

of the length of the case, Mr. Mace has given you each a pad

with a pencil so that you can make such notes. Let me give

you my little speech on that. If you'll remember back in

school, when you're making notes, you forget to listen for a

minute and then you start listening again and you might miss

something.

So be careful about your notetaking. That's the first

thing. Don't try to record everything that's happened. Just

make a personal note that you wish. The second is those notes

are yours. They're not your neighbor's. You're not to share

them with anybody because if you shared them with any other

person on the jury, then you could become a witness and you're
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not a witness, you're a judge.

Those notes are just for your memory when you

deliberate, then you can use them if you wish. Every evening

you will turn them over to Mr. Mace. He will keep them in

custody until you come back the next morning. And at the end

of the case, he will maintain custody. So don't write down

the Judge is a fink or something like that in your notes

because somebody might look at them sometime.

When you deliberate, however, regarding your notes,

it's your memory of the evidence that's more important, not

the notes, but the notes can be helpful. And I permit you to

take notes in this particular case.

Now, we're going to —— for those of you who may not

have seen a trial before, generally here's what's going to

happen. The lawyers in just a minute are going to make their

opening statements, and the purpose of that is to educate you

as to the contentions that is what they contend, and to tell

you what evidence they're going to produce that will support

those contentions.

As I've told you, it's not evidence, just sit back and

listen to it, but what the lawyers say is very important

because they know what the evidence is going to be. They've

lived with it for a year, and they're going to be at the end

of the case trying to tell you what this evidence means.

So while I say you can't —- what the lawyers say is
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not evidence does not mean it's not important. Listen, they

can be helpful. Challenge what they say from the evidence,-

but in the end, you will make a determination of what you

believe the evidence establishes in answering the questions.

After the lawyers make their opening statements, then

the plaintiff —— in this case, Crossroads, who's filed this

lawsuit, they have the burden of convincing you by a

preponderance of the evidence, that is, more evidence that

establishes something is more likely true than not. They have

the burden of proof because they filed the lawsuit. They get

to bring their witnesses first.

They'll call their witnesses, they'll ask their

witness a question. When they're through, then the defense

will be able to ask the questions. Then they'll be able to

ask what we call a rebuttal question and then they'll call

their next witness and we'll go through that until they have

called all of their witnesses- And then, it will switch over.

The defendant will call the witnesses and the process is

reversed.

When all of the evidence is in and we will take a

short recess, maybe half a day or maybe a day, depends, and it

will be my responsibility to write up the legal instructions

for you, submit them to the lawyers. They have the right to

criticize them and make suggestions, and then, I get them in

final form; I bring you back into the courtroom. I will read
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them to you but I also give them to you verbatim in writing.

And then, the lawyers make their final statements, and

then, you will have the responsibility of deliberation and

decision. Now, during the trial, you're not to talk to

anybody including each other about the case. So if you go to

lunch, which is fine, talk about anything else, but don't talk

about anything going on in the case until you've heard all of

the evidence.

The last witness may be the most important. Don't

make up your mind on anything until you've heard all of the

evidence and you've been able to deliberate with your fellow

jurors after you've looked at the documentary evidence.

I don't know if there's going to be any publicity

about this case. Fortunately, most of the media think the

courtroom's on the fourth floor, so they go to the fourth

floor or the second floor. They don't know about my

courtroom. That's fine with me. But if something in the

paper or something in the news, just-ignore it because you

don't want to know anything about it. Save the newspaper so

that you can read it after the trial is over.

But don't try to learn anything about the case through

media. Now, the rule has been invoked in this case which

means that the par Is have agree had the witnesses will not

speak to each other about their own testimony and, of course,

will not hear the testimony of each'witness.. So as each
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witness comes in, they will testify and the other witnesses

will not know exactly what they have said.

Now, this is a patents infringement case, and I will

be instructing you at the end of the case, but let me just

tell you generally a little bit about what happens. A person

who has something that he believes that a patent will make a

patent application to the patents office in Washington and

they study it and after a period of time of investigation,

they will either grant or not grant a patent.

In this particular case, a patent was granted to

Crossroads systems. Now, that patent protects in the United

States the owner of the patent from anybody producing a

product that infringes on that product, and this is what this

lawsuit is about. Crossroads contends that Pathlight has

infringed on their patent. And they'll explain that in

detail.

But the law on patents is very complex. For example,

juries can determine whether a patent is valid or invalid

based on certain criteria based on certain doctrine, which I

will, of course, give you instructions on. And the lawyers

will explain their contentions to you.

So you'll be listening to a lot of complex testimony

in this trial. Don't worry about getting confused or not

understanding. These are good lawyers. Be patient with them.

You will find that it will be-a very, very interesting case.
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Just stay with it. It is a lot more complex than somebody

running a red light, but we try these cases all the time in

federal court and juries, just like yourself, listen to the

evidence and make those determinations.

So just have patience, listen to the lawyers and

listen to the evidence, and I don't think you'll have any

problems at all. All right. Mr. Alcock, you have the

lectern.

MR. ALCOTT: Thank you, your Honor. May it please the

Court, counsel.

‘Members of the jury, I like to say that every case can

be summarized in just a few words. And this case is no

different. This case is about invention and infringement,

about inventors and infringers. I'm privileged to stand

before you representing Crossroads. We have the invention.

The defendant, Pathlight, we will prove to you,.

infringes our patent. Crossroads got a patent from the United

States Patent Office on August 24th, 1999. Less than four

months later, on November 15th, 1999, the chief engineer from

the defendant uncovered that patent, and the minute he

uncovered that patent, he realized all their products were at

risk of infringing it.

So what he did was immediately notify his boss, upper

level management at the defendant, and he immediately notified

the company patent lawyerL Upper level management appreciated
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the risk, but they knew that they needed that patented

invention in order to sell their products. Indeed, it was an

absolute necessity for them to sell their products.

So they took a gamble. Instead of calling Crossroads

and asking for permission in the form of a license to use the

patented invention, they went ahead and built products using

it, products that got them revenue of millions of dollars.

They lost the gamble. Crossroads found out about the sales of

infringing products and filed this case. And that's why we're

here.

And we will prove to you that the products that they

sold infringed our patent. This is my opportunity to go over

the_evidence that you'll hear in this case. I'd like to

organize it sort of like in chapters, and so there will be

four chapters to my discussion. First, I'll take talk a

little about the parties starting with Crossroads and then

talking about the defendant, Pathlight.

"I'll then spend a fair amount of time talking about

Crossroads's patented invention. Then, I'll turn to

Pathlight's products and fill out the story that I just gave_

you a moment ago. And then, lastly, I will talk about damages

and in this case, in a patent case, that's reasonable

compensation for the defendant's use of my client's property.

Crossroads is an amazing company. It started in 1994.

Brian Smith, who's sitting at the table, you've already met,‘
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and Dale Quisenberry, who you will meet, started the company.

They started it as a consulting company. They weren't sure

quite what they were going to do. Of a while, they determined

that they thought they could build a product and they came up

with a product, a product called a storage router.

I'll explain that more in a little while. But they

hired two brilliant engineers to help with that -- to come up

with that product, Geoff Hoese and Jeff Russell. You'll hear

from them today and maybe tomorrow. And they came up with

more than a product. They came up with an invention and

that's what brings us here.

I'll describe the invention in some detail in a few

moments, after I give you some background on the network that

the invention generally involves. But right now, I want to

bring you two words. Five years from now, ten years from now,

if anyone asks you what your jury service was about here in

this federal courthouse for this week, you'll be able to

answer them using two words: Access controls.

This is a key part of the invention that Geoff Hoese

and Jeff Russell came up with. And I'll return to that in

more detail in a minute. But as I told you, I give you a

little background before I describe the invention. That's

what I'm going to do now.

Now for some people, problems are bad things. For

other things, problems are opportunities. ‘Crossroads saw a
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problem as an opportunity. The picture before you shows a

Common situation in the modern world. Computers are networked

one with another. People need to communicate and share

information by computers.

But, also, sometimes where they need to get that

information from is some distance away from the computers that

they're working with. So in this picture, we have a number of

people working together in one building with the computers

networked together, and the storage that they need to get

information is a little distance away.

This is pretty much the picture of the world when

Brian Smith and Dale Quisenberry struck out to form

Crossroads. And before the Crossroads invention, this is

essentially how that problem was solved. There were things

called network servers and these still are commonly used.

Crossroads hasn't replaced this.

And on the one side are those computers, and at the

time that Brian Smith and Dale Quisenberry struck out, this

Fibre Channel stuff that you'll hear a lot about and that you

know is used a lot today wasn't really sure that it was going

to be used that much when they struck out on their own.

For now, all you need to know about that and there

will be some detailed explanation on Fibre Channel —— is it's

a connection between the computers and it's a way they can

communicate, a particular language. For the moment, we'll
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call it English.

On the other side of the network server in that

building that's a little ways away are what's called remote

storage. That's memory that these computers need to get to

and get information from, and there's something called SCSI on

that side of the server. It's called small computer system

interface, I'm told, but the word that everybody uses for it

is SCSI.

Now, all you need to know about that for the moment is

that's a different language, sort of like Greek. And so the

problem is that the computers on this side of the network

server talk one language and the information that they need to

get on the other side talks a different language.

So you need a translator; And the network server,

until Crossroads came along with their product, was the

primary way that this translation was done, but there was a

problem. The problem is that server is a very slow

translator. The computers are asking for information from

that remote storage on the other side, and the network server

can't keep up with the requests.

And we know in the modern world with computers there's

a need for speed, and so one of the problems that Crossroads

confronted was this problem of slowness. So Crossroads came

up with_an alternative, something called a storage router. It

solved the speed problem." It allowed communication directly
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from these computers on one side to these routers on the other

side, and it got the information fairly quickly without the

complicated translation involved in the network server.

Now, these routers weren't completely new. Crossroads

wasn't the first person ever to come up with a storage router.

They were one of the first companies, however, to make a

commercially viable and successful storage router, and the one

that they built initially, as is often the case at the start

of an industry, was not a Ferrari, it was not super advanced;

it was a basic standard product because they were in it at the

beginning of this industry, and it didn't have the invention

that brings us here today.

Geoff Hoese and Jeff Russell came up with the Ferrari.

Crossroads didn't need it when they were introducing product

‘first into the market. So I'll explain that more to you in a

minute.

So this initial Crossroads product, it's called the

4100, was very successful, not because it was fancy but

because it was first, and it took that little four—person

company here in Austin to a almost 200—employee company, very

successful.

But as I said, that product didn't have the invention.

Geoff Hoese and Jeff Russell came up with something more

advanced. And what was it? It came back to those two words I

brought you a few moments ago, access controls. Not only
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speed but security.

Here are those computers that are on one side of this

router. Let's say that computer A is the personnel department

and let's say that computer B is the tax or finance

department. Now, if you're running a business, you'd kind of-

like to keep the finance people out of the personnel records

and you'd kind of like to keep the personnel people out of the

tax records. And that's what access control allows.

‘ Here, computer A can get into storage location one,

which has personnel files, computer B can get into storage

location two that has tax files, and access controls allows

both of the computers to get into three, which is the company

web site.

Before Geoff Hoese and Jeff Russell, no one had built

a storage router with the speed advantage, and access controls

with the security. So, on December 31, 1997, they filed a

patent application. Now, you've heard a little bit from the

Court about the patent process and you'll hear more as the

trial goes on.

The Patent Office was authorized by the constitution.

It's been around for over a hundred years. And if you come up

with something new, you can apply to the Patent Office and

there are technically trained examiners. That's what they're

called, examiners, because what they do is they examine. They

examine the application to determine if it really is new. ‘And
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if it's not new, they don't grant a patent on it.

If it is new, they grant a patent on that which is

new, not that which is old. It's sort of like a deed, it

marks out the corners of your property, not land in this case,

but intellectual property, and it's what you own. And if

someone uses your property, they can't do it without your

permission or without their payment to you of reasonable

compensation.

Now, one thing about the Patent Office, there's no

patent police at the Patent Office. The Patent Office doesn't

enforce patents. The only way to enforce a patent is to come

in here, federal court stands exercise your constitutional

right to a jury trial and that's what Crossroads is doing in

this case.

I want to tell you one more thing about patents

because it's going to be relevant to a discussion we have in a

moment. There's something at.the end of a patent called

claims. They define the scope of.the invention. It's

actually pretty simple. It's just a list of elements that

define what you own.

So if I came up with a new invention, screwdriver, you

could get a patent on that, and the patent would —— the claim

could say a tool comprising a handle, a shaft, and a tip for

engaging a threaded fastener. Patents can't be written in

English. They need to be written in some funny way and this
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would be a way that one could describe and claim an invention

on a screwdriver.

And so when you figure out if someone's infringing a

patent, you take that list of elements, you look at the

product, and you see whether or not it has the elements. More

on that in a minute.

This is another figure of the 972 patent. That's what

we're going to call the patent that has seven numbers to it,

but it's commonly referred to as the last three numbers. And

this is a more complicated picture, but it shows the

invention. It shows the work stations or computers on one

side, the storage router in the middle, and the remote storage

devices on the other side, and it shows that certain of the

computers can only access certain of the remote storage or

certain parts of the remote storage.

And I think I mentioned to you earlier that the

product that Crossroads came out with didn't need this

invention.’ They were quick to market. They were able to make

"a market and make a product without using this.

Now, on to the next_chapter. While Crossroads didn't

use the patented invention, the defendant, Pathlight, did.

Pathlight started out with a completely different technology,

not something called Fibre Channel, but something called SSA,

and it's sort of like beta max and V H S. SSA was beta max.

It lasted for a while and then died. "And so Pathlight had to
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get into a different market and so they moved into the Fibre

Channel market. But since they were late to the market, they

needed something. They need an extra boost. They had to

offer an advanced feature. That wasn't already present.

You know what that add entranced feature was? Access

controls. You don't have to take my word for it. I've put

before you the Pathlight web site. The bottom line is access

control is an absolute necessity for multi-host sand

solutions. What that means is more than one computer (S'

so let me explain this to you, there's some new language

San means storage area network. That just means a

network with a number of remote storage locations. That is

their product. That is a storage router. We will prove that

to you. It says the only San product of capable of providing

true research sharing, this is accomplished by San gait way's

access control features, and there are two of them, channel

zoning and optional VPS or virtual private San.

VPS is the one that they used initially and you're

going to see in their documents quite a lot, but they are both

:forms of access control. Now, remember I told you at the

beginning that a Pathlight engineer found this patent, just

found the Crossroads patent, just a few months after the

Patent Office granted it?

And the upper level management there decided to take a

gamble. Let's take a look at what happened. November 15th,
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patent.‘ The day he found it by e—mail, he reported its

existence to Mr. Rahmani, upper level management at the

defendant Pathlight, and to Mr. Levy, the company patent

lawyer.

Three days later, upper management acted quickly. Mr.

Rahmani sends Mr. Levy an e—mail. We need to get your advice

on this matter, that is, the 972 patent, and, also, the

clarify our current patents and make sure they are valid and

enforceable. I'm not going to tell you much about this part

of the story in opening but you're going to hear that not only

was the defendant concerned about'Crossroads's patent

impacting their products, they were concerned that this patent

impacted heavily their own intellectual property.

They did move fairly quickly. On December 23rd, there

was a meeting, the bill for it was on December 29th. There

was a meeting at Pathlight with Mr. Levy and with the

engineers and at that meeting, Mr. Levy agreed to write an

opinion to give them a letter to say it's okay to keep selling

the products. They needed that to try to develop a reasonable

belief that'it was okay for them to keep doing what they were

doing.

There was no letter in December. There was no letter

in January. There was no letter from Mr. Levy in February.
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The next thing that happened is there's an e—mail from Mr.

Rahmani to Mr. Levy at 2:39 in the morning, 2:39 a.m., early

on a Friday morning. Could you please let me know when you

can get us your report on if Crossroads patent? 2:39 in the

morning.

What was the sense of urgency? What was going on in

January, February and March? Sales. Remember I said VPS was

the first access control software that they used and later on,

they used another one? They began bundling that software with

this San gait way product and with all their other products in
or around the end of 1999, the beginning part of 2000.

Before that, their products weren't doing too well.

After that, they did a lot better. In the month of March ——

and obviously this was orders taken earlier -- they sold

almost two million dollars worth of this product, and it kept

going up and up and up. It went down later for reasons that

we'll explain later in the trial.

Most of these sales were to one customer, IBM. Now,

let's see what Pathlight was telling IBM about this access

control feature in this time period. November 24th, 1999, a

fax, day before Thanksgiving, a fax from the president of

Pathlight to a gentleman at IBM. Now, remember the

chronology. Nine days before this letter, their chief

engineer discovers Crossroads's patent and e-mails around to

upper level management;
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What are they doing nine days later? Trying to get

IBM to buy their products because they have access controls.

We believe it is a competitive necessity for IBM to adopt this

new San gate way configuration. And what is that new San gate

way configuration? The VPS option, the access controls that

we've been talking about.

They were right. It was a competitive necessity for

them to include these access controls, not for Crossroads

because they started the market early, but for Pathlight. We

will prove to you that the San gate way with VPS software and

with channel zoning software infringes every claim of the 972

patent. I

And here's how we'll prove it. We have a standard

Ph.D., who's worked 30 years in the storage routing area.

He's gotten their product. He's analyzed it. He's set up a

test setup and he's tested it every which-way. And you'll

hear detailed testimony matching up every element of the claim

with an aspect of their product.

Now, as the Court said, some of the testimony you're

going to hear is a little complicated. This obviously is a

little more complicated than the screwdriver that I showed you

a few moments ago. We will provide tutorial testimony before

we talk about the details of this product so that you all are

comfortable with the technology before we get into the details

‘of this claim language and the details of the Pathlight
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product.

Let me return to the time line. So you saw the sales

skyrocketing during this time period so they did get a letter.

They got a letter on April 10th of the year 2000. And you're

going to hear a lot about what that letter said and, also,

about what it didn't say.

One thing it didn't say -- no where in that letter --

and it's 25 pages long -— is there a word spoken that any

Pathlight product lacks any elements of those claims over

there. Not one word said that the Pathlight products don't

have all those claim elements.

Instead, what it says is that the Patent Office

shouldn't have granted the patent, that is, it says that there

is prior art available and you're going to hear a lot about

this. There's prior art available that invalidates the

Crossroads patent, takes aware their property. And you're

going to hear some evidence on that and you're going to hear a

lot of evidence justifying or trying to justify Mr. Levy's

letter.

They're going to try to convince you that something

called reserve management, an old technology, is the same as

what Geoff Hoese and bill Russell came up with. And you're

going to evaluate that testimony technically, and we're

confident it will become obvious to you that it isn't

invalidating.
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To complete the chronology, just a few days after the

levy letter, the complaint for this case was filed. Now,

there's some evidence that I'm not going to talk with you much

about now, but it's very interesting. Three days before Mr.

Levy sent a letter to Pathlight saying that the Crossroads

patent was invalid, three days, he filed a patent application

for Pathlight on if VPS access control for Pathlight.

And he told the Patent Office that that wasn't old.

We'll hear more about that later. I told you there's going to

be some evidence on this reserve management, and I'm not going

to go into great detail on it right now, but as you hear the

testimony on whether or not this old technology reserve

management really is what Geoff Hoese and Jeff Russell came up

with, ask yourself the question whether or not there are

multiple conditions where this reserve management doesn't keep

people out, doesn't provide the access control that the cross

roads invention does;

So I now have covered the first three topics. We've

talked about the parties. We've talked about, at some length,

the-Crossroads patented technology, and I've talked about the

San gate way product and how those products infringe the

Crossroads patent.

Now I just want to spend a moment on damages at the

end of the case, you will be asked to determine what is

‘reasonable compensation for Pathlight, who is a competitor of
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Crossroads, for Pathlight's use of Crossroads's patented

technology. And the form of damages that are presented here

to you in this case are a royalty that is a portion of the

revenue that they obtained through, we will prove to you, the

use of the Crossroads patented invention.

These products sold for around $6,000 per unit, and we

will be asking you for a royalty on the order of $1500 to

$1800 per unit. Their profit margin was close to 60 percent

of these sales. So we will be asking you for a portion of the

profit that they achieved through what we believe is the use

of the Crossroads invention.

Now, there may be some argument and evidence as to

whether or not the access controls contributed to these sales.

I think Pathlight has given us the answer to that in their own

documents. Thank you for your attention at the close of the

evidence, I will ask you to render a just verdict in this case

which we believe will be a verdict for my client. Thank you

very much.

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler do you wish to make an opening

statement at this time?

THE COURT: Yes, sir, I do. I need a minute to set

THE COURT: Members of the jury, I give you a short

break. Have time to use the facilities if you do. But short

break. Let's try to keep it under ten minutes.
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(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: All right. We're in recess for ten

minutes. Mr. Bahler, you ready?

MR. BAHLER: Yes, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: All right. Bring the jury in.

(Jury present.)

THE COURT: Mr. Bahler, you have the courtroom.

MR. BAHLER: Play it please the Court, counsel.

Good morning. l'm Dave Bahler and I am proud in this

case to represent Pathlight. Now, Pathlight has been sued

here phone patent infringement, an access that Pathlight takes

very seriously. It's a very serious accusation. Crossroads

is trying to prevent Pathlight from Competing with Crossroads

in the marketplace.

This lawsuit has hurt Pathlight's reputation and

business. Fortunately, you have the power to end this

injustice by finding in favor of Pathlight. Now, the Judge

touched on the order of evidence when he gave you your

instructions. I want you to keep that in mind.

The law states that the plaintiff in this case,

Crossroads, gets to go first. They get to go first in every

instance. They get to go first not the opening, they get to

go first in the presentation of evidence, and in this case,

it's likely that you won't get to hear Pathlight's side of the

story until same nekt'week.
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There's going to be a big gap between Crossroads's

case and Pathlight's case. Wait to hear Pathlight's side of

the story because I assure you, members of the jury, there are

two sides of this story. This patent should never have been

issued and had the Patent Office examiner been aware of all

the facts that were necessary for proper issuance, it would

not have been.

Now, please don't believe for a minute that the act of

filing of this lawsuit makes Pathlight guilty of anything.

This is America; anybody can file a lawsuit for any reason if

you have a typewriter and $25, you can walk into the clerk's

office, just behind me down haul, and sue anybody for almost

anything.

But we have the best legal system in the world, it

does indeed permit that} Crossroads is pursuing this case

because it can't succeed by fair competition. Crossroads has

never had a profitable quarter in its history. They have

never made any money. They've lost money at every turn.

And they are simply trying to use this case to earn in

the courthouse what they have miserably failed to earn in the

marketplace. As you will see, Pathlight is not a company that

copies other people's products or that has succeeded by

stealing ideas and devices from other companies.

Pathlight began as three trends with a dream to make

the best storage routers in the world. They spent millions
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and millions of dollars developing that product and they do

have, indeed, a successful product. Trends) not every patent

is valid. As the Judge will instruct you at the end of the

evidence, a patentable invention means what a device or method

needs to be number one, novel, that means new, never been done

before, and number two, non obvious in view of what's called

the prior art.

Now, Mr. Alcock was kind enough to describe several

things to you. Prior art is a term that you will be hearing a

lot from Pathlight. Prior art means things that have come

before. You can't get a patent if an invention is in the

prior art, described by the prior art. What is that in this

case? In this case, there are many companies that had

products that included Crossroads's invention long before

Crossroads had even thought of that.

That prior art, members of the jury, invalids these

patent claims. In addition, there are several things that

Crossroads themselves knew about that invalidated these patent

claims. Because the patent application process is

confidential and that means that once a patent application is

filed, the government is required by law to keep it secret,

even away from the public, nobody else including Pathlight can

participate in the patent application process.

The patent issued in August 1999. Before that date,

nobody, nobody-in the world except for Crossroads knew about
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what was in that patent application kept for one person, the

patent examiner, patent examiner knew and he was relying upon

Crossroads to tell him what he needed to know.

The examiners -- the law recognizes that patent’

examiners are at some what of a disadvantage. They have to do

a lot of work. There's a lot of patent filings in the United

States. Over 100,000 patent applications a year are filed in

the United States and they are all carefully examined by the

Patent Office.

But the crush of that business makes their job less

than perfect. And so the law places upon patent applicants,

in this case, Crossroads, what's called a duty of disclosure.

You are required when applying for the pressure right of a

patent to tell the Patent Office everything that you know

about that may be considered important by the Patent Office in

determining whether or not to allow you a patent.

This Crossroads did not do. As Judge Sparks will

instruct you, when a patent applicant intentionally with holds

information from the Patent Office, as in this case, the

patent —- the prior art renders that patent unenforceable.

That means it cannot be enforced against anyone, not against

Pathlight, not against you, not against me, not against

anybody.

Now, one of the key issues in the case is whether the

claims and Mr. Alcock described the claims in the patent,
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describe an invention which when compared to the prior art was

-- whether or not that was unknown to the examiner. That the

evidence will show the 972 patent is, indeed, described by the

prior art, or, at the very least, the differences between the

prior art and the patent are so trivial that it would have

been obvious to somebody who —- to a skilled computer engineer

to make the invention based upon what case Ted in the prior

'art.

Mr. Alcock pointed out everything in those claims

existed) -- let me set it up again. He pointed to you claim

1. This is claim 1 of the 972 patent we'll be talking a lot

object this.‘ He pointed to —— what did he pick out in here’

that was new? What did he pick out of here that was the real

invention? It's real here, access control.

Where is it? Let me see if I can find it. It's right

here. Right there. Two words, and you know what, the

evidence will show that every other piece of this, every

single piece of this, all of it is old, every piece with the

possible_exception of access control and, indeed, even that

was old.

Members of the jury, if you were to find it in your

heart to find this patent invalid at the end of the day next

week, you wouldn't be the first person to do that. Mr. Alcock

mentioned Mr. Mark levy did exactly the same thing. Mark levy

is a highly skilled patent attorney-with a degree in physics
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and patent law, and he looked at the patent as Mr. Alcock

described, and concluded independently that that patent was

invalid. He's already done this job.

You will also hear from an expert witness, fella named

Gary Stevens, who is highly skilled engineer, and he

participates in standard study committees, he acts as a

consultant in the Fibre Channel and SCSI industry and he has

come to exactly the staple conclusion as Mr. Levy, that indeed

this patent is invalid.

The evidence will also show as I mentioned the

Crossroads knew about prior art more relevant, more important,

more critical, more material than that considered by the»

examiner. Crossroads's failure to disclose such prior art is

a clearly independent basis to find the patent can't be

enforced against Pathlight.

Prior art is one basis, unenforceability because

Crossroads didn't tell the Patent Office everything they

should have known is a completely independent basis. I

touched on the Patent Office just a second ago. Now, the

Patent Office, like —— isn't perfect, as I mentioned. They

try to do the best job that they can, but the law provides a

safety net, and that safety net, in fact, provides for a

second Patent Office. The first Patent Office is in

Washington, D.C. and the second Patent Office is sitting right

in front of you, you, the members of the jury.‘ You get tou
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look at the evidence and to decide whether or not the patent

' was issued legitimately. That's your power, that's your right

under the law.

Now, Pathlight will explain to you what you need to be

watching and listening for during the testimony so you can

decide for yourself whether Pathlight has, indeed, done

anything wrong. And we will prove that the Patent Office

never should have issued this patent, ever.

Now, before I get started on this, I'd like to just

tell you just a little bit about the Patent Office. The

Patent Office is perceived by many to be a pillared marble

bidding sitting on a pillar in Washington, D.C.. In fact,

it's a building —— it's not even Washington, it's in Virginia,

it's in rented space and it's actually several buildings.

It's just across, just right next to Ronald Regan court on the

west side of the Patoma River.

It doesn't have one single marble pillar, not one.

And there aren't inside of the Patent Office, there aren't a

bunch of scientists in white coats running around with test

tubes and bikers and micro scopes, microscopically examining

people's inventions and looking at models of inventions with

magnifying glasses.

Indeed the Patent Office is a bunch of offices and in

those offices are patent examiners and what they have to look

at is paper, lots and lots of paper. That's all they have at
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their disposal. They don't have technical equipment, they

don't have anything that would permit them to assess whether

or not inventions are patentable other than paper.

And that is why, members of the jury, it is so

critical that when patent applicants apply for patents, they

come clean, they tell the Patent Office what they know about

it, what they know about_it so that the Patent Office doesn't

have to -— because the Patent Office certainly could miss

manage in that mountain of paper. (Miss something).

In this particular case, the evidence will show that

the Patent Office did not have all that they needed to doua

good job. They did not have what you, the second Patent

Office, will have, and they did not have what Crossroads

themselves knew about and withheld from the Patent Office.

Moving on to Pathlight, the evidence will show that

Pathlight has done nothing wrong and owes Crossroads nothing.

On the outside, Pathlight has acted responsibly, fairly and

ethically. When they dropped their product, they never copied

one sentence, one iota from the 972 patent. ‘Their product was

developed and completed by the time the 972 patent even issued

in August 1999.

In addition, they never looked at or considered any of

Crossroads's products. They never copied anything at all.

They developed their own products and these products were, in

fact, much'better than what Crossroads was producing.
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Crossroads's patent is invalid because Crossroads broke the

rules.

First, as I mentioned, the patent is invalid because

it's old. Somebody's done it before. The evidence will show

that several companies have built product that did exactly

what Crossroads's patent did. Exactly. And long before

Crossroads had ever even thought of their invention. Second,

Crossroads did not fell the Patent Office everything that they

knew and that is a fundamental requirement when dealing with

the patent office in order to get this precious and powerful

right of a patent. And third, the evidence will show that

Crossroads's patent is extremely unclear. The issue of access

controls is simply one example, what does that mean.

It's so unclear that it is not possible, members of

the jury, to figure out exactly what the patent covers. And

in that case, one of the fundamental requirements of a patent

is to let the public know what it covers. That's a

requirement. How else can people like Pathlight or you or I

figure out whether products that we want to make fall inside

or outside the patent?

The burden falls on the patent applicant to come clear

-- to make his invention clear so it can be understood by

anybody and that was not done in this case. Now, I mentioned

three things. Those three different things. Any one of those

things if found by you to be in Pathlight's favor, will be
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sufficient. Any one, any one of those three.

However, the evidence will show that all three, all

three are there. Pathlight has always done the right thing

from the outset and has not done anything that Crossroads says

it has. I'd like to tell you a little bit about Pathlight.

Pathlight was started in 1994 and was started by three

gentlemen, not just two like Crossroads, but three gentlemen.

They were all trends. One of whom is Mr. Said Rahmani who

will be sitting with me at counsel table. He was one of the

founders of Crossroads and you'll be hearing from Mr. Rahmani

during the testimony of this case.

Now, Mr. Rahmani that will testify that Pathlight

successfully designed, developed and sold the computer data

storage products since 1995. Mr. Alcock mentioned IBM. The

deal was struck between Pathlight and IBM in 1998, 1998. That‘

is at least eight months before Crossroads patent even issued

and long before this VPS option was even created.

Ihe deal was struck with IBM in 1998. And who did

Pathlight compete with in that deal? Crossroads. Before VPS

when the products were compared side—by—side, IBM chose

Pathlight over Crossroads. IBM's selection of Pathlight for

its supplier of those products has nothing to do with this

invention, nothing to do whatsoever.

You'll also hear from Mr. Terry Keller here. He's

sitting back here. Mr. Keller here was the chief architect of
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Pathlight's products and he'll testify about the history of

Pathlight's products including the development of the products

from —- long before Pathlight or long before Crossroads had

thought of their invention to date including all of the parts

that are old, all of them.

You'll also hear from Mr. Greg press us the. Mr. Greg

press us the is the computer programmer who actually

programmed VPS. Mr. Press us the has over 20 years experience

and Mr. Press us the will testify he wrote the computer

programs for Pathlight without ever looking at anything from

Crossroads, completely independent.

So you'll be hearing from Mr. Rahmani during the case,

one of the founders of Pathlight, Mr. Keller, the chief

architect of the product that's being accused of infringement

and Greg press us the, who worked for Mr. Keller and who

actually programmed the computer.

Now, Pathlight was started in order to market products

for use in the computer data storage market. That's a market

that Mr. Rahmani learned about during his years of employment

with IBM.. Now, before the end of 1995, Pathlight had sold its

first product into this market and you'll see evidence about

that.

Pathlight‘s patent issued four years later, long after.

Pathlight started developing their products. This was August
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discovered the Crossroads patent. They did so without any

word from Crossroads. Nobody from Crossroads called them,

sent them a letter, phone call, nothing.

And what did they do? They immediately contacted

their patent lawyer. That's exactly what they're supposed to

do. That's exactly what the law requires. That's exactly

what they did and they did it within days of discovery of the

972 patent.

Why did they select Mr. Levy? Mr. Levy was a very

well—respected or is a very well-respected member of the

community and highly skilled patent lawyer. He came highly

recommended and indeed, Mr. Levy had been doing patent

application work for Pathlight, so he already knew about

Pathlight‘s technology. That wasn't a requirement. He wasn't

required to get up to speed.

Mr. Levy thoroughly studied the 972 patent and

concluded that it wasn't valid because Crossroads wasn't

first. Now, as I mentioned earlier, you'll also be hearing

from Mr. Levy in this case. And then, without sending a

letter, once again, without sending a letter, without phone

call, without any communication whatsoever, Crossroads sues

Pathlight.

Just shoot first and ask questions later. That

exactly what happened. That was April of 2000. Crossroads

sued Pathlight because Crossroads could not compete in the
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market. Pathlight had passed them by with more advanced

technology.

Although Crossroads sued Pathlight, the evidence will

show, as I mentioned, that Crossroads was not the first to

make their invention. You listen carefully to the evidence,

the evidence clearly shows that several companies made

products before Crossroads, and even indeed before Pathlight.

And they have exactly the same things that are in the 972

patent.

So why did the U.S. Patent Office grant this patent at

all if Crossroads really wasn't first? Because the U.S.

Patent Office didn't know about the devices and products that

came before Crossroads. They didn't know about it. Why

didn't the Patent Office know? Well, one reason is because

Crossroads did not tell them of its own stuff that was prior

art.

You'll hear testimony that Crossroads's witnesses knew

about other companies's products that were first. Crossroads

didn't tell the Patent Office. Crossroads knew that because

-- Crossroads knew if it told the Patent Office, hey never

would have gotten the 972 patent. They never would have gotten

the leg up that they have that they think they have now

against Pathlight.

Now, Mr. Alcock mentioned that the whole point of

contention here and I have difficulty disagreeing with this,
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is access control. Boils down to access control. Now, during

trial and during, indeed, during Mr. A1cock's opening

statement, he brought out that Pathlight's products were

advertised as having access controls. Those advertisements,

members of the jury, were created in-January 1999. That when

it started. That's when Pathlight started using the word

access control.

When did the patent issue? Patent issued in August

1999. Pathlight coined that phrase long before the Pathlight

patent even —— I'm sorry, long before the Crossroads patent

even hit publication, even came out of the Patent Office.

And Crossroads will, indeed, as they have during

opening, parade documents up and down saying Pathlight has

access controls, Pathlight has access controls. Well, first

of all, if Pathlight used those terms before the patent even

issued, could they have been using it differently? Indeed,

that's the case. That is the very case here.

While the words are the same, Pathlight used those

words in their marketing materials, first of all, long before

they ever knew about the 972 patent and the way that Pathlight

used these words in their marketing materials was completely

different than Crossroads now contends access controls means

—— now what Crossroads now contends access controls means in

their patent.

Now, access controls is a concept used in many
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She's going to want to drive the car. I know that some of cow

have been through this already. I'm not looking forward to

it, but it's going to come up. She's going to want to drive

my car if her attitude at all remains consistent.

And I'm going to have to put rules down. I know.

What can I do? I can say, Alex, you will not drive the car

unless you ask my permission. That's one. What's the other

way? What's another way? I could keep the only keys to the

car in my pocket, keep them away from her so she couldn't
drive the car, or I could —— a third way would be to buy a

garage and to put a padlock -- put the car in the garage and

put a padlock on the car. That would be another way.

What would be another way? Well, I could drive the

car to my relatives up in Cameron, Texas. I could park it in

trier Dave way so she doesn't even see the car. Each of those

is what? Access control. AEach one is access control.

(Driveway) but each one is complete think different from the

other. They all control access to that car to varying

degrees.

The evidence will show that Pathlight's access control

is much closer to the first one than it is to the last one,

locking the car up in Cameron, Texas as Crossroads contends

their patent covers.
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‘patent at all. And therefore, Pathlight's products cannot

possibly infringe those claims. So there's a fourth one.

Number one, the patent is invalid because it's in the prior

art. Number two, patent is invalid because it's

unenforceable. Crossroads didn't tell the fatent Office

everything it needed to know. Number three, the claims of the

patent are indefinite. You can't tell what they mean. Number

four, Pathlight doesn't infringe. Once again, four

independent bases, four independent situations, any one of

which, any one of which if proven to your satisfaction means

Pathlight owes Crossroads nothing.

lndeed, the evidence will show that, indeed, that is

exactly the case. Mr. Alcock touched on the issue of damages

and he gave you a number -- actually, he didn't give you a

number, but he said that Crossroads is going to ask you if you

—- if and only if you find that there is infringement and if

and only if you find that the patent is valid and Crossroads

has asked that you award them what they term to be a, quote,

reasonable royalty, and that's 30 percent, 30 percent of the

gross selling price of the entire product.

Now, Mr. Alcock mentioned that Crossroads sells their

product for around $6,000. That's about correct. Do you know

how much the VPS option costs? $285. That's what Pathlight
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charges for that VPS option. That's what Pathlight charges

for what it calls access control.

Thirty percent would be about a -- thirty percent of

the gross selling price, members of the jury, would be about 6

or 700 percent reasonable royalty and that on its face is

completely unreasonable. In addition, I mentioned the entire

product. Let's look at it again.

Pathlight's entire product is —— it is undisputed that

every single element, every single piece of this claim is in

the prior art. Every single piece. None of this is new.

None of this at all is new. All of this is access control.

They want 30 percent for two words, 30 percent for two words.

If you look at the lines of programming code, there

are almost 300 lines of programming code in the Pathlight

product. How many lines are dedicated to VPS? 3,000. That's

one percent, one percent of the programming code that goes

into the product is for VPS, which is the portion of the

product that Pathlight or that Crossroads is contending

infringes.

That is perhaps the most outrageous part of this case.

So Pathlight owes Crossroads nothing because Crossroads was

not first because the Crossroads patent was not clear because

the Crossroads patent is unenforceable because Crossroads

didn't tell the Patent Office everything it needed to know and

that Crossroads's patent is not infringed by the Pathlight
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product.

On behalf of Pathlight, I'd like to thank you in

advance for your attention and patience during the next week

or so. All that Pathlight's asked is that you be fair and

listen to all the evidence including Pathlight's evidence that

comes in next week before making your decision. Don't let

Pathlight break the rules yet again and use this courtroom to

get an advantage that it can't get in the marketplace. Thank

you.

THE COURT: Turn the lectern around, do we have to

disconnect it in any way, shape or form?

MR. ALCOCK: We may need to move some cords and some

THE COURT: All right, members of the jury, I'll give

you a short break while we get the courtroom ready for the

trial.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: Is there a resolve on experts?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Yes, sir. They'll be allowed to say in

the courtroom.

THE COURT: Is that satisfactory with you, Mr. Bahler?

MR. BAHLER: Yes, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may call your first witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, Crossroads would call Mr.

Brian Smith.
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THE COURT: Come forward, please. Ms. Sims will

administer an oath to you.

(Witness was sworn.)

THE COURT: Step right up here, please. If you'd

state your full name and spell your last, please.

THE WITNESS: Brian Rutledge Smith, S M I T H.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr..Smith, can you introduce yourself to the jury, please?

A. My name is Brian Smith and I am the founder and chairman

and CEO of Crossroads Systems.

Q. Mr. Smith, would you tell the jury your educational

background?

A. I have an undergraduate degree in electrical engineering

from the university of Cincinnati and a graduate degree in

electrical engineering from Purdue University.

Q. And just briefly what your work background was in the

.early '90s.

A. While at the University of Cincinnati, I worked my way

through undergraduate school while working for IBM. I went to

work for them full-time after Purdue University, graduate

school, which I went to directly after undergraduate and

worked for them approximately seven years in total.

Q. Would you tell the jury what you were working on while you

were working with IBM?
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A. I worked on number of development projects. I was in

engineering. I'd developed hardware and software products

both in the New York operations, as well as here in Austin,

for about three years.

Q. And in around 1992 or 1993, you met Mr. Dale Quisenberry?

A. That's correct.

Q. And what effect did that have on your life?

A. Dale eventually became the cofounder of Crossroads with

me, and we had many discussions in that time frame about what

business opportunities we might look at.

Q. Would you tell the jury very briefly of the transition

from when you were at IBM to moving into the consulting and

fibre Channel industry?

A. I spent three years, as I said, here in Austin working on

the beginnings of what was called Fibre Channel. At that

time, it was brand new, not yet a standard discussion amongst

the industry about disciplines about what it could be and I

worked‘on.——

Q. Let me stop —— why don't you tell the jury what fiber

channel is?

A. Fiber channel is an agreed—upon standard amongst a number

of companies that work in the computer business, for instance,

Hewlett Packard or Compaq or Del might be examples of those

kind of companies, and they agree on a way to build a standard

that would enable networking of computer information as you
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were shown earlier in the diagrams.

Q. And what were you working on while you were with IBM?

A. I worked on a number of projects. The time I was in New

York, I worked on technology called Escon, technology for DBI,

which were both networking technologies. And when I came to

Austin, we began to work on the -- what became the standard

Fibre Channel, we worked on software products.

Q. I want you to take a minute, take a deep breath, and we're

going to slow down just so you don't kill the Court Reporter

by talking as fast as you're talking. Okay. So we're in or

around the 1994 time period. You decided to leave IBM and you

start doing consulting, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And just thumbnail sketch to the jury slowly about kind of

a consulting work that you and Mr. Quisenberry started.

A. Since I had the opportunity to work on Fibre Channel for

about three years, there were a number of industry companies

that had not been working on Fibre Channel yet and they needed

my expertise, and so, we offered that expertise to help them

develop their products.

Q. Okay.

A. We had worked on other things, but purely consulting from

the development point of View and even some market kind of

analysis work.

Q; And at some point, you decided that there might be a
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market for a product called a storage router, correct?

A. Correct. We were developing our consulting business. We

realized that it was going to be hard to scale it up.

Basically, our assets, got into our cars at night and drive

home, and we needed to build a business that could scale much

better than that.

Q. You heard Mr. Alcock describe, basically, what a storage

router does is translating Greek from English or vice versa.

would you give the jury a little understanding what a storage

router does?

A. It's a great way to think about it. Essentially, on one

side of the router is one computer language and on the other

side is another computer language, and there are some needs to

translate between them very rapidly. And a number of

companies have invested in technologies that are old like

SCSI. .You want to move to new technologies like Fibre Channel

and so router enables them to do that to preserve their

investments or to have some advantages with applications that

are out there.

Q. If-I can figure out how to make this wand work, I'm going

to show a graphic and have you explain to the Court basically

the problem you were trying to address in this time period.

If you would -- does the monitor show what the jury is looking

at?

A. I can see it, yes.
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Q. Would you basically explain what the jury is looking at

this point?

A. On the left-hand side is a facility with a number of

computers in it. The campus of a typical Fortune 1,000

company. On the right—hand side this IT department has

decided to keep its information disk storage devices in

another building, and the problem is that there's a lot of

distance between them, and technologies prior to Fibre Channel

could not connect the two together over a large distance. And

so we had an interest in helping them to design their data

centers so that they could connect the two together."

Q. Let me show you the jury a different graphic. Would you

explain to the jury what a SCSI bus is and how it's relevant

to what you just discussed?

A. Here, there are —~ it's showing a connection between a

computer on the left and a storage device on the right being

connected by a —— what's called a SCSI cable, has 68 wires in

it and SCSI limits that distance to 25 meters or about 25

yards. And in a typical enterprise application today, you can

only go about six meters or about 18 feet, and that severely

constrains the way that a storage device and a set of

computers can be interconnected to one another.

Q. Okay. So one of the features of fiber channel addresses

is the distance issue?

A.- That's correct.
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Q. There was another issue that was addressed, though, with

regard to speed by Fibre Channel, correct?

A. Correct. In this picture, there's a network of servers on

the left that want to have access, common access to

information. And before our products were invented, there had-

to be a network server in between those described earlier.

Q. And what did Fibre Channel and storage routers do to

address that problem?

A. We enabled the devices on the right, the SCSI, in this

case, the SCSI disk drives to be connected to the network of

fiber channel on the left where multiple servers could have

access then to those storage devices.

Q. I'm going to get back to talking a little bit more about

you and how Crossroads began. I take it there was some risk

when you left IBM?

A. There was indeed.

Q. And you decided to leave IBM because?

A. I was convinced that Fibre Channel was a very good

technology, that it could solve real world customer problems,

and that with IBM moving away from-it at the time that that

didn't make sense to me and I wanted to go invest in building

products for customers with that technology.

Q. would you say there was universal agreement back in 1995

and 1996 when you took the risk of leaving IBM that Fibre

Channel was the way to go?
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A. It was clearly very risky. There were other standards out

there that was mentioned earlier today, SSA, there were even

concepts of hybrids, and so it wasn't clear at all that Fibre

Channel would be a winning technology.

Q. In fact, in 1996, isn't it true that there was an effort

to derail the Fibre Channel process?

A. There were a couple of companies that got together and

tried to change the standard rather dramatically and move the

industry away from the core of Fibre Channel technology, yes[

Q. What Caused you all to persevere?

A. We still believed that it was the right technology as

defined. We believe that customers could benefit from it, and

we again thought it was the right thing. We were out

evangelizing that.

Q. Now, back in the 1996 time period, there were how many

people at Crossroads?

A. About six or seven in the early part of year. It grew a

couple by the end of the year.

Q. I'd like to talk about three others beside yourself.

There's Mr. Dale Quisenberry who the jury is going to meet:

What was his just thumbnail sketch, his role at Crossroads?

A. Dale's really responsible for day—to—day operations. He

had more business experience and that complemented my

technology background.

Q. And two other gentlemen who Mr. Alcock introduced that are
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going to also be witnesses in the case today. Their names are

Mr. Hoese and Mr. Russell. Who were they in relationship to

Crossroads?

A. Geoff Hoese was a gentleman who had a lot of experience in

developing software technologies in the past. He had also

been a manager. So we hired Jeff to come in and manage and

help us develop the software side of our business. And Jeff

Russell was also a senior engineer who had hardware

experience, and he came in to help us develop the hardware

side of our products.

Q. You mentioned earlier that you meant to be an evangelist

for Fibre Channel. Tell the jury what you meant by that.

A. Well, since Fibre Channel was new, there were a lot of

companies that we would have —— begin to sell to and therein

user who would need to understand what this technology was and

part of my job was to communicate the advantages of moving to

Fibre Channel as well as convince them that they could put

very successful solutions together to sell the customers.

Q. On the micro level, what was Brian Smithfs role with

potential customers in that time period?

A. I was out educating on our company. I was out helping

investors understand what we were doing so we could receive

investment and be able to fund our business. And in general,

kind of keep division up for the company, what products do we

build and where we should be going.
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Q. And on a macro level, what was your job at Crossroads?

A. Again, to be out there evangelizing in the industry, help

to make sure that people who had questions about Fibre Channel

could get them answered and show them why this was a

compelling piece of technology.

Q. In the 1996, 1997 time period, during the development of

this invention, what was your general role as CEO with the

development of or getting patents or protecting patents?

A. I had hired Geoff and Jeff and others to actually develop

the products and so my job was to go out and collect customer

input and give that back to them so they could build the

products that our customers were asking with features they

wanted. And, also, to continue to raise funds so we could

fund our business as we grew.

Q. Specifically with respect to the 972 patent, the patent

that we're dealing with in this case, what was your role with

the 972 patent?

A. I had no specific role other than kind of all the time and

regularly encouraging our engineering team that as they

thought of new and novel things that could be part of our

products or important in our business to go through the

process of filing for their invention disclosures.

Q. Do you recall whether or not you saw anything from the

Patent Office with respect to this patent?

A. I would have signed documents given to me by our patent
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attorney requesting the making steps with the Patent Office.

That would be about it.

Q. On a day-to-day basis, did you have any involvement with

the 972 patent?

A. I did not.

Q. And why didn't you take a more active role in that time

period?

A. Certainly there were many other things to be done.

Raising money, seeing customers. We had -— there were about

20 customers at a macro level that we sell to and each of them

have multiple divisions. So I was out with our sales force

seeing customers and frankly raising money to keep the company

alive.

Q. I'm about to wrap up, sir, the background of your

involvement. I'd like you to give the jury some idea, if you

even can, of what Brian Smith invested in the '96 and '97 time

period in terms of the hours of your life that you dedicated

to building Crossroads and what it is today.

A. They were certainly significant. I would say work weeks

were 80 hour plus each and every week on planes, each and

every week to go see customers, to talk to investors, to work

with, you know, the customer base that was out there and it

was a significant part of my life.

Q. How much would you estimate that Crossroads invested, has

invested in creating marketplace in the storage router portion
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of the Fibre Channel industry?

A. Well, all told, we have raised from investors over $100

million in building our company and we have had just in the

class three years about $75 million of revenue, and so we've

invested all of our profits into developing our storage

routers and additional marketplaces that we believe are big

opportunities for us going forward.

Q. How much would you estimate that Crossroads-had invested

in developing and protecting its intellectual property, its

patents, like the 972 patent?

A.‘ Certainly a significant effort on the engineers who have

filed for those. We have invested probably on the order of

12, $15,000 per patent disclosure and just countless hours of

engineering.

Q. What was the first Crossroads product?

A. The first Crossroads product was what we call today the

4100.

Q. And when did Crossroads begin to develop the 4100?

A. ‘We got —— had a vision for that product in the '96 time

frame and began to talk to customers in the summer of '96

about what it might look like from a feature point of view,

and began to get feedback on that product around then.

Q. Were Mr. Hoese and Mr. Russell who we discussed earlier,

were they involved in the development of the 4100?

A. Yes, they were.
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Q. And by the end of, say, 1996, how far along would you say

Crossroads was in the development of that 4100?

A. We had an ability to demonstrate a what I call a

technology hard wire function at the end of the year which we

showed at Comdex in Las Vegas in November. It's a trade show

that we go to typically every year. And so not as far as I

would have wanted.

Q. Now when you tell the jury you have a capacity to show a

hard wired model, what do you-mean by that?

A. We had an ability to very simply translate one sentence,

if you will, between Greek and English like how do I go to the

bathroom. So we were able to communicate very simply between

the Fibre Channel side and the SCSI side.

Q. In 1996, would it be more fair to say that you were able

to show a product or a concept?

A. We showed a concept of technology, piece of hardware and

software, had very limited function.

Q. ‘I'd like to turn your attention to another.company that-

has a big part in Crossroads's history which is Hewlett

Packard. And would you tell the jury what the relationship --

when the relationship with Hewlett Packard began with

Crossroads?

A. Hewlett Packard has multiple divisions. The first group

of people we met at Hewlett Packard were in the fall of '96,

"the Roseville group, and we began to talk to them about that
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product they were developing called the Mux.

Q. Is the Mux or the Hewlett Packard Mux or the HP Mux, is

'that the same thing as the 4100 you've told the jury about?

A. It is not.

Q. With respect to Hewlett Packard, did they invest in

Crossroads?

A. ‘They did in September of '98.

Q. And were they a minor or major investor?

A. They were the major investor in that round of financing,

and as I understand, they still hold their position today.

Q. Okay. With respect to them as a customer, are they a

substantial orAa minor customer of Crossroads‘?

A. They are a significant customer of ours. They were over

ten percent of our revenue in the last quarter.

Q. Was it important to Crossroads to latch on to Hewlett

Packard as a strategic partner in this time period?

A. Indeed it was. We knew that they had a lot of the

marketplace for the products in which we wanted to —— the the

products they wanted to connect with our products through the

network. They had a significant part of the market so they

were a big market leader. Certainly Hewlett Packard is a very

big computer company, and so they would have validated our

technology and our solution. And as an investor, that's just

further validation that we were on the right track.

Q. Was it.fair to say back in”w96, 1996 that Hewlett Packard
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was a slightly larger entity than Crossroads was?

A. Very definitely, still are today.

Q. Okay. Now, at one point, or several points, Crossroads

entered licenses with HP, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. Counsel, I'm going to move for the admission of

Plaintiff's Exhibit 39, 40, 41 and it looks to me to be 59.

I'm sorry, it could be 54. We have a pretty dark copy here.

It is 54, your Honor.

MR. BAHLER: No objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right, 39, 40, 41 and 54 are admitted.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Just to run briefly through these, Mr.

Smith, I'll represent to you that these are all license

agreements with Hewlett Packard, dated May 12, 1997. There's

a 4200 license agreement, there's a purchasing agreement in

1998, and there's an amendment.June 23rd, 2000. Are you

familiar with all those documents?-

A. I think so, yes.‘ I

Q. Okay. Basically, what is it that Crossroads was licensing

to Hewlett Packard?

A. Well, we were talking to them, they had an interest in

taking our technology which today we sell as external boxes.

They wanted to put that technology inside their product. And

they believed that they could build that product cheaper than

we-could build it and so they really wanted a license as
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opposed to actually buying it from us in their interested form

factor so we worked out a deal with they could license or hard

work.

Q. Has Crossroads licensed its products to any other entity?

A. Not that I'm aware of.

Q. Would it be fair to say that Hewlett Packard and in your

mind set is a competitor or a strategic partner of Crossroads?

A. They're very definitely a strategic partner both

investment side and customer side.

Q. Did that relationship go into the figuring out of what the

appropriate licensing or license rate would be for Hewlett

Packard?

A. Its certainly was a big part of it in the '98 time frame

when we would have been talking to them about their potential

to be a customer. We would have been interested in their

validation of our marketplace, their sales force which is many

people who can go out and sell products, and their ability to

fund what we were doing.

Q. Turning for a second from Hewlett Packard to Pathlight,

would you consider.Pathlight to be a competitor or not a

competitor?

A. Absolutely a competitor.

Q. As compared for example, a Hewlett Packard and Pathlight,

would you tell the jury the differences between those two in

your opinion?
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A. Hewlett Packard is a customer of ours that is a strategic

partner and Pathlight is someone we compete with on a regular

basis and have in the past.

Q. Counsel, I'm going to ask questions from exhibit 42.

MR. BAHLER: All right.

Q. (BY MR. ALBRIGHT) Would you tell the jury what this is,

please, sir?

A. It appears to be a title description of a analysis of

competition.

Q. Okay. Who is that prepared by, what company?

A. There's nothing other than the title on any screen.

Q. Is it Crossroads document? Here, I'll show you one on the

next page. If you would look at this page, sir. It is the

third page. It has —— fourth page under competitive snapshot

of Pathlight.

A. It's a competitive analysis that we had internally that

what had a high level outline of the comb pet for.

Q. Who is shown as a comb pet for of yours?

A. Pathlight.

Q. If you would read to the jury that statement about

Pathlight, please, sir?

A. Recent news, introduced virtual private San, that provides

San administrators with full access control over all available

targets and lungs. The second bullet is the Rand capitol Corp

of buffalo, increased its investment of Pathlight by 750,000
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for a current total of $1,175,000. This figure is expected to

grow into an estimated $5 million.

Q. would it be fair to say that at the time this was prepared

that Crossroads considered the fact with regard to the virtual

private San or the VPS that we talked about that something its

competition was doing?

A. Yes.

Q. It would give them competitive advantage?

A. Certainly would.

Q. Let's turn to IBM. Back in the 1998 time periods, Mr.

Bahler discussed the fact that Pathlight got a contract from

IBM. Do you recall the opening argument where he told them

that?

A. Yes.

Q. How much time would you say, time and money would you say

Crossroads invested in trying to get IBM as a potential buyer

or contractor during that period of time?

A. We had an opportunity to bid on their request for product

at that time frame, we would have spend hundreds of hours,

numbers of people in Visiting IBM to educate them on the

company, educate them on our product and the time it took to

develop the response to that R F P. So hundreds of hours and

lots of people and time.

Q. What about in 1999?

A. We again had another opportunity in 1999 to bid on R F’P,
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again, the same kinds of effort, hundreds of hours and lot of

people and time.

Q. In 1999 is the year that the patent issued, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Are there any other companies that you considered that

you've been in competition with Pathlight to get their

business?

A. There are others we compete with. Chaparral, Ado and

others.

Q. What about other companys that you've tried to get

business from where you've had to compete with Pathlight?

A. We believe that some of the other OEMS that we have

opportunities to bid on business with that Pathlight is a

competitor there.

Q. Could you give the jury just a couple of examples?

A. We have had opportunities to bid on business for a number

of companies including Compaq and Del and sun, those would be

examples of places where we would anticipate like competitors

like Pathlight to show up.

Q. I want to run briefly through three different topics,

first is the Hewlett Packard Mux. You talked a little bit

about it. It was a 1996 product. How would you describe the

Hewlett Packard Mux in terms of where it was in development as

a router?

A. It was very primitive in 1996, when-we were-introduced to
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it with Hewlett Packard, and it had more activity from a

account point of view than the 100, so in some ways it

complemented what we were doing with the 4100 but it was

pretty primitive at the time.

Q. With respect to negotiations that you had with the company

called Clarion?

A. Uh—huh.

This took place back in 1996, did it not?

We had meetings with them in '96, yes.

Did Crossroads have any products to sell at this time?

No.

What were you trying to sell to Clarion back in 1996?

It's a common practice of ours in the business when we're

looking for new customers and new products to introduce them

to our way of thinking about it, get their input on those

products, and that's what we did with Clarion. We met with

them in the summer of '96, proposed what we thought would be

interesting product for them and they gave a feedback to us“

Q. Did you sell them any products in 1996?

A. No, we did not.

Q. Did you ever '96 or to the present sell them any products

or deliver any products?

A. I don't recall ever selling Clarion any product.

Q. And have you ever delivered any product toss Clarion?

A."I don't recall us-doing that.
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Q. Finally, I want to turn to the Comdex demonstration in

class Vegas in 1996. Tell the jury just briefly what Comdex
is?

A. Comdex is a computer trade show where a number of sellers

of computer hardware and software can show their products to

very concentrated audience. And for us, it was an opportunity

to meet with all of our customers in one week. And so we used

Comdex as a way to kind of show them what we were thinking

would be future products and we also demonstrated a piece of

technology that we described earlier, connecting a Fibre

Channel network to a storage device.

Q. Basically shared a booth with Hewlett Packard, correct?

A. I don't recall what we did. We were involved as I think I

remember with the industry association.

Q. Okay. Now, when you say you showed a product in 1996,
tell the jury what that product was?

A. We would certainly not call it a product inside

Crossroads. It was really a piece of technology that we had

dropped that was a precursor to what was hopefully someday

become our product line that we started with the 4100.

Q. Could that product that you showed in 1996 do any of the

things we've been talking about today in terms of the access

control that's in the 972 patent?

A. Not as I understand access controls but it was a very

simple hard wired piece of technology.
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Q. Or just from the description you heard Mr. Alcock and Mr.

Bahler give this morning of what access controls are, would it

have been able to do any of that in '96?

A. No.

Q. Let me wrap up with just a few things. Tell the jury how

important intellectual property is to a young company. Think

back to 1996, '97 and tell the jury how important these -=

this patent and other intellectual property was?

A. It was very important to us. We believe it was a way for

us to protect the things that we were designing and inventing.

It was important for us investors to know that they could

invest in something that had value and so they often asked us

how the patent application's going, how many patents did we

file. So it was a very core piece of the culture at

Crossroads.

Q. Was it ever brought up at board meetings?

A. We discussed it regularly how many had been filed since

the board meeting, it's been a topic of conversation since the

earliest board meetings.

Q. Did it make any difference to investors or potential

investors whether or not you were able to get intellectual

property and protect it?

A. I think it was very important.

Q. And why? '

A. That was a way for them to understand that they had an
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asset, protectable asset in Crossroads and that gave them

reasons to make further investments.

Q. Has Crossroads ever had any kind of incentive plan for

folks could develop intellectual property?

A. We do it's a common practice in our field to encourage

engineers to file patent applications and so we have in the

past given a thousands dollars to award -- awarding to

employee who's file patent disclosures that make it through

the process and then some additional awards on-the back end.

Q. If the patent is --

A. If it's issued, yes.

Q. Who is it at Crossroads that you, Brian Smith, as the CEO,

count on to take care of protecting your --

A. It's really the responsibility of the engineering group to

work amongst the engineering team am when they discover novel

idea toss get them filed in the process. So we really look at

the management team in engineering to_run that process.

Q. And in the '96-'97 time period, who was that

engineering/management team?

A. It was Geoff Hoese as the manager, if you will, of the

software effort. Jeff had a great appreciation for the value

of patents, had done the process himself prior to coming to

Crossroads and so he was a great leader in that area.

Q. Okay. Finally, Mr. Smith, before I sit down, in 1996,
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Crossroads to get the protection of the patent in place or to

implement the patent in a product and get the product up for

sale?

A. Our number one priority is to protect our intellectual

property and inventions that we have and so we encourage our

engineering team to file for patent protection and then, as we

introduce those ideas under non disclose your to our customers

we prioritize the features that they're interested in and go

off according to that priority.

Q. And is that what you did in this case?

A. That is what we did in this case.

Q. Thank you, sir. Pass the witness.

MR. BAHLER: Could I have just a second to set up,

your Honor?

CROSS—EXAMINATION

BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Morning, Mr. Smith.

A. Morning.

Q. ‘Mr. Smith, how many shares of Crossroads do you own

personally?

A. I don't know the exact number, but about 13 percent of the

company? About 13 percent.

Q. About how many shares -- what's the market capitalization?

A. Varies from day—to—day, but 180 million let's say.

Q. So it's about $20 million?
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A. Uh—huh.

Q. All right. Now, Mr. Smith, Crossroads issues press

releases periodically, correct?

A. That's correct.

Q. And if Crossroads wins this case, it's going to issue a

press release, right?

A. It's our duty as a public company to disclose significant

events, yes.

Q. And when that press release hits the wire, your stock's

going to go way up?

A. I have no idea. The market's been difficult to predict

lately.

Q. You expect that to happen, don't you?

A. I'm not sure.

.Q. Now, Mr. Smith, you mentioned Comdex 1996 and you

described briefly what Comdex 1996 but I'd like to cover that

in just little more detail. First of all, it's a trade show

in Las Vegas?

A. That's correct?

Q. And it happened in November 1996, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And it's a trade show that anybody in the world can come

right?

Yes.

"Now, I've heard reports--- l've read reports that Comdei
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1996 attracted some 200,000 people. Is does that sound out of

line to you?

A. On the order, yes, I'm sure.

Q. And Crossroads was there, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And they had this what you called a technology review.

What did you call it?

A. Technology demonstration}

Q. Technology demonstration. And that was of the 4100 card,

right?

A. That's not true.

Q. All right, sir. You had the 4100 card literature there,

right?

A. We had a demonstration of some technology and some

documents describing what we hope to have someday.

Q. All right, sir. Mr. Smith, also Comdex 1996, you were in

a booth with Hewlett Packard, right?

A. We were as I remember there with what's called the Fibre

Channel industry association.

Q. Fibre Channel community?

A. That could be the right -- I forget the exact term.

Q. All right, sir. And that was a room at Comdex that was

open the public?

A. That's correct.

Q. And this technology demonstration that you mentioned was
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open to the public, too, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And it was in that room, right?

A. It was.

Q. Okay. And what I'm putting on the board here is a copy of

claims of the patent that's in this case, the 972 patent.

me see if I can get there on your screen so you can see

Can you see it, sir?

Yes.

Specifically, I'd like you to focus on claim 1.

A. Okay.

Q. Now, the technology demonstration at Comdex 1996, in that

room that was open to the public, it had a buffer, right?

A. I don't recall the specifics of it.

It had a Fibre Channel controller, right?

Had a SCSI controller, right?

Q

A. It did.

Q

A It did.

QL And it had a supervisor unit, right? Had a micro

processor?

A. It did, yes.

Q. And you mentioned that there was connecting Fibre Channel

describe vices on one side, SCSI storage devices on the other

sides?

A. As-I recall, it was one computer, one-server talking to
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one storage device.

Q. All right. And was there any -— how many devices were

connected to the server?

A. The server was only connected to the router.

Q. All right.

Or the prototype.

Q. What was it serving?

A
The storage device had images on it and we were showing

those images being displayed on the screen of the computer.

Q. All right. So it had a Fibre Channel host, right?

A. It had a Fibre Channel host, yes.

Q. ‘And it had SCSI storage device, right?

A. It did.

Q. All right. And in order to permit the Fibre Channel hose

to talk to the SCSI storage device, there had to be some

mapping between nose to, right?

A. Its was a hard wired technology.

Q. But it was mapping sufficiently-to permit the Fibre

Channel hose to communicate with the SCSI storage device,

right?

A. Right. That hard wire ability, yes.

Q. And it was using —- what was the protocol on the Fibre

Channel side? Fiber channel protocol, is that a term you're

familiar with?

A. Could have been used. I don't know what specifically was
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being used on that demonstration.

Q. Well, was there any high level server protocols in that

network like Mr. Alcock talked about during his opening

statement?

A. I don't really know.

Q. Don't know?

A. I didn't develop think of that technology.

Q. Okay. All right, sir. I'd like to refer you to

Defendant's Exhibit 113. Do you see that, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Let me just pull it down. First of all it

says dated 11-96. 00 you see in the much per left hand Corp?

A. I do.

Q. Fibre Channel to SCSI router, correct?

A. That's what it says.

Q. And this was distribute Todd the public at comments 1996,

right?

A. I'm not sure what the final document was there, but this

could have been that.

. Q. Well, something this or something like it was district

Todd the public there, rightt

A. I believe so.

Q. And how many versions of this did you have?

A. There would have been some we edited before going, I'm

sure, but the only one would have been shown.
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Q. Comdex '96 you had one, right?

A. (Moving head up and down.)

Q. Please take a look at that figure in the lower right—hands

corner there?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. It's hard for me to see over here. Right here is the

cross point 4100, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And that's the 4100 product that you were trying to

promote at the time, right?

A. That was the product we were trying to promote, yes.

Q. And it's connected to a Fibre Channel rioht here, right?

A. Uh-huh, I believe so.

Q. And there are -- you said one server. This picture shows

actually two servers up there, right?

A. Yes, I'm having a hard time reading the --

Q. Yes,

A. Detail.

Q. Let me see if I can zoom in a little bit better for you.

This is defendant's exhibit 13?

THE COURT: 13 or 113.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) 113. There's two servers shown up there,

right?

A._ Correct.

Q. And those are in this picture, at least,-those are Fibre
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Channel hosts, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Then, down here, there's a SCSI tape device, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And actually, such tape devices usually have more than one

SCSI tape innit, right?

A. Depends on whether it's a tape drive or a tape library.

Well, it could certainly have for, right?

Yes.

All right. And that's a SCSI storage device, right?

Yes.

Q. And this is you're handing out literature at Comdex 1996

showing this product, right?

A. What we had hoped to have the 4100, yes.

Q. Now, you weren't the only person there from Crossroads at

Comdex 1996, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And Mr. Quisenberry was there, right?

Yes, he was.

And Mr. Hoese was there?

I believe so.

And Mr. Russell was there, right?

I don't recall.

And a come named Barbara Bardach was also there?

.'~I believe so.
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And Mr. Hoese was one of the inventors of the patents in

this case?

A.

Q.

Defendant's Exhibit 13,

A.

Q.

A.

That's correct.

And he was there at the booth, right?

I believe so, yes.

And he was working with customers, right?

Yes.

And he was responsible for handing out brochures like

right?

I believe so, yes.

Okay. And why did Crossroads go to Comdex 1996?

We had hope to meet customers and introduced them to what

we would one day have which was called the 4100.

Q.

A.

Q.

Packard 4400.

A.

Q.

You wanted to neat customers?

Yes.

Okay. Now, Mr. Albright touched briefly on the Hewlett

That was also at Comdex 1996, Correct?

AI don't recall that.

Let me take a look at Defendant's Exhibit 98. Once again,

you see that, sir?

I can.

Let me point to the upper left-hand corner there.

Uh-huh.

that's dated November 1996,And once again, right?

Correct.
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Q. This was a brochure that Crossroads had at Comdex 1996,

right?

A. I believe so.

Q. And it was used to interest customers, once again, in

purchasing the cross point 4400 in this case, right?

A. Yes.

Q. What's the difference between the 4100 and the 4400?

A. The 4400 was a product that HP had developed that they

called the Mux. And we were interested in OEM'ing that

product or buying from them to sell to our customers in

compliment to the 4100 which was a product of lower

multiplexer count.

Q. And Mux means a lower multiplexer, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And HP Mux is also point adds a CrossPoint 4400, it had a

connection that would permit it to connect to multiple fiber

channel hosts, right?

A; Had the connection. I don't know if the software could

handle that. I believe it had no access controls. It was

just hard wired.

Q. We'll get to that. And it had a connection that permitted

it to be connected to the SCSI storage devices, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. Fiber chance them to SCSI storage router?

A. It was a Mux multiplexer.
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It had a buffer, right?

I believe it did.

It had a SCSI controller, right?

Yes.

Had a Fibre Channel controller, right?

Yes.

Q. And it also operated to map between fiber chance them

diseases and SCSI storage devices, right?,

A. I believe it was hard wired.

Q. Okay. But once again, it could work to connect SCSI

storage devices with Fibre Channel devices?

A. Yes.

Q. So those two can communicate?

Yes.

Greek on one side and I forgot the other language, right?

English.

That would work?

Uh—huh.

Q. Okay. Was there any high level server protocol on that

product?

.A. I don't know.

Q. Or was it all native low level --

A. I don't know. I did not develop think of that product.

Q. Do you know what that means native low level block

protocol?
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I'm minute sure what your definition is.

Do you know what it means in the claims?

I don't.

Now, did Hewlett Packard sell the HP Mux?

I believe they did, yes.

And when did they sell it?

I don't recall when they started selling it.

Q. Were they selling it before they had these dealings with

Crossroads in 1996?

A. No, they were not. I believe it was at the earliest, late

in '97, if not, '98.

Q. Now, you made a deal with Crossroads or with Hewlett

Packard in 1996 in respect to the Hewlett Packard Mux, right?

A. I don't recall when the deal was actually agreed to.

Q. I'm going to show you what's been marked as Defendant's

Exhibit 97. Do you recognize that, sir?

A. I believe it's a letter from Barbara, yes.

Q. And in fact, it's to Mr. Bob —— boy, I can't pronounce

that name?

A. It's why cycle.

And it's dated November 27, 1996, right?

Yes.

And it's just after Comdex '96, right?

I believe so.

And he works for Hewlett Packard, right?
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He did at the time, I think.

And this is from Earbara Bardach, right?

Yes.

The lady that I mentioned earlier?

Uh—huh.

Who was at Comdex with you, right?Q

A. Yes.

Q And in the first paragraph, she mentions Brian and I want

to thank you and Joel for inviting us to represent Crossroads

in your technology suite at the marriage hotel during Comdex.

That's what she wrote there, right?

A. Yes. i

Q. And that accurately describes what was the deal between

Hewlett Packard and Crossroads at Comdex '96?

A. Well, this just says we were able to represent Crossroads

there. I don't think that suggests a deal;

Q. Well, you were in Hewlett Packard's technology suite,

though, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And that's where the 4400 brochure that we talked

about earlier, that's where it was —— was handed out?

A. Again, I don't remember where it was handed out.

Q. And in the next paragraph, Ms. Bardach continues, our

prospective customers who visited with us at Comdex are quite

enthusiastic about the Fibre Channel SCSI Mux, Joel's group
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designed. Right?

‘A; Yes.

Q. That's a Hewlett Packard Mux, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Customers were reviewing that at Comdex '96, right?

A Yes.

Q. All right. And it was the whole purpose of that show at

Comdex '96 was to interest those customers in purchasing the

HP Mux, right?

A. Our goal was to interest customers in the product.

Q. Well, this product in this case, the product was the HP

Mus, right?

A. It was a product we were going to buy from them, yes.

Q. And also goes by the name CrossPoint 4400, right?

A. Yes, that was the Crossroads designation.

Q. All right. And then it says in the next paragraph it

says, we are looking forward to completing a mutual technology

license agreement with your group in January, right?
A. Yes.

Q. This will allow us to in corporate your HP Mux into our

cross-link storage router line in early 1997 as the CrossPoint

4400, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you talk money terms at this time in 1996?

A. I don't recall.
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Q. Did you at any time purchase a HP Mux from Hewlett

Packard?

A. Yes.

When?

In '97, I believe.

When in '97?

I don't recall when.

Q. Well, at this point in time in November 1996. You were

certainly talking ability buying one, weren't you?

A. We were talking about OEM'ing their productings yes.

Q. And part of the OEM deal was to buy one from them, right?

A. Its would have been.

Q. And you talked about purchasing a 44 -- or HP Mux from

Hewlett Packard before the end of 1996, right?

A. ‘I don't know if we actually talked about the purchase of

it. We would have talked about-its features and its

capabilities and an OEM deal but I can’t recall if we talked

specifically about purchasing one. A

Q. Mrs. Bardach says in this letter that the mutual

technology license will allow us to incorporate your Mux in

our cross-link storage system, right?

A. Yes, it does.
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Q. All right. Isn't that an offer to sell the HP Mux to you,

to Crossroads?

A. It was an offer for us to OEM it if our customers

registered it and then sell it at that point.

Q. What's an OEM?

A. It's where one company provides a product to another who

then sells that product to'a final customer.

Q. Right. One company provides a product, actually sells the

product to the second company, right?

A. That's correct.

Q. And that's exactly what Crossroads and Hewlett Packard

were talking about in November 1996, right?

A. Appears to be, yes.

Q. And that dealt with the Hewlett Packard Mux, right?

That's correct.

Which was also known as the CrossPoint 4400, right?

A. .Right, that was our designation.

Q. So that we're on the same page, involves that product,

right?

A. Yes, that's the name.

Q. Now, I'd like to talk to you about back to the CrossPoint

4100. That's a storage router, right?

A. Yes.

Q. No doubt about it?

A. Yes.
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Q. Right. And Crossroads had the technology demonstration at

Comdex '96 and also had flyers for the 4100 at Comdex 1996,

correct, sir?

Yes, we did.

And, in fact, before the end of 1996, you offered to sell

4100 to Clarion, right?

We offered to have Clarion evaluate our product.

I'd like to put on the overhead Defendant's Exhibit 93.

you see that, sir?

Yes.

On your screen?

Yes.

And that is a, in fact, a purchase order. It's a bunch of

paper, right? Well, you can only see --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Mr. Bahler, what exhibit is that, sir?

MR. BAHLER: Defendant's Exhibit 93.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) I tell you what, Mr. Smith. May I

approach bench, your Honor?

THE COURT: Sure. You don't need my permission.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) These are loose papers but if you'd permit

me to hand you copies, I want to show you several pages in

there. Okay. With the whole document in front of you, Mr.

Smith, that is a purchase order from data general, which is

Clarion, right? Clarion, data general, the same company?

A. I believe they are.
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Q. Okay. And it's a purchase order for the CrossPoint 4100,

right?

A. No, it's not.

Q. Well, let's see. Take a look at the second page. First

of all, let's get a date on this. June 22nd, 1996? See that?

A. I believe it says July.

Q. I'm sorry. You're right. July 22nd, 1996. ‘And the

subject matter of the purchase order is for a F C 2-S—1l Fibre

Channel protocol to bridge. Isn't that the 4100, sir?

A. I'm not sure what that is.

Q. It's a Crossroads product, isn't it?

A. We never had a product of that designation.

Q. Well, whatever it is, it's a Fibre Channel to SCSI

protocol bridge, right?

A. Yes, that's what it says.

Q. It's exactly what the 4100 was, right?

A. No. The 4100 didn't exist at this time.

Q. So this was the pre curse tore the 4100, right?

A I don't know what that designation is.

Q. Mr. Smith, let me show you what's been marked as

Defendant's Exhibit 25. May I approach again, your Honor?

THE COURT: You don't need my permission. You can.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Thank you, your Honor. This is once again

the entire document loosely. This is, counsel, Defendant's

Exhibit 25. Now, that is a series of e¥mails, correct?"
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Yes.

And the first one is dated December 20th, 1996, right?

Yes.

And that's an e-mail to Clarion, right?

It appears to be from Clarion.

Q. Right. From Clarion. And the first part, just so we're

on the same page here, we're on the first page, and there's a

bunch of bullets. ‘That is an e-mail from you, right, little

carrot there on the left-hands side, right? You say Joe, so

forth, right?

A. Yes, it appears to be.

Q. And then, Brian is you, right?

A. Yes, appears to be.

Q. And he says our 4100 with proper is available on

evaluation P O for 3300 for 60 day evaluation. That's a

dollar figure, right, sir?

A. It is.

Q. And you're asking for $3,000 for a 4100 product, right?

A. We are not.

Q. Okay. You're saling it -- you're offering it to sell them

for evaluation purposes, right?

A. We are offering for them to evaluate the product and then

return it.

Q. And you're asking them to pay you $3,000, right?

A. We are not. We are-expecting to have it back.
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product, right?

A. We are not.

Q. Now, Mr. Smith, you've heard of a company called Adaptec,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. And, in fact, you visited Adaptec once upon a time, right?

I believe so, yes.

Q. That was in early 1997, right?

A I don't recall.

Q. All right. Now, you went to Adaptec and you looked at one

of their fiber channel to SCSI bridge products, right?

A. I don't recall that either.

Q. All right. Let me show you what's been marked as

Defendant's Exhibit 95. First of all, Mr. Smith, that's your

handwriting, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And that's a note you took, that's notes you took

to record your trip to Adaptec, right?

A. It appears to be.

Q. And that was in February 1997?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, Mr. Smith, did you make these notes like on the plane

back or while you were there or what? Do you recall?
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Q. And when you went to Adaptec, you looked at the Adaptec

bridge, right?

A. I don't know that I looked at it.

Well, you wrote a lot of stuff down about it, right, sir?

Correct. I don't know that they showed it to us.

You refer to it as a 4200 look alike, right?

Uhehuh.

What's a 4200?

4200 was our second generation product.

Crossroads product, right?
>O>O>OW0

Yes.

And it looks just like it, right?Q.

A. Yeah, I'm not sure what the reference means.

Q. Well, if you didn't see it, Mr. Smith, how do you know it

looked alike?

A. The reference could have been just to functionality as far

as objectivity as opposed to what it physically looked like.

Q{ You don't remember one way or the other, right, sir?
I don't.

You didn't say functions alike?

I did not.

It says look alike?
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A. That's what I said.

Q. And you knew this emerald chip on the Fibre Channel side,

that's a finer channel controller, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you knew that and you've got it 895 dual channel SCSI

that's a SCSI controller, right?

VA. I believe so.

Q. And it's got an A.M. D 3586 processor. That's a

supervisor unit, right 586)?

A. I believe so.

Q. And right here, it says RAID box FF assist engine, right?

A. The letter is X 0 R. I'm not sure what that means.

Q. That's a -- or RAID is a type of SCSI storage system,

right?

A. It is.

Q. And that's how the Adaptec bridge was being promoted at

the time by Adaptec, right?

A. I assume so.

Q. And down here, you knew that they were offering that

Adaptec product for l500ed, right?

I'm not sure why I wrote that down, but it says $1500.

Why were you looking at Adaptec?

I don't recall.

You had your own stuff, right?

We did.
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Q. So Adaptec had something else, right?

A. Apparently, they did.

Q. Why were you considering and OEMing -— were you

considering OEM'ing something from Adaptec?

A. I don't recall-

Q. Now, Mr. Smith, turning to the patent application that

resulted in the issuance of the 972 patent -— I'll put the

lames back up there again just for reference point. Now, you

were involved with the initial meetings with Crossroads

outside of patent counsel, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. -And you were involved in the selection of this particular

idea for filing patent application, right?

A. I don't recall.

You did meet with the lawyers, right?

I did.

And those lawyers are from gray carry, right?

Yes —— at the time, I don't believe he was, though.

At the time he was with Baker Botts, right?

That sounds correct.

Taking ability Mr. Bill Halsey, right?

That's correct.

And_he's the guy that wrote the application?

I believe so. I'm not sure if he actually wrote it.

All right. And now, as president and CEO of Crossroads,
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Smith, you sign documents on behalf of the corporation all

correct?

I do.

And you are careful when you sign such documents, right?

I try to be, yes.

And you read the documents before you sign them, right?

Not all of them.

Well, if you don't understand something in a document,

what it means, right?

I certainly try to, yes.

"Okay. Let me show you what was marked at your deposition

exhibit today as Defendant's

Do you see that, sir?

Yes, but difficulty reading it.

It is hard to read. Turn to the second payment there?

Uh-huh.

That's your signature, is it not?

Yes, it is.

And you filed this paper on behalf of Crossroads, right?

I believe so.

And you filed it -- this was a paper that was filed with

U.S. patent and trademark office, right?

Yes, it was.

And it was filed with the U.S. patent and trademark office

in connection with the patent application that resulted in the
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patent that's in this case, right?

A. Uh—huh, I believe so, yes.

Q. And in that paper, you stated, quote, we acknowledge the

duty to disclose information which is material to the

examination of this application in accordance with title 37,

code of federal regulations, section 1.356 A, right?

A. Yes.

Q. That's a statement that you signed, right?

A. It is.

Q. And you know that that is —- it talks about the duty to

disclose information, right?"

A. Yes.

Q. And you signed that, right?

A. I did.

Q. And you acknowledged that you had a personal

disclose such information, correct?

A. Yes.

-Q. Mr. Smith, you never disclosed to the Patent Office the HP

Mux, did you, sir?

A. I don't know.

Q. And you never disclosed to the Patent Office the cross

.4400 product, did you?

A. Again, I don't know.

Q. And you never disclosed to the Patent Office

talking about you personally, right?
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Right. I did not.

Okay. You didn't disclose the HP Mux?

Right.

You didn't disclose the CrossPoint 4400, right?

Right.

You didn't disclose the CrossPoint 4100, right?
Yes.

You didn't disclose the public —— you didn't disclose

anything about Comdex 1996, right?

A. Right.

Q. You didn't disclose anything about the Clarion, right?

A. Right.

Q. You didn't disclose anything about the Adaptec product

that you saw either, did you, sir?

A. Right.

Q. Now, Mr. Smith, as the chairman and CEO of Crossroads,

ultimately your responsibilities for the actions of

Crossroads, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Early on, when it was a small group, you had a lot of

control, right?

A. I'm not sure what you mean by control.

Q. Well, you knew what was going on, right?

A. Certainly some things.

-YQ. You made it part of your day—to-day operation to make sure
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you knew what was going on, right?

A. I was interested in many things in the company, yes.

Q. And when the 972 patent issued, patent that's in this

case, Crossroads applied a patent label to its products,

right?

A. I believe that's correct.

Q. Okay. And that patent label listed the 972 patent as

being embodied in, for example, the cross .4100 product,

right? '

A. Again, I didn't know.

Q. Do you have any reason that it was not?

A. No.

Q. Let me show you what's been marked as Defendant's Exhibit

11.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, we would object on the

grounds that we discussed yesterday with respect to the

introduction of any of the documents relating to marketing.

THE COURT: Let me see 11.

(At the bench, on the record.)'

MR. BAHLER: ‘Your Honor, there's several pages in

there that are more relevant.

THE COURT: How does it refer to the products?

MR. BAHLER: There we go, Here's the patent and

here's the 4100 right this.

THE" COURT‘: Your objection."
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MR. ALBRIGHT: Our objection, your Honor, is on

relevance.

THE COURT: Okay. It's overruled. 11 is admitted.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Mr. Smith, let me hand you a complete

copy, once again, it's loosely, of Defendant's Exhibit 11.

Let's just look at the first page right now. Can you tell me

-- well, first of all, this is a group of documents that are

drawings from -~ for Crossroads, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And, in fact, let's just stay on the first page. It says

regulatory label, Crossroads C P 4200, right?

A. Yes.

Q. That's what the first page; right?

A. Uh-huh.

Q. Okay. Then, let's turn several pages in to this page. Do

you have it, sir? This is the one labeled regulatory rodeo

4100. That's the CrossPoint 4100 product, right?

A. I believe so, yes.

Q. That's the 4100 product that we've been talking about,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. It's the 4100 product that Mr. Alcock during his opening

statement said did not include the invention of the patent in

this case, right?

A. Yes.
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Q. And yet, Crossroads applied this label to that product,

'right?

A. I believe so.

Q. And included in that label is an indication that the 4100

is protected by U.S. patent No. 5941972. It's not very good,

but that's what it says, right?

A. I believe so.

Q. That's the patent in this case, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Crossroads —— this is the first patent that Crossroads had

ever gotten, right, sir?

A. I don't remember which was the first.

Q. It was an important one, right?

It is an important one.

First one that or at least that's what you think, right?

Uh—huh.

First one that Crossroads ever filed, right, sir?

I don't recall that either.

Certainly first one you ever sued anybody on, wasn't it?

It is. i

Q. ‘Do you know why it was Mr. Alcock said you never made your

invention during his opening?

A. I'm sorry.

Q. Do you know why —— first of all, does Crossroads make any

products that include the patent in this case in your opinion?
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A. That we -- what do you mean by make? It's unclear. We've

already sold, will sell?

Q. Well, does the 4100 include the patent in this case?

A. I didn't believe it does.

What leads you to that belief?

That's what I've learned from our engineering team.

Pardon me?

That's what I've learned from our engineering team.

Q. Okay. And that's not what you told the world in November

1999, was it?

A. I'm.not sure I understand.

Q. Well, up in the right—hands corner of that document

there's a November 1999 date, right?

A. There is.

Q. That means that that's the effective date of this

document, right?

A. Somewhere in that time frame.

Q. Effective date-of that label, right?

A. It appears to be.

Q. And after that date, sometime after that date, this label

is actually applied to the product, right?

A. Yes.

Q. That was done so Crossroads could tell the world that the

4100 product was covered by the patent in this case, right?
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Q. And at that time, Mr. Smith, the only form of access

control in the 4100 was this reserve command that Mr. Alcock

mentioned during his opening, correct, sir?

A. I don't know that.

Q. Next page in that exhibit, sir. First of all, 4200,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. That's the one that's the Adaptec look alike, right, sir?

A. That's what any comments were in the note.

Q. Well, that's what you said in the notes we've talked about

a second ago, right? And you applied the patent number to

that product, too, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Which means Crossroads is telling the world that the cross

point 4200 included the invention of the patent in this case,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Next page is another level for another version of

4100, right, sir?

Yes.

And once again, patent number's on there, right?

It is.

Next page. This label says effective against the 4100 and
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2000, right?

It's right about the time you sued Pathlight, right?

Yes.

Q. And you were still telling the world that-your product was

covered by the patent in this case, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Pass the witness —— or hang on just a second.

the admission of Defendant's Exhibit 11.

I move for

I think your Honor

already moved on that one?

off the

THE COURT: It's in.

MR. BAHLER: Defendant's Exhibit 90.

THE COURT: Any objection on 90?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, if he just wants to read

numbers we have if objection to any.

THE COURT: 90, 95, 25, 93, 97, 98 and 113 are

admitted.

MR. BAHLER: All right. Thank you, your-Honor.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, do we do redirect now?I

THE COURT: Redirect now.

MR. ALBRIGHT1 Okay.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHT:

Q. Mr.

to the jury which is have you ever heard of a company making a

Smith, I'm going to ask you to introduce a new concept
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mistake?

VA. Yes.

Q. With respect to the label that we've just heard about for

a good while, do you know whether or not the 972 patent is in

the products that Crossroads have sold up to today?

A. It is not.

Q. And who do you rely on for that testimony?

A. Engineering didn't and then, the customer group that work

with our customers as to how to label the product.

Q. Would it be fair to say that Geoff Hoese and Jeff Russell

say that the patent isn't in there if it's not in there?

A. That's fair.

Q. Would it be fair to say that as the CEO of a company the

transition from four people to six people in '96 to 200 now

that you were not in charge of putting labels on the products

that you sent out?
A. Yes.

Q: Did anybody from the labeling section ever call you before

they did anything?

A. No.

Q. Prior to this lawsuit, were you aware that this label was

on your products?

A. No.

Q. Did you have anything to do with making —— putting on

there or have any discussion with anyone that should or should
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out in have been on there?

A. I did not.

Q. And with respect to whether or not it should be on there

in terms of whether or not the patent is actually in the

product, you would defer to the engineers we're going to hear

from today?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. With respect to the questions about what it was

‘that you informed the United States Patent Office about, who

did you, Brian Smith as the CEO of Crossroads rely on to get

the appropriate information to Patent Office in terms of

applying for this patent?

A. Both Jeffs and the bill Halsey, the attorney.

Q. Okay. Again, were you personally involved in making

certain that this information got to the §atent Office?

A. I was not.

Q. Did you give instructions to the engineers and to your

lawyers to make certain that the appropriate information did

get to the Patent Office?

‘A. Absolutelyu

Q. As you sit here today under oath, do you believe that

Crossroads did get all the information to the Patent Office

that it was supposed to?

A. I do.

Q." And again, with respect to Mr. Hoese and Mr. Russell who
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are going to testify today and who were principals in terms of

getting this application, did you rely on them to make certain

they got the appropriate prior art to the Patent Office?

A. Yes.

Q. Is it your opinion that they did so?

A. It is my opinion they did so, yes.

Q. Okay. Mr. Bahler asked you a couple of questions about a

purchase order, and I would think that a purchase order is a

purchase order. Am I wrong?

A. There are differences.

Q. When he was asking you whether something was a purchase

order and you were telling him it was not, I don't know that

the jury could see the exhibit to see really what you're

looking at. Why were you saying that what he was showing you

was not a purchase order?

A. It's a common practice in our business to give early what

we call beta products to potential customers to evaluate and

see if it meets their needs and typically, the way they're

exchanged is through what's called an evaluation purchase

order. The customer agrees to take that product for 30 or 60

days, evaluate it, and then return itr

Q. For example, right now, Crossroads, on August 1st, will

release a next generation products?

A. Yes, our fourth generation.

Q. Okay. And as we speak right now, I take it there are‘
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people who have those products -- customers have purchased

those products already, have they not?

A. There are customer who's are evaluating those products,

re.

~Q. So they might have an evaluation purchase order showing

that customers have those next generation products but don't

go on sale till August 1st so anything until August 1st is not

-typical a sale until Crossroads is concerned?

A. And many of them don't have the certifications required to

be sellable.

Q. Okay. And tell us what you mean by that.

A. The FCC, for instance, has to certify that products meet

their requirements for safe use in both home and businesses,

and many of those evaluation units have not been through that

process. They're merely to be evaluated.

Q. To see if those customers will want to buy them?

A. That's correct.

Q. And with respect to those products that you call beta

products, I take it that comes after alpha?

A. Yes.

Q. Those beta products, is there any protection against those

being released to the public, for example income if form of an

NDA?

A. There is we have M D As with all of our customers adds we

give them early access to products under those
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non-disclosures.

Q. Now, I've just talked about an NDA I want to Mick sure the

jury understands what an NDA is?

A. Nondisclosure agreement between parties or more where

things, concepts, products can be exchanged under just the

disclosure between those two organizations and not to others

beyond that.

Q. So the company is taking or that's getting the product to

evaluate cannot disclose what's in that product?

A. That's correct.

Q. Now, once your new products go on sale on August 1st,

there's not going to be a non—disclosure agreement with those?

A. Correct. We make them what we call generally available.

Q. Those are going to meet all the standards by the FCC and

whatever government agency you need to meet, correct?

That's correct.

Will those products have the 972 patent in them?

A.

Q.

A. I believe they will.

Q. Okay. Finally, we had a fair amount of discussion —- I'm

not certain if the jury remembers or not —- concerning what

was on sale at Comdex of '96. There were two products, the

Crossroads or cross .4100, and the 4400 which is basically the

Hewlett Packard product, correct?

A. Uh—huh.

Q. In 1996, was there a 4100?
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No.

In 1996, was there a 4400?

There was an HP precursor to that.

But could you have sold either of those products?

We could not in '96.

If Clarion called up and said get me the 4100 today, could

have done it in 1996?

A. We could not.V

Q. So when they talked to you again about the Clarion

purchase order or even an offer to purchase or anything like

that in 1996, was there a 4100 that Crossroads could have sold

to them in 1996?

A. No.

Q. And as you've testified earlier, did you ever sell a

product to Clarion?

A. I don't recall ever selling one to Clarion.

Q. And let's get down to the heart of it, really, with

respect to the two products that are being shown in 1996 at

Comdex. Did either one have the patent -— the 972 patent in

them?

A. I believe they did not.

Q. Did either one, as far as you know, have the ability from

what you've heard today in this courtroom and what you've

discussed with your engineers now in terms of what access

control is in 1996, could either of those products perform
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precursor, was hard wire. What does that mean?

A. Means there's only one way for them to connect between the

Fibre Channel side and the SCSI side. There were no choices,

there was no access control as we've talked about today. It

was just simply the data came up and went up.

Q. Again, it's because there's a box here and the box

underneath the table and wires running back and forth and it

was just approved the consent?

A. That's correct.

Q.‘ Would there be any need for access control if there was

only one box on top and one box on bottom?

A. I don't believe so.

Q. Because you wouldn't have the host or the computer trying

to get into different storage devices, right?

A. That's correct.

There was one host or one computer and one storage device?

That's correct.

Pass the witness.

MR. BAHLER: May.I redirect?

THE COURT: Yes, if you have something that was

brought up on redirect that you haven't covered.

MR. BAHLER: Thank you, your Honor.
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION

"BY MR. BAHLER:

Q. Now, Crossroads put those labels on its products because

its patent lawyer said it was okay to do it?

A. I don't know.

Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Sims was identified by Crossroads to speak

on his behalf on selected topics. Do you have that knowledge,

sir?

A. I don't, no.

Q. Mr. Smith, when was it that Crossroads decided that it

wasn't making any products according to your patent in this

case?

A. I would say when was it decided?

Q. Yes. When did you figure that out?

A. I'm not sure when the team figured out. I understood it

recently personally.

Q. All right. Were you aware that Pathlight served upon

Crossroads what's called an interrogatory, asking them to

identify products that incorporated the patent in this case?

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, if I may, I think he's got

to ask a question and if there's an answer he disagrees with

in terms of the responses, then that's the appropriate way to

do this.

THE COURT: It may be. He just asked if he was aware

an interrogatory. Are you aware of an interrogatory?
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THE WITNESS: I am not.

THE COURT: All right. Ask your next question.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) All right. Were you aware that in

response to such interrogatory --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, if I may. I believe he

must ask the witness a question and find out what the answer

is and then he can show the interrogatory response.

MR. BAHLER: I haven't shown him anything.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Well, read the interrogatory.

MR. BAHLER: That's what I'm going to do.

COURT: Well, I don't have a question before me

yet.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) Were you aware that in response to such an

interrogatory, Crossroads answered after objecting subject to

and without waiving its objections, Crossroads answers as

follows. Crossroads is still investigating its sales of

products which incorporate the invention of the 972 patent.

Were you ever aware that Crossroads answered that question?

A. I was not.

Q. A11 right. And --

MR. ALBRIGHT: Your Honor, if we could still have a

date on the interrogatory answer?

MR. BAHLER: I'm about to do that, sir. Thank you.

Q. (BY MR. BAHLER) That response was July 2000 and it was in

response to a question that we had served about a nonth'
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before, May of 2000, right, sir?

A. And the question is?

Q. Well, my next question is, you just figured out what

products cover -— are covered by your own patent recently?

A. Me personally, yes.

Q. How about the company?

A. I don't know.

Q. Okay. Now, this case was filed in April of 2000, right?

A Yes.

Q. And at the time, Crossroads was telling the world with its

patent label that its product included the patent, right?

A. Yes. ‘

Q. And then, recently, at least you discovered that

Crossroads really wasn't making any products according to your

invention?

A. That the image was not included in the products sold, yes.

Q. Exactly. And in July 2000, you didn't know whether or not

they did, right, according to this corporate statement, right?

A. I don't know.

Q. Okay. Were you having difficulty figuring out what that

patent meant, Mr. Smith?

A. I don't know. It's not my job.

Q. Pass the witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: About another half hour, your Honor.

THE COURT: You may step down.‘ Members of the jury,
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we're going to let you go to lunch, 1:30. I'd like you back

at 1:30 please remember the instructions. Have a nice lunch.

(Jury not present.)

THE COURT: We're in recess till 1:30.

(Lunch recess.)

THE COURT: All right, counsel anything before we

bring in the jury?

. MR. BAHLER: No, your Honor.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Not from the plaintiffs, your Honor.

THE COURT: Knowledge, during the noon hour, did

anyone attempt to talk to you about this case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: Did you talk to anybody about the case?

THE JUROR: No.

THE COURT: And did you learn anything at all about

the case outside the presence of each other and this

courtroom?

THE JUROR: Know.

THE COURT: _Show negative answers to all questions by

all jurors. You may call your next witness.

MR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, sir. Plaintiff would call

Mr. Dale Quisenberry.

THE COURT: Come forward and be sworn, please, sir.

This is Mrs. Sims. She's going to administer an oath to you.

(Witness was sworn;)
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THE COURT: Walk around this column and have a seat,

please, sir. And if you'll tell us your full name and spell

your last.

THE WITNESS: Thomas Dale Quisenberry, Q U I S E N B E

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ALBRIGHTE

Q. Mr. Quisenberry, the jury's already heard about you this

morning. If you'd be so kind as to introduce yourself to them

and basically tell them how you met Mr. Smith back in the

early '90s?

A. Sure. I'm Dale Quisenberry and I'm met Brian at church in

1992. At the time that we were both looking for something to

do, to go out on our own to do and so that's —- we started

talking and primarily 1993 to get together and do something on

our own, business-wise.

Q. And what did that lead to in the 1993—'94 time period,

sir?

A. In 1994, we had started a Company by the name of infinity

software, which was primarily a consulting company, and we --

I was doing networking consulting. That is my background,

which is data networking. And then, Brian was still at IBM at

the time and left IBM in the fall of 1994 and then, we both

started doing consulting. I again was still doing data

network consulting and Brian was doing some system analysis
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to 1995?

A- In late '94, we had some queries from -- actually a head

hunter who were looking for people that had expertise in the

Fibre Channel area. They had heard about Brian and what Brian

had been -- had worked on at IBM and inquired with us as to

were we available to work on a contract with a company,

Symbios Logic, to assist them in some Fibre Channel

architecture and software implement take that they were trying

to do on some of their products.

Q. Now, just to put this in time context for the jury in the

'94-'95 time period, you all had not at this point decided to

start trying to develop a storage router, correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. So '95 period, you all were doing consulting for other

companies?

A. That is correct.

Q. Okay. If you could tell the jury what happened from 1995

into 1996 and the transition that you and Mr. Smith met.

A. Sure. In 1995, when we were awarded a contract to do

consulting for this company that needed the expertise, Fibre

Channel software engineering expertise, we established another

company that was infinity come stole L L C. The reason why we

did that was that we had done some work store) in the prior
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company, some software work that could have resulted in us

receiving royalties, and we did not want to mix that revenue

with both companies.

So we started this new company called infinity come

store and that was in the spring of '95. In all of that year,

we did consulting for various companies. And then, on into

'96, we continued doing consulting but, also, as we —- as the

consulting continued, some of the members of the company and

certainly primarily Brian was the person who was the external

face would travel. He also did education classes with another

gentleman.

And so, in the course of that time frame, he would be

able to visit with companies to find out what their needs

were, and what types of products were currently being

developed by other companies in the Fibre Channel arena.

And again, in doing so in '96, we started talking

about the actual -— a product and moving away from consulting

and moving into just being a product development company.

Q. Okay. So we're in '96 now. And you all have decided to

make the transition from consultants to hopefully producing a

product, this storage router that Mr. Smith talked about this

morning-

How many folks were with the company at this point.

A. In mid-'96, we probably was around ten.

Q; Okay. And we've heard already this morning from Mr. Smith
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that he was the CEO. What was your role?

A. My role at certainly from the the point of infinity come

store and moving with always kinds of an inside role of taking

care of facilities, taking care of personnel, taking care of

payroll, some little marketing at times, but very little. And

so, again, it was dealing with, you know, making sure people

had medical insurance, making sure that the accounting was

taken care of, et cetera.

Q. Making sure the ship kept running?

A. Uh-huh.

‘ Q. Okay. Was your job at all in 1996 or ever with Crossroads

to develop intellectual property?

.A. It was not.

Q. Okay. Did you have -— did you interact with the engineers

that ones that were going to meet with Mr. Hoese and Mr.

Russell about developing intellectual property?

A. I did not.

Q. Okay. As between Mr. Smith, yourself and the engineers,

would you tell the jury whose role it was to develop and

product intellectual property on behalf of Crossroads?

A. Geoff Hoese.

Q. Okay. And Geoff Hoese is an engineer —— was an engineer

with Crossroads?

A. He was.

Q. Okay. He's also a manager at the time?
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